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Projection English
CITY of DUBL:rn VOCATIONAL EDUCATION CmilEITTEE
------- .. _- - --
INSTITUTE of SCIENCE and ':. :::HNOLOGY - IillVHT STREET
Employer
Odeon Ltd.
Re gal Cinema.
F OrUlTI. Ciner.m
Green CineLl8.
Broadway Cinema
Lyr ic Cine:<'Ila
S undr i ve Cinema
Bohenian Cinenl8.
Pavilion Cinema
-T ew Electric Cin.
Majestic Cmema
S andford Cll1ema
[)rumc ondra Cinena
l:asterpiece Cin.
Aiielphi Cinema
Ste lla Cine"m
S UJ."'1dr i ve Cinama
Plaza Cinema
Phibsborough Cin.
Alelphi, D'laogh.
Name
.------------If-------------l~-----_t----t__----_+_---+_---_+----_+_-- -r----------------t
FebaIl, Edward
Keogh, Vincent
~:cICenna, Christopher
Francis, Regll1ald
CunnLl'lbham, Edward
Matthews, ThOl'ilaS
Price, EaJilonn Leo
Kenned;{, Le 0
O'Brien, Gerard
Ste"i'lart, John
Tysom, Kenneth
Sheridan, Terence
O'Connor, Jolm /
Land, iJoel /'
rnl i tty, J a.;ne s
Kavanagh, I~ieran
Lynch, Liam
Norton, Patrick /"
Roantree, Patrick ,r
hatthews, Frederick
EXA}:ill~ATION RESULTS
JCITY of DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION CmmITTEE
-_. ---------_.....~------ ._---
• I" .: , d' SCIENCE and TECHNOLOGY - EEVIN STREET-.,.,. .. ,
- .. ___".__1"'_ _
------_.
E'{.'.::c:mAT ION RESULTS CINEMA OPERATORS t COURSE - 2nd and 3rd YEARS SESSION 1951-52
----
S01md E:l.eo~·· Pt~~~c,. ATTE:N1JANCr; Supplemental ExaminationName Employer Equipment Light rJ.-'J. y No .. of Classes and Remarks
Term 1 Term 2 Term 3
27 31 12
_._.-
Barrett, James F airvievr Cinema 38 57 63 65 20 25 9 Passed on Oral.
Col gan, Henry Inchicore Cinema 42 43 71 80 25 28 12
Caffrey, J olm Cabra Cinema abs 27 24 0
Larkin, J oseph Sutton Cinema 30 40 43 75 23 29 12 Passed ~
0'Too1e, Patrick Savoy Cinema 46 10 67 85 19 27 11 Passed 62%
Pierce, Leslie Carlton Cinema 36 49 52 70 25 29 10 Passed on Oral
Tu11y, James Killester Cin •. abs 15 25 0
THIRD YEAR
arrett, Michael Ria1to Cinema ./ 58 73 50 70 24 31 12 ~r-c- e-
Bernard Tivo1i Cinema 42 84 50 75 20 28 12 A-o~ -Iu
James Princess Cin. 45 22 45 45 22 29 11 Failed 3010 To repeat
DesI!1ond Grafton Cinema 52 43 25 75 18 31 10 PasE?ed 44%. Cert
HeIler, Francis Eietropo1e Cinerw. 48 54 40 65 23 31 10 ~e
Eustace, J oseph ~up:ttol Cinema abs 17 1 0
Hurphy, Thomas Classic Cinema 52 54 41 70 24 30 12
lI~cDonne11, Anthony Astoria, S'ford 30 40 43 60 21 27 10
Henry Le inster Cinema 42 21 40 80 21 31 12
rwin, Patrick l1ary Street" 73 61 59 50 16 31 12
/~
CITY of DUBLIN VOCATIOtTAL EDUCATIOilT COHEITTEE
INSTITUTE of SCIENCE and TECHiWLOGY
l',EVIlIJ STRJ1,~T
~dvisory and Education Sub-Committee
Cinema and Theatre (P.roje~~ion)
A meeting of the I.T.G.W.U. (Cinema Branch) members of the
Advisory Sub-Cor.unittee for CinelP.a Apprentices I classes and
members of the staff of the Technical Schools was held at Kevin
Street, at 4 p.m. on Tuesday, July lath 1951.
Present:- Hessrs. F. Robbins, T. Farrell (IeT.G.W.U. Cinema.
Branch) and H. Hodgens, J 0 Honan (Technical Sohools)
Business:- Consideration of Sessional examination marks and
attendance reports for Cinema Apprentices Years
1, 11 1 and 111.
It was agreed that:-
(1) Most students of Year 1 and 11 should pass on to the next
year of the Course, and that all of Year 111 pass out.
(2) A few students in Year 1 and 11 will have to take supple-
mental examinations in single subjects or to repeat the year
of the Course already taken.
(3) One student to discontinue owing to very bad attendance.
(4) The date for sUJplomcntal oxaminations to be early in
September.
Names of students o.nd partioulars as above to bo set out
on Reports with raarks and attendances. Heports to be sen'fi
to Mr. Robbins as soon as possible.
Mr. Robbins askod that a strong letter regardinG attendanoe
and punctuality bo sent to him by tho Principal. Hr. Robbins
advised that the members n01f ropresontine; tho LT.G.W.U. (Cinema.
Branch) are:-
Messrs. Frank Robbins, Thomas Farrell and Robort Crawford.
S ignod:-
-------------
10th July 1951.
CITY of DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
---
INSTITUTE of SCIENCE and TECHNOLOGY
KEVIN STREET
ADVISORY AND EDUCATION SlTB-COMMITTEE
CINE~1A AND THEATRE (PROJECTION)
Joint Advisory and Education Sub-Committee meeting to bo hold at the
Institute---of Science and TechnoloRV, Kovin Street, at 3.30 P.ril. on
Wednesday, February 6th, 1952.
AGEHDA
1. Minutes.
2. To consider the attendances of the foll~ring studentsl-
James Doyl0
Dcsmond Dunno
Patrick Irvrin
E. Cunningho.m
3. Othor business.
Princess Cinema
Grafton Cinema
lViary S troct Cincma
Broadway Cinoma
Tho attendances of tho above namod students for tho Autumn
Term 1951 (September 18th to December 18th) is set out below:-
Student Yoar of Attendanco
Course Possible Actual Absent
Jamos Doyle 111 27 22 3
Dosmond Dunno 111 27 18 5
Patk. I:rvrin 111 23 16 1
E. Cunningho.m 1 26 6 2G
"--000.".
Late
2
4
6
Present:
CITY of DUBLllJ VCCATIONAL EDUCATION COl'ill'IITTEE
..---.-_.. - -_.- ------ _--. ... _- -- -- -_.- ---- ----_ ..._... -
llrSTITUTE of SCIENCE and TECHl'TdLOGY
___,,-.....6..-- ... _ -...-_ _-_ ...-- __ - _ ....._ -------
KElVIN STREET
ADVISORY AND EDUCATION SUB..C01IIMITTEEI .. .. .. • _
CINEMA. AND T..~_T~~_JPROJECTION)
Messrs. F. Robbins, G. C~~pbell and L. MdDonagh (Irish Transport and
General Workers' Union, Theatres' and Cinemas! Branoh); Messrs.
J. Brennan and J. Shercliffe (Theatre and Cinema Managers' Association
(Ireland).); Mr. R. Rodgens (Head of Telecommunications Engineering
Department) and Mr. N. J. Cranley, Principal (in the chair)
An apology for inability to attend was received from Mr. M. Baum.
A letter from Mrs. Gladjs Horton,.widow of the late Principal"
was read, in which she thanked the Advisory Sub-Committee for their
massage of sympathy on her bereavement.
Mr. Cranley vrelcomed the new members of the Committee" Messrs.
G. Campbell and L. Mci)onagh.
The results of the Sessional and Supplemental Examinations for the
1951-52 Session were considerec and approved. The details are appended
to these Minutes.
Of the 20 boys in First Year j 8 passed, 6 had left the Trade, 4 are
required to repeat the years course~ 1 is required to taloo a supplemental
examination and 1 was ill for a considerable time. Of the 7 seoond year
students 5 passed and 2 had left the Trade. 10 students sat for the
Final Third Year Examination and it YlaS agreed that certificates be issued
to the following 7 students;-
Name
Barrett, Michael
Dunne, Desmond
HelIer, Francis
~furphy, Thomas
~IdDonnell, Anthony
Gahan, Henry
Inrin, Patrick
RiaJ to Cinema
Graft on Cinema
Metropole Cinema
Classic Cinsnn
Astoria, S' ford
Le inster Pinama
Mary St. Cinema
Two student had left the T,rade and one 1;fill be obliged to repeat the
Final Year
Arising from the consideration of the examination results, it was
agreed that the general education of Cinema Apprentices was, on the whole,
not sufficiently good to enable them to derive full benefit from -che course
in the Institute. It was noted that the majority seemed to experience
difficulty in expressing themselves in writing. It was decided that this
matter should be discussed further bet-ween the Theatre and Cinema Associa.tion
and the Irish Transport and Goneral TIorkers' Union, to see if additional
instruction in,. say, English and/' or lIathematics would be given during the
First Year course.
~~. Robbins suggested that ~le courses would be ~nproved if a.
projector and ancillary sound equipnent were available to the Institute
in Kevin Streot. It 1;las d.ecided that a meeting of representatives of the
union and of the Theatre a no, Cinema Acsociation should be held in the near
fut~e>withMr. Brennan as convener, to disouss what steps could be taken
to acq-J..ire such equipnent.
.,
-2-
The possible impact of Television on the Oinema Trado was disoussed .. but
it was felt that it was too soon to come to any firm decision aB to how
training for Television might be made available to Cinema Operators or
Apprentices.
Mr. Robbins raised the matter of the recent increase in fees for Cinema
Apprentices from 10/- to 30/-. Mr. Cran1ey pointed out that in certain Trades
classes a fee of 10/- had been charged, although the usual fee for suoh classes
was £1. The general apprentice fee was increased to £1 to bring them all up
to the same level; in addition, all fees had n~i been increased by approximate:y
50%. Mr. Robbins accepted this as a satisfnctory explanation of what appeared
to be a severe increase.
The meeting thon terminated.
Chairman
m<\1ft{;in m. 6 SL<11sin. m.e., b. {;1'4CC.
Pl'iom 01f15e<1C f e<1'6m<1r.n<1c.
MARTIN M. GLEESON. M.A.. B.Comm.
Chi.f Ex.cati". Offic.r.
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
MARTIN J. CRANLEY. MSc. M.I e.1.. A.R.I.e.
Principal.
Telephone: 51801.
Address: Kevin Street, Dublin,
. 16:th..J:uly,. 19R~"..
ADVISORY SUB-CO 1.1MITTEE: CINEMA
~nd THEATm: ( J:5RO-jECT 10 N)
A Meeting of the above Sub-Committee will be held in this
Institute on Thursday, 23rd July, 19j3 at 3.30 p.m•.
M. J. CRANLEY ~
Principal.
AGENDA
;I 1. Minutes of Meeting held on 17th September, 1953.
I 2. EY~mination Results for Session 1952-53.
I 3. Additional instruction in English andMathematics for First Year students.
I 4. Availability of Projector and ancillarySound Equipment for class instruction.
5. New developments including Three-Dimensional
Films.
6. Any other business.
T member of the Advisory Sub-Committee
CITY of DUBLTIif VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
INSTITUTE of SCIENCE and TECBNOLOGY
KEVlN STREET
Cm-EMA. APPRENTICES SUPPLEMENTAL EXA.HlliATIONS - SESSIClif 1952-53
Name Cinema Year of Result 5ryjo 4ryjo
Course of exam• Maths. English G.S. E1ece Light SOtmd
Cooney" B. .t<egal I Passed 55
_. 53
Rings end
J ennings." D. Pavilion I Passed 96 -
-Dlmlaoghaire
I Fail 45 40 20
-.
l~ooney" L,. Sundrive
Roantree" P. Phibsboro' I Fail
-
29 33
-
,
Lynoh. L" Cabra 11 Fail 15
- -
Colgan, H. Inchicore III Passed 52
- -
Larkin, T. Button III Fail I 0 J 45 10;
CINEMA. APPRENTICES ATTErmAUCE P..ECORD - SESSICN 1952-53
Year Autumn Term Spring Term Sumrner Term Total
Nan:e of
Course Pres. Abs. Late PraSe Abs. Late Pres. Abs. Late POSSe Abs e Late.
Donohue, D. I 22 2 0 6 19 0 7 6 0 62 27 0
MaJethews" F. I 13 1 1 14 10 1 10 3 0 53 13 2
Lynch, L. 11 22 0 7 22 2 8 12 1 4 58 3 19
Barrett, J. III 26 2 11 23 '1 4 12 0 1 64 3 16
,CITY of DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
, • • • I •
INSTITUTE of SCIENCE and TECHNOLOGY
lit
KEvm STREET
Minutes of Advisory.Sbb-Committee: Cinema and Theatre (Pro:ection) held
J.n the above ns J.tute
at 3.30 p.m. on 23rd July 1953.
Present I
Mr. M. J. Cranley (Prinoipal) presiding. For the Irish Transport
and General Workers' Union - Mr. F. Robbins, Mr. L. McDonagh and Mr.
G. Campbell. For the Theatre and Cinema Managerts Association - Mr.
J. Brennan. Mr. H. Hodgens, Head of Department and Acting Secretary.
Mr. Cranley announoed that an apology for inability to attend had
been received from Mr. M. Baum.
The minutes of the previous meeting having been circu:!.£1:ted were
taken as read and signed.
After detailed consideration of examination results for the Session
1952-53 the following decisions were madel- :··Daniel Donohue, Frederick
Matth~, Liam Lynch and James Barrett to be called before the sub-
committee for intervimv because of unsatisfactory attendance at classes.
Joseph Dillan to repeat Year I. Bernard Cooney, Desmond Jennings,
Liam Hooney, Patrick Roantree, Henry Colgan and J oseph Larkin to take
supplemental examinations in the subjects in which they did not obtain
pass marks. All other candidates passed.
It was deoided that the next meeting of the Advisory Sub-Committee be
called for 11 aIm. on Saturday 12th September 1953 and that the students
be oalled for interview at 11.30 a.m. on that day. It was decided that
arrangements be lTUlde to hold the supplemmtal examinations at Kevin Street
early in the week commenoing 7th Septamber 1953 so that the results shall
be available to the Sub-Committee on the 12th instant.
The Sub-Committee unanLmously agreed that additional instruction in
Mathematics and English was necessary for First Year students, since their
laok of facility in these subjeots was a handioap to them in subsequent
yoars of the oourse. Mr. Brennun said that he did not foreseo any difficulty
in further releaso of the boys to attond tho oourse while Mr. vlcDonagh
suggested that any additional instruotion should be provided in the afternoon.
Mr. Cranley thought it would be possiblo to provide additional instruotion
for two hours on one afternoon per woek. Mr. Robbins suggested that
Mr. Cranley should write to the Irish Transport and General Workers r Union
and to the Thoatre and Cinema Managers r Assooiation informing them of this
rocommendation of the Advis ory Sub-Corran:ittee and requesting their co-operation.
Mr. J. Bronnan gave a report of a meeting and corrospondenoe with
Mr. Callan of 1fussrs. Allied Cinema Supplies Ltd., regarding the possibility
of obtaining Projootor and Sound equipment for tho Institute. A letter
oonoarning a front shutter Silnplex Projeotor meohanism and a R.CoA. Sound
fI(,ad at n probable total outlay of £25 was put before tho meeting by Mr.
Brennan. Mr. Robbins undertook to contact Mr. Bawn in this matter with a
vicrw to sccuring a reduction in the oost of tho equipment.
Mr. Brennan roportod that mombers of the Toohnical staff of Western
Eleotrio, R.C.A." and. Cinema and General Equipmont Ltd., would ba available
to looture to students of the oourse in the operating box in theatres a.nd
that Nossrs. Allied Cinema Supplies Ltd. J would provide similar faoilities
in their showroan. In oonsidering this offer Mr. Cranloy suggested that/
y-2-
that the students should attend in two groups, one group consisting of Y~ar I
and the other group Yearn II and III. Mr. Hodgens sugGested that such
leotures should be additional to the ordLnary curriculum of the Institute.
Mr. Brcnnan described some ef the new dovelopments in the cinema
trade, e.g., Cinorama, Cinomascepe etc., and mentioned that Mr. Kirkham
of 11ossrs. Cinemo. and General Equipment Ltd. weuld be in Dublin next
week. It was decided tha.t Mr. Robbins would contact Mr. Kirkham with
a view to his giving a lecture en these now developments for the benofit
of Opero.tors, Managers and the staff ef the Institute. It was agreed
that the proposed lecture would be under the auspices of the Advisory
Sub-Conllaittee and that Mr. Robbins would communicate with Mr. Hodgens whon
arrangements had been made with Mr. Kirkham so tha.t the organisation of
the locture meeting could the" be undertaken.
Regarding the incorporation ef instruction in these new dovelopments
in the cinoma apprentice course, it was agreod that the third year students
should be given a general outline of recent developments, but that more
formal teaching should be deferred until the situation in the trado became
more stabilised.
Mr. Cro.n+ey thanked ~~ssrs. Brennan and Robbins for tho assistance
they had given.
Tho meeting then concluded.
Chairman
30th July 1953.
COP Y
ALLIED CINEMA SUPPLIES LIMITED
97 Middle Abbey Street~
DUBLlli •
JC/PF.
J. Bronnan, Esq.,
Stephents Groen Cinema,
DUBLIN
Dear Mr. Bronnan,
22nd July,,'l953.
Further referonce to our recent telephone convcrcn+inns in connectior.
with proposed outfit for the Apprenticeship Scrcon. I reg'j'v-'::; that the
equipment offored in correspondences sometime ago has now been disposed
of" but I am at all timos willing to assist you in gathering som.... thing
togothor which may be of benefit to your committoo" and in this instance
I would suggest tho follm'nngl-
1. Front shutter Simplex Projector mech'J.nism"
which of course is seoondhand" and togother
with a top and bottom spool box.
2. R.C.A. Sound Head.
Tho latter, of oourse" would have to be purchased from an o,tt:dr1p souroe,
but I am of tho opinion the total outlay on tho oquip:::nC''':'lt,. as outlined
here, 'VlOuld be in the region of £25 in so far as the material we have on
hand hero. Wo would bo only too pleased to donate this to you but you
will, no doubt, agroe other goods which may have to be purchased from an
outsid~ souroe would naturally have to be chargeable.
Atter your good solf and committeo have gone into this matter porhaps
you would got togother and work out same suitable out-f~t at a reasonable
cost, whioh suit your requirements.
Assuring you of our co-operation at all times.
Yours faithfully:
for ALLIED CTIJEMA Su!:~I;~~'IP .•
(Signed) J. CALIAN
•CITY of DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION C01'1IMITTEE
,-
INST ITUTE of SC IIDJCE and TECHNOLOGY
KEVThf STP.EET
Minutes ?f the. Ad"!.isory Sub-Comnittee for Ciner.J.a and Theatre (Pro,ie_cti~~ SC.i_enc,el
Apprentices held at the above lnstitute at 11 a.m. on Saturday, septe~_er 12th-1-~.
Present Viere :-
Hr. ~:. J. Cranley, in the chair: l.1essrs. F. Robbins" J. Brenna.n,
R. Cra,~ord and H. Hodgens.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read, passed and signed.
W1,en the results of the supplemental examinations for the Session 1952-
53 were presented by 11-11'. Cranley the following reconunendations were made by
the eom..mittee:-
To pass on to the next year of the course having passed their supplemental
examinations :-
B. Cooney and D. Jennings to pass from Year I to Year 11.
H. Colgan having passed the supplewBntal examination in Electricity has
now completec1. the course.
To repeat the year of course having failed in the supplemental examina.tions.
L. Hooney and P. Roantree to repeat Year I
L. Lynch to repeat Year II
T. Larkin to repeat Year III
Mr. Robbins had not heard anythinc; further from Nr. Baum regarding
equipment being available for practical instruction. Regarding additional
time for the teaohing of English and ?Iathe2"1atics for the Year I students
Mr. Cranley read a letter from 2lr. Robbins on behalf of the Iri:sh Transport
and GeneraJ. ~iorkersl Union giving approval to the Sub-Colnmittee's
recommendation. Mr. J. Brennan said the Council of the Theatre and Cinema
Association had not yet met. He would strongly press his Council for the
additional time of release for the boys to have the e~rtra class time which he
considered very important.
Students called to explain an unsatisfactory attendance record during the
Session were then interviewed.
D. Donohoe, who failed the Sessional examination in three subjects and
who, therefore, was not called for supplemental examination, said he had
intendec leaving the trade in the Spring anc1 then changed his mind. It was
decided to allow him to repeat Year I but at the first sign of bad attendance
he vrouJ_d have to leave.
F. loiatthev{s, als 0 failed the Sessional examination in three subjects
and was not called. for su"!)plemental examination, gave the excuse of illness
of his mother. On givin(; an 11nr'lertaking that with other arrangements at home
he would make a good ~tt~nrqn~e it was decidec1 to allow him to repeat Year I.
L. Lynch, who failed only in Electricity 8.I.'"'lC; "Iho had a good record and
narks in the prev5_ous year promised -to be punctual in future. It WM
decided to allovr him to repeat Year IT.
-2-
J. Barrett did not present himself and sent no word of apology~ It
was decided to with-hold the Certificate for completion of the three yearB
of the Course to y,hich this boy "would be entitled pending a satisfactory
explanation of his unpunctual attendance. It was further decided that a
letter be sent to him and his employer regarding his discourtesy in not
attending to explain his late attendances at class and asking him for an
apology. In the event of a satisfactory explanation and apo1ogy the
CCJIlunittee would interview him at the next meeting and consider the issue ot
the Certificate.
28th December 1953
m~nu:;in m. 6 st<l1sin, m.e., b.C1'4CC.
Pl'iom OlF,se46 t:e4'6m4t,n4c.
MARTIN M. GLEESON. M.A.. B.Comm.
Chie' Exeeati.,e Officer.
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
MARTIN J. CRANLEY, M Se, M.I Cl., A.R.I.C
Principal.
Telephone: 51801.
Our Ref. 3024
Address: Kevin Street, Dublin.
.....................9.t.h . S.e.ptemb.e.r.. 19.... .5.3
ADVIS ORY SUB-C OHMITTEE : CDJEMA.
and' THEATRE ( Pp:'~JECT ~OE.r-~
A Meeting of the above Sub-C omnlittee will be held in this
Institute on Saturday, 12th September, 1953 at 11.00 a.m.
M. J. CRAlHEY,
AGENDA
.
1. Minutes.
2. Results of supplemental examinations.
3. Interview of students with unsatisfactory attendance reoordo
4. Cinema. equipment for practioal instruction.
5. Additional instruction for First Year Students.
6. Other business.
•.
m (\1R{;in m. () sLd1sin, m.e, b. {;l'.1cc.
?l'foth O'F1se",c f eI'OmltlC.1111.
MARTIN M. GLEESON. M.A•• B.Comm.
Chief Exeeutioe Offieer.
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
MARTIN J. CRANL=Y. M.Sc .. M IC.I, A.R.Ie.
Principal
Telephone : 51801.
Address: Kevin Street. Dublin.
....?+.~t ..o.~.tqp.~r..I 19..5.3.•
)
RADIO SERVICE WORK ADVISORY SUB..COMr.~ITTEE
A Meeting of the above Sub-Committee will be held in this
Institute on Wednesday, 28th October, 1953 at 3.0 p.m.
M. J. CRANLEY,
Principal.
AGENDA
1. Minutes of Meeting held on 8th July, 1953.
2. Correspondence.
3. Apprenticeship Scheme.
4. Equipment and Apparatus.
5. Procedure for Award of Certificates of
Proficiency.
~ 6. Television Courses.
7. Any other business.
To eaoh member of the Advisory Sub-Committee
I.
\
m<.\1fu;in m. Cl '51..<11S111, m.e., b.C1'4~C.
pt\fom O'f'5e4~ re4Um4r,n4~.
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
MARTIN J. CRANLEY. MSc, M.I Cl., AR.I.C.
Principal.
Telephone: 51801.
MARTIN M. GLEESON. M.A.. B.eo.......
Chi.f Ex_ti". Officer.
AND TECHNOLOGY
Address: Kevin Street. Dublin,
3rd July~ S~ •
............................ 19 .
RADIO SERVICE 1NORK ADVISORY SUB-CO~~iITTEE
. .
A Meeting of the above Sub-Coramittee will be hold in this
Institute on Wednesday, 8th July, 1953 at 3.0 p.m.
M. J. CRANLEY,
Principal.
AGENDA
.
1. Minutes of Meeting held on 27th May, 1053.
2. Procedure for Award of Certificates of
Proficiency to (a) Radio Servicemen who
fulfil the necessary requirements ~nd
(b) Established Radio Servicemen who do
not fulfil the necossary requirements.
3. Amendment of W.D.A. Scholarship Scheme.
4. Equipment and Apparatus.
) 5. Vacation work.
'X 6. Television courses.
7. Any other business.
r To each member of the Advisory Sub-CoIDn1itteo
MARTIN M. GLEESON, M.A., B.Comm.
Chief Executiw: Office,.
-oe.6- C .6-1S C.6.t-61R [)
.0' . 4 1[0 _
\ ~~ ~duca'ion Committee for the City of -<\ <:-A.~~~~~~~ D~~ ~
mA1Rdn m.Ost41sln, m.e.,b.t:MCt:.
plllom 01rl~e4C re4um4nn",c
".
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
MARTIN 1. CRANLEY, M.Se., M.I.CI., A.R.I.C
Principal.
Address: Kevin Street, Dublin,
Telephone: 51801
...................1.~:th ..J~y...t _ _ .19 R9.•
RADIO SERVICE WORK ADVISORY SUB-CO~~1ITTEE
A Meeting of the above Sub-Committee will be hold in this
Institute on Wednesday, 27th May, 1953 at 4.0 p.m.
M. J. CRANLEY,
Principal.
A G END A
1. Correspondence.
2. Certificates of Proficiency.
3. Revision of W.D.A. Scholarship Scheme.
4. Amendments to Time-Tables of Courses.
5. Donation of Radio Sots, Test Apparatus, etc.
6. Consideration of possibility of courses in
Te levision.
7. Vacation work.
8. Consideration of Par~graphs C and D of the
Apprenticeship Scheme for Radio Service
Technicians.
9. Any other business.
r To each member of the Advisory Sub-Committee
•CITY of DUBDIlJ VOCATIONi.L EDUC~~~TI:;N COll[;-iTT:2E.
IESTITUTE OF SCIE.:CE AND TEC~E'JLOGY
KEVIN STR.G£T
RADIO SEr,VICE ADVISORY EDUCf.~TIO:'\T C')~1 .. ITTEE.
Re ~(;rt ~L_~ub-cu_mmi t t~e apj.J?}J~t~_0.9._C.OP3 ~d~.r. t}~e_ ".3.c_02.e__o.f.,_an~
procedure for, the restricted examlnations to be held for existing
Had 10 ser"v-ice- me-n '~ie-e-king --the' ·cer-t-iffc·:"Te- 7)-tj"Jr-:'-fic-i"Emc·y Tn-lfci.·cfio
serVTcevvork-.··-'-·---· --- -- --_._- - _._-- _.- - -- - . - ...------ ---
The sub-comnittee met at the Institute of SClence and 'l'echnolog',
Kevin Street, on lIT: vember 27th 19,~,3 v/hen the following members were
present - l'Iessrs. J. E. Ke<1tes, ~!icLllister; J. V. Bonan N. E. 13road-
berry and ~. Hodgens.
It was agreed that the examination should be c~nducted under the following
he8.din""s~-
(1) Interpretation of the information iven on a t:/pic,:?l modern service
sheet and analysis ef the circuit diagratl of the receiver from the p'int
of view of practical radio service work.
(2) !. good e;enerA.l knowledge of modern v2.1ve s.
(3) '1'he ap )lica tions of modern servicing equi 1.)men t, such as - Valve
Voltmeters, circuit ~racers, Cath00e Ra~ Oscilloscopes etc.
(4) Ability to dr~w circuits of a modern oroadc2st receiver using the
service sheet sup lied. The c~rcuits to be asked for under this
heading to include. - Feed-back circuits - p',)si tlve and negative
feed-back .
.t'ush-pull output and ph.J.se-spli tter drive. Band-pass lnput.
Automatic Volume Cuntrol.
(5) Using the Service Sheet provided to trace the switching arrangements
of the Receiver.
As regards (1) above a list of specimen questions prepared by }~.
Bonan wo. s ac cepted I)Y the sub-cornr'1l ttee 8.S be in"- S,:",- ti,sfac tory for te sting
the candidate practical knowleoge. The qU6stion paper ~s attached to
this report.
The questions would refer to the manufacturers circuit diagram of
a typical modern bro~dc2st receiver, and would aim at testing the
candidates knowledge of the function of v2.rious components and the
probable result on the performance of the receiver in the event of certain
components becoming short-circuited or open-circuited.
It was considered that the candid~te ~hould be able to identlfy
certain p3.rts of a receiver without the aid of the service sheet diag;rair.
The sub-comm~ttee recommend that the pasS marks should be 66 per cent.
The duratlon of the examinatlon to bo "?Lt least 3" minptes with an extensiun
of the time when considered necessary.
The Su1)-commi ttee was strongly uf 0 ~].nion that the men applying for
the restricted examinatlon should be carefully scrutinised before being
put forward for the examination. The applicants should have been receiv-
ing full journeyman's r~te for a perioo to be decided by the Advisory
Education Committee. NTr. nodrens rulecl that such considerations were
outside the terms of reference of the sub-co~nittee but that a note would
be made of the points and brought before the Advisory Education Committee
when it received the report on the examination.
H • Ho d ge n ~
(C~airm..a_I?-..o.f.. Sub-Commi t"~e_c) ,
,r
Specimen Examination Qu~s~io~~..
Identify the following con lO"1ents on the chassis (without the aid of
Lie service shee t) .
Signal load Diode Demodulator.
Output Stage bias resistJr.
Oscillator grid leak.
First audio amnlifier anode load.
AVO filter resistor.
~hat is the function of the followiDg;-
06, 013~ 022, 026} R16 83 or link.
In what way would the performance of the Receiver be affected by the
following faults:-
o 11 open-circuiteo
o 14 Short-circuited
o 2.4 11 if
o 30 Open-circuited
o 32 11 iI
R 15;1 iI
These questions refer to Pilot iIOlip);er il chassl.s. (Other receivers to
be used In the examinations will be :\/Iurphy A170, Bush AO 11 and
Philips 31C;A)
-----------------000----------------
CITY of DUBLIN VOCATICJNAL EDUCATION CO:mIITTEE
INSTITUTE of SCIENCE and TECHNOLOGY
KEVIN STREET
Minute s 9J Moo tin?:; of ~he Radio__S~e.l'vi'?E~Jork Advis~ry SU;.1?--Comm~ t~.C?2
hold on WednesdpjJ__~th July, 1953.
Present: Mr. M. J. Cranley, Principal (presiding), l'iIr. J. E. Keates and
Mr. J. J. McCann (Wireless Dealers' Association), Mr. G. Holland
(Federated Union of Employers), ~~. W. McFarlane and ~~. F.
O'Sullivan (Irish Transport ~nd Genoral Workers' Union),
Mr. H. Hodgens, Head of Department of IJ:1elecommum.cations Engin-
eering, Mr. J. V. Honnn, Instructor in Radio Service Work, and
Mr. C. G. Lynch, Socretary.
Apologies for inability to attend were received from Messrs.
Brownlee, Dalton and McAllistor.
Mr. Cranley stated that the Vocational Education Conwittee had
agreed to the proposal that tho Irish Transport and General
Workers' Union should be allowed an additional representative
on the AdvJ..sory Sub-Committoe; he therefore welcomed
l~. OJSullivan to its membership.
Minutos: The Minutes of the Meeting held on 27th ~by 1953 were read
--- and approved.
Proce~ure for. the }waFj~~~}:tific~tesof ProfJciency;
Pursuant to a decision to.ken 3. t tJ1.C previous m8etin[S NII'. Lynch
introduced drafts of two applic~tion forms to be complet8d by applicants
for the award of a Certificate of Proficiency. The first of theso -
to be comploted by those 'vvho hO-ve passed the Radio Service ''{ork (Senior
Stage) EJominations of the Department of Education (Technical Instruction
Branch) - ~~s approved subject to an amendment, suCoosted by ~~. McCann,
requirinG applicants to st~te ~heth~r their employment in Radio Service
Work w~s whole-time or part-time. The second dr~ft application form -
to be completed by ~pplicants for the award of a Certificate of Pro-
ficiency by way of 0. special practical examination in Radio Service
Work - was also ~pproved subject to an amondment requiring applic2.nts
to state the dates when their emplo:rraent 1ith a particul~r employer
commenced and terminated.
It was .J.Grecd that the application forms, uhon completed, should r
be returned to the Secretary of the ~dvisory Sub-Cor:~ittee o.t the }
Insti tute who 'would thon br ing them bofore the ..'.dvisory Sub-Conuni ttee
for considor~tion.
~~. Cranley mentioned the question of the foes of the examiner who
would be res)onsiblo for conducting the special pra.cticul exumination
for existing radio serVlcomen. During the subsequent discussion it
wa s suggo 3 ted that the oxaminer' s o:~pensG s should be me t 0 i ther jo intly
by the employers' and employoes' or~~nisations or by ch~r8ing each
applicQnt a ncminal examination fee or by both of theso mu .ns.
1~. lfuF~rlano s~id he thought it ought to be possible for his Union to
contribute tovnrds the ex_'.miner' s expGnso s but he would r(;quire the
sanction of his Executive Committoe for the specific amount of such
contribution. It was agreed to defer Q decision on this question until
next meeting; in the m03.ntime Mr. Cr,J.nley o.greod to ex::'.mine the fila. ttor
and make ~ re commend£', tion a3 to ~n approT~rio. te eXl.minor' s fee.
!E£rentic0ship Scheme:
/ It was cl.grved, subject to the o'"'nction of the ';Tireloss Deo.lvrs'I Association and the Irish Tr,J.ns);)ort ,~ncl Genvral Norkors' Union, that
Paragraph C of the Apprenticeship Schvme for Radio Service Technicians
should be amc..nded so 0.3 to ))1~ovid(; for two yo"rs post primary education
(either in a secondJ.ry and/or a t0chnic~1 scho~l) .J.nd a further two
(p.t.o.
r-2-
years at a FUll-tline Course in Radio Sorvice Work at a rocognised
technical school.
Wireless Dealers' Association Scholarship Scheme:
Mr. McCann indicated that his Association had approved of the
amendment of its Scholarship Scheme as sugGested at last meeting and
this was accordingly agreed to.
~~. Bonan reported that Mr. lhtthew J. Smyth had obtained highest
place at the Institute's Sossional Examination, having obtained 366
marks out of a possible 500 marks, and that his attendance had been
very satisfactory; he was accordingly recommended for the current
award of the W.D.A. Scholarship.
Equipment and Apparatus:
Mr. Hodgens said th~t it would be of considerable assistance if
the radio manufacturers could make a limited number of prototype or
standard chassis av~ilable to the Institute each year; 1~. McCann
who s::.id he saw no difficulty in this regard agreed to examine the
matter. l~. Holland suggested th~t the Institute should be placed
on manufacturers' mailing lists for the receipt of circuit diagrams
of each particular radio set as it was marketed.
Vacation V/ork;
~~. McFarlane said that his Union had no objection to the pro-
vision of vacation work for students of the Institute provided no
attempt was made to exploit the position by employing students on
holiday relief work.
Television Courses:
Points mentioned during a discussion on the provision of Tele-
vision courses were:-
(i) The value of showing instructional films as a means
of stimulating interest in the subject.
(ii) The comparative adv~ntages and disadvantages of a
short intensive summer course as compared with a
course of instruction on one evenlng per week during
the winter months.
(iii) The minimum initial outlay on equipment for the conduct
of television courses would be not less than £500.
(iv) The desirability of training Irish technicians rather
than bringinG technicians from abroad in the ovont of the
establishment of an Irish television station. In this
connection Hr. HcCann asked r.~. Cr0.nley to investigate the
possibility of providing an evening course for established
radio servicemen.
-----------------------------~-----~--~Chairman.
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• CITY of DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
INSTITUTE of SCIENCE and TECHNOLOGY
KEVIN STREET
Minutes of Meeting of the Radio Service Work Advisory Sub-Committee
held on Wednesday, 27th May, 1953.
Pre~~z Mr. M. J. Cranley, Principal (presiding), Mr. F. W. Brownlee
(Federated Union of Employers and Wireless Dealers t Association),
~~. J. M. orToole and Mr. J. J. McCann (Wireloss DealerstAssocia-
tion) , Mr. G, Holland (Federated Union of Employers), Mr. W.
McFarlane and W~. W. Lo McAllister (Irish Transport and General
Workers: Union), Mr. H. Hodgens, Head of Department of Tele-
communications Engineering, Mr. J. V. Honan, Instructor in Radio
Service Work, and Mr. C. G. Lynch.
Mr. Cranley wolcomed the members of the re-organised Sub-Committee
and expressed his confidence that their assistance would be of great
benefit to the Vocational Education Committee and to tho staff of the
Institute in organising the Radio Service courses.
Mr. Cranley said that Mr. Lynch would fill the position of Secretary
to the Sub-Committee.
Cert..~f.~c.§..~e of Prof}c ienc,Y:
In introducing the Certificate of Proficiency, Mr. Cranley read a
letter; dated 17th April 1953, from the Chief Executive Officer intim-
ating that the Vocational Education Committee h~d approved of his
signing the certificates in his capacity as Chairman of the Advisory
Sub-Committee; Mr. McCann was elected Honorary Secretary of the
Advisory Sub-Committee and it was agreed that in that capacity he also
should sign the certificates.
The procedure to be adopted in regard to the issue of the certi-
ficates wa~ aiscussed and it was agreed that applicants should complete
a standard application form giving details of their employment(s) and
of successes in the requisite examinations; on verification of these
details the certificates could then be issued by the Sub-Committee.
Mr. McFarlane said he was in favour of the issue of a Certificate
of Proficioncy in Radio Service Work as such a step lent status to the
employee but, he was concerned lest its introduction might discrimin~te
against existing radio servicemen many of whom could not reasonably be
expected to attain the educational standard now required. Mr. McCann
aid he was anxious that existing radio servicemen should be given
very facility to qualify for the award of the certificate; he suggested
a special practical examination which Mr. Honan agreed would be suffi-
cient to enable the standard of examinees to be assessed. It was
tent~tively agreed that existing radio servicemen should be given an
opportunity of qualifying for the award of the Certificate of Proficiency
by way of El practical examination. On 1~. McFarlane's request a final
decision was deferred until next meeting. The first of tbese pr~ctical
xaminations would be held in October next and further examinations
would be hold at intervals, as required, during the next three years, it
being anticipated that by then all existing radio servicemen would have
had ample opportunity of qualifying for the award of a certificate.
Wirel£E~"pealers.' Association Scholarship Scheme:
Mr. C!'''..!:!.ey pointed out that the existing scheme had not achieved
its object L"..,30far as those who had won the scholarships in the past had
not spent the requisite period in the sorvice dep~rtments of radio firms
and manuf.:l.ct').r')rs. This was due to the fact that the scholarship
holders had ob~ained permanent employment almost inwediately they had
completed thOj_l'" course at the Institute. As an alternative Mr. Cranley
suggested the following scheme under which the £50 paid under the present
scheme would be split up into a number of small prizes to be awarded to
(p.t.o.
the most succe ssful students of both day and evening course's:-
..,
------j
2nd Prize i 3rd PrizeI
•
£2 --j £1
£3
fA I
DAY COURSE
_."-. -.. ----_.
Year of 1st PrizeCourse
1st Year £5
2nd Year £7
EVENING COURSE
Year of 1st PrizeCourse
2nd Year fA
3rd Year £5
,
4th Year £6
2nd PT'ize
£3
£5
3rd Prize
£,2
£3
General approval was accorded to this suggestion and Mr. McCann under-
took to seek the approval of the Council of the Wireless Dealers' Associa-
tion for the revision of the Scholarship Scheme accordingly.
It was suggested by ~~. Holland and agreed that the prizes obtained
by a student during his course should be endorsed on his Certificate of
Pro fie iency.
Amendments to Time -Table s:
Mr. Hodgens said that it was intended to increase the duration of
the evening classes in R~dio Service Work from two to two and a half
hours and that an additional three hours instruction per week would be
provided in the second year of the Day Course; these proposed improve-
ments were made possible by the contemplated appointment of an additional
whole-time toacher.
Donation of Equipment and Apparatus:
Mr. Cranley mentioned that tho radio industry had been particularly
generous in its donation of equipment and apparatus for use in the
lasses; the only draw-back onc could find was that such donations were
sporadic. It would be of great nssistance if these donations could be
made at regular intervals. Mr. O'Toole and Mr. McCann said that the
members of the radio industry would be glad to assist by the donation
of equipment and apparatus if the Instituto's precise requirements were
made known to them. In this connection an electronic test metor was
mentioned as a particular requirement and Mr. Brownlee said that he
would be glad to donate this item of equipment. Mr. Cranley and
~Mr. McFarlane thanked Mr. Brownlee for his very generous offer.
XTelevision: X
The possibility of conducting courses in telQvision w~s discussed.
It was agreed that two types of course providing instruction in television
would eventually be required, viz.
(a) An intensive course for existing radio servicemen.
(b) Absorption of instruction in teluvision into existing
radio service courses.
It was agreed th~t furthor discussion of such courses should be adjourned
to the next meeting.
(p.t.o.
-3-
Vac8.tion Work:
The possibility of providing students of tho Institute with
vQcCltion work was briefly discussed, it being agreed thClt such work
could best be provided by way of holiday relief. It was decided that
a list of students who would be Clvailable to underta.ke holiday relief
work should be supplied to the Wireless DeCllers' Association Clnd to
the Foder~ted Union of Employers.
~pprenticeship Scheme:
w~. Cranley pointed out that clCluses C and D of the Apprenticoship
Scheme did not appear to conform to existing conditions insofar as the
qUCllifying oducational conditions for admission to apprenticeship
provide for qttondance for two years at the Junior Techn±cal Course and
subsequent attendance for one ye~r at a Full-time Course in Radio
Service 'vork; this contrasted with the fact tha t (a) practically none
of the students pursuing the Radio Service Work Day Course had previously
attended at Cl. technical school and (b) the existing Radio Service Course
is of two~years duration. Both Mr. McOann and Mr. McFarlane agreed
that the clauses in question should be revised; it was decided to place
the matter on tho agenda for the next meeting.
other business:
Mr, McFarlClneTs request that the Irish Transport and General
Workers i Union should be allowed an additional representative on the
Sub-Commi.ttee was agreed to and Mr. Cranley undertook to make the
necessary recommendation to the Vocational Education Coramittoe.
-----------------------------------------
ChClirman.
.,. ..
CITY of DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COl'1r.IIT'IEE
INSTITUTE of SCIENCE and TECHNOLC'GY
KEVIN STREET
RADIO SERVICE ADVISORY EDUCATIO N CmUIT'IEE
Report of sub-committe~ appointed to consider the scope of,
and procedure for, the restrictod examinations to be held
for existing Radio servic~ men seoking the certificate of
proficiency in Radio service work.
The Sub-committee met at the Institute of Science and
Technology, Kevin Street, on Novembor 27th 1953 when the following
members were present - Messrs. J.E. Keates, McAllister,
J.V. Honan, N.E. Broadberry and H. Hodgens.
It was agreed that the examination should be conducted under the
following headings:-
(1) Interpretation of the information given on a typical modern
service sheet and analysis of the circuit diagram of the
receiver from the point of view of practical radio service
work.
(2) A good general knoTIled~e of modern valveo.
(3) The applications of modern servicing equipment, such as -
Valve Voltmeters, circuit Trlc0rs, Cathode Ray Oscilliscopes
etc.
(4) Ability to draw circuits of a modern broadcast receiver
using the service sheet supplied. The circuits to be asked
for under this heading to include:- Feed-baok circuits -
positive and nogative feed-back.
Push-pull output and phaso-splitter drive. Band-pass
input. Automatic Volume Control.
(5) Using the Service Sheot provided to trace the switching
arrangements of the Receiver.
As regards (1) above a list of opocimon questions prepared
by Mr. Honan \JO.S accepted by thJ sub-commi ttoc., as be ing sa tisfactory
for testing the co.ndido.te pro.ctico.l knowlodge. Tho question
paper is attached to this roport.
The questions would refer to the manufo.cturors circuit
diagram of a typical mod0rn broadcast roceiver, and would aim at
testing thv candidates knowledge of the fill1ction of various
components and the probable result on the performance of the
receiver in the event of certain components becoming short-circuited
or open-circuited.
It was considored that the candidato should be able to
identify curtain parts of a receiv0r without the aid of the service
sheet dio.gram.
Tho sub-committeo recommend that the pass marks should be
66 per cent.. The duration of the oxamine.. tion to be at leo.st 30
minutes with an extension of the timo when considered necessary.
The sub-committee vas strongly of opinion tho.t the men.
o.pplying for the restricted exumino.tion should be co.refully
scrutinised before being put forward for the (;xamino.tion. The
applicants should have be0n r0ceiving full journc.,yman's rate for
Ja period to be decided by the Advisory Education Co~nittee.
Mr. Hodgens ruled that such considerations were outside the
terms of reference of the sUb-committee but that a note would
be made of the points and brought before the Advisory E~ucation
Committee when it received the repo~t on the examination.
H. Hodgens
(Chairm3P of Sub-Committee).
---000--~
Spocimen Examina~ion Questions
Identify the following components on the chassis (without the
aid of the service sheet) '-
Signal load Diode Demodulator.
Output Stage bias resister.
Oscillator grid len..:e.
First audio amplified anode load.
AVC filter resister.
What is the function of the following:-
C6, C13, C22, 026; R16, S3 or link.
In what way would the performonce of the Receiver be affected by
the following faulto:-
C 11 open-circuitod
C 14 short-circuited
C 2 e 4 11 11
C 30 Open-circuitod
C 32 11 11
R 15 11 "
These questions refer to Pilot IlCl-i.'pper" chasois.
rece i vera to be used in the czamina tiCJn 'j ,;ill be:
Bush AC 11 and Philips 310A!.
---000--,4
(Other
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,CITY OF DUBLlli VOCATIONA.L EDUCATION COHEITTEE
lliSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AlJD TECHNOLOGY
KEV:rn STREET
MllHJTES OF NEETnw
HEW
OF THE RADIO SERVICE WORK ADVISORY SUB-COMMITTEE
ON vVEDNESDAY, 28th OCTOBER 1953.
Present: £i!r. M. J. Cranley, Prinoipal (presiding); Mr. J. M. O'Toole
and 1,t;-. J. Reyno1ds (Wire les6 Dealers' Ass ooiation) ;
Mr. Vi. McFarlane, Mr. F. O'Sullivan and Hr. McAllister
(Irish Transport and General Workers' Union); N~. H. Hodgen~.
Head of Department of TelecoIlItJM1ioations Engineering; I\h-.
J. V. Honan and Hr. N. E. Broadbery, Instruotors in Radio
Servico Work, and 11Ir. C. G. Lynoh, Seoretary.
Apologies for inability to attend wore reoeived from
i'iessrs. Keates and Dalton.
liTr. Cranley welcomed Mr. Reynolds, rooently appo:lntod
Seoretary of' too VTire1ess Dealers' Assooiation, und Hr.
Broadbery, reoently o.ppeintcd Instructor in Radio Servioe
Work, to IOOmborship of the Sub-Committoe.
Minutes I The Hinutos of too ~.~eoting hold on 8th July 1953 wore
read and approved.
Corrospondenoe:
A letter dated 1st Ootober 1953 from the Irish Trnnsport and
General Workers' Union intimating its approval of the o.mondIOOnt of the
Apprentioeship Scheme Cl.S recommended Cl.t the last meeting was road and
notlld. Mr. Reynolds informed the meeting that this lIJt).tter had not
yot oome before the Counc il of the VI[ oD.A.
E,quipmont and Apparatus :
1~. Reyno1ds thought that perhaps marc oould be dane to nssist too
Institute in this regard through the vr.D J.... rather than through
individual menDers of the i~ssociatian. Regarding the type of equipment
required, I'.'ir. Hono.n se-id the.-I; modorn equipment was the most urgent
requirement. rKr. Hodgons sCl.id that if iterr.s of modern oquipment, e .~.
0. oar ro.dio, oeuld ha me-do Cl.vuilable on short notice for demonstration
purposes only - and not for actu..'\l olc..S:3 work - it would probably meet
the. Inotitute t s purposes. Hr. Roynolds suge;csted thn.t perhCl.ps the bost
results would be obto.inod if 0. Sub-Committee of tho iTr.D •.i~. discussed the
,.;;hole question of the provis ion end v.vo.ilnbility of equip:mont and
o.ppo.rCl.tw ..rith the sto..ff of tho Institute.
Procedure for the ~wnrd ef Certifioates of Profioienoy:
=11". Crnnley revio\led tho position to da.to and sa.id that :lom
o.ltcration in the text ef the Certificate seel:locl to be necessary in
order te avoid any possible ambiguity in regnrd to the competence of
the 1.clvisory Sub.Cennittee to issuo such Cl. certificate; in nnyevent,
it v-ms obvious that it could not be issued in its present form to nny
rCl.dio servioemnn whe qualified for its Cl.wo.rd by vmy of the special
prnctico.l oxo.nination sinoe such 0. ro.dio servicenm1 would not ho.ve pnssed
the Radio Service Work (Senior Stage) Exo.rninntions of the Departroont of
Education (Technico.l Instruction Branch). In addition, nmcnd:mont of tho
present wording of tho draft Cortificntc would be necessary in order to
faoilitate its nc..tiono.l recegnition. It ..ros agreed to plCl.ce the mutter
of the revis ion of' the form and "·lording of tho Certificate of Proficiency
on the agonda fer next neeting and to invite I'Ir. HCl.ckett, Senior
Inspeotor, Depo.rtr;xmt of Education, te thc.t moeting.
In the matter of the feos for tho exo.ninor 'lho vrould conduct the
special prCl.cticc..l ex~ina.tion for existll1g radio servicomen, X~. Crunley
pr op osed a fee of 10/- par hour on the undurstc...nding thut tvro co..:ndidCl.tes/
•,
•
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oa.nd idates would be examined in an hour and that the exo.miner would
be assured of at le~st two hours' work at a time; thus the praotical
examination '7ould only be held when there was at loast four oandidates
for examination. Hr. McFarln.ne thought that this proposal oould be
complementary to another, viz. that each candidate should be oharged
an examination foe of 5/-; thus the candido.tcs' examination fees would
cover tho payroont of the cxo.mincr~s fees. The "bvro proposals woro
agreed to o.nd, SUbject to the sanction of the Wireloss Doalors'
Ass ooiation und tho Irish Tro.nsport and Gonero.l Workers' Union, it was
docided to implement it under the foll~ring regulations:-
(i) Completed applico.tion forms sho.ll be roturned to the
Secreto.ry of the Advisory Sub-Committeo at the Institute
who, on the direet i on of tho Advis ory Sub -C ommittoo ,
shall notify each candidato of the time and placo of
his examination a.nd sho.ll roquest him to pay the
appropriate examination fee in accordance uith (ii)
and (iii) belo... ,.
(ii) Co.ndidates 'who are m.mbers of the Irish Tro.nsport and
Genoral Workers' Union shall be required to pay tho
appropriato oxamination fev to that Union.
(ili) All other cD~didates shall be requirod to pay tho
appropriate oxnmination fee to the i.7iroloss Dealers'
Association.
(iv) The TiJireless Dealers' Ascociatio-t1 and the Irish
Tro.nsport and Genoral iYorkors' Union shall be responsible
for tho payment of the examiner's foes in respoct of
the examination of those candidates ""Those examination
fees have beon pa.id to them.
It ,'m:; agrood that tho da.ys and tines at ,rhich the spocial
practical oxaminations ~ould bo held should be set out on the application
form and that co.ndidatec should indicate the day o.nd time at which they
wished te be examined.
It vrt\S decided to set up 0. Technical Su1:>-CoI:l!llittee consisting of
Hessrs. Koates, McAllister" Hodgens, Honan and Broodbery to draw up a.n
examination schedule o.nd genorally to advise a.nd guide the examinor
in tho conduct of the practical oxaninations. Tho decisions and
directions of tho Technical Sub-Con.mittoe would be binding on the
examiner.
It was decided that ull existing ro.e.io servicemen who wished to
do so should have qualified for the a1'1n.rd ef n. Certificn:ta of Preficienoy
within a poriod of throe years, comrxncing on 1st Ja.nuary 1954.
Telovis ion Coursos :
It was agreed that at present the nost prncticablo r.lothod of
providing instruction in telovision is by moa.ns of a short Sur:uner
courso for existing r2.c.io servicc.:mcn; the quostion of incorporating
such instruction into the existing Radio Service courses would be the
subjeot of further consideration.
Chairman
27th J a.nuory 1955
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A letter re slides from Mr. JaYJ Ritz Cinema, Ballsbridge
was read. It was decided that such work was not; o:;'.')ropriate'
to the Course.
tIT. Cranley mentioned that in a few cases there had been
delay in payment of the fee for first Y0ar students by the
managers. I~. Brennan undertook to bring this matter to the
notice of the Thoatre and Cinema ManagersiAssociation.
Mr. Cranley sug~ested a schome of prizes for the students
which received the anproval of the Sub-Committee. It was
decidvd that 1~. Cranley should write to MeGsrs. Robbins and
Casey suggesting the scheme and tho value of the prizes to
be awarded.
Mr. Robbins sug~~stod that the presentation of the school
certificates should be made at some function during the Autumn
term. The quostion of suitable Cinema Sound and Projection
equipment was again raisod and it was decided to make further
inquires.
Chairman
5th November, 1954
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Science
English and Science
Science
Mathematics and Science
Mathematics cnd Science
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o
3
9
2
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4
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3
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43
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74
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77
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69
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82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
79
79
79
77
76
74
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75
69
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70
70
61
65
70
57
67
88
61
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32
23
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19
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74
75
'12
36
28
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37
7
8
4
1
2
2
13
2
27
2
2
1
7
72
1
Lyric
De Luxe
l,p 011 0
Plo.za
Strand
Leinster
Kenilworth
Star
Tivoli
Bohemian
Classic
Metropole
1.delphi" D' Laoghaire
Sundrive
J'"poll0
Corinthia.n
EXLMINATION RESULlRS
Cljnto:rt. .• B:::-ian
lillon.> Josoph
Rannan ~ Augus t ine
H::-..<: 31, John
Riggins, Thomas
Hurley., Jeremiah
O'Reilly, Brendan
Rafferty, William
Shorlock, Richard
,Walsh, Hilliam
Donohuo, Daniel
Bonnor, Michael
Byrne" James
Roo.ntree, Patrick
Matthews, Frederick
Uoonoy, Lio.m
St:"pelton" John
Ko lly" Michae 1
r----~:~-----I---.
Supplemental examinations will be held on Saturday, Soptember" 4th 1954
between 10 a.m. and 12.30 p.m.
EXAMINAT ION RESULTS
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY - KEVm STREET
CINEMA. OPERAT OHS 1 COURSE SESS ION 1953-54
SECClID YEAR
.Attcn(ianco
Supplemental Examinations
Name Employer Light Elect- Projec- -- required in subjects asricity tion POSSe Act. Abs. Late under:-
Cooney~ Bernard Ritz, Ballsbridge 40 47 63 65 48 17 4 Left Ritz 24/5/54
Hanlon~ Corne1ius Hajestic 43 46 64 65 64 1 1
Keogh~ Christopher State 46 45 69 65 62 3 4
2£ Land, Nichol as Astor 21 abs. 56 65 63 2 8 Light.
Lynch~ Liam Cabra 42 91 65 65 65 0 7
McCormack~ patrick J. Stella 58 68 60 65 64 1 2
O'Callaghan~ Brian Killester 41 70 69 65 60 5 0 !Redmond~ Eugene Regal ~ Ringsend 47 83 83 65 57 8 7 1
Ma.nning~ Robert Sandford 51 78 62 62 61 1 1 ,
,I
3E O'Brien~ Maurice Royal~ Bray 31 81 66 60 49 11 16 t Light.r
3E J erm ings ~ Desmond Pavilion, D'Laoghaire 20 44 58 59 53 6 9 i Light.-_.... I
; I
--
THIRD YEhR Attondance
Sound Elect- projec- ~Name Employer Equi~- i - .
men
ricity tion poss. Act. Abs. ILate
r
•~
Sheridan~ Terence Regal Room; 45 78 68 65 53 6 5
Stewart~ John Bonildus Hn.ll 85 91 69 65 55 1 8 " .
Tysom~ Kenneth Stophen's Green 70 75 50 65 62 3
-
.
Whitty, Jumcs J:"dclphi 62 80 68 65 58 3 4 ~
O'Brien, Gerrard Drumcondra Grand 50 62 61 60 46 10 4
Price, Loo New Electric 73 63 52 56 <C6 6 4
Larkin, J oseph Sutt on Cinema 75 I 61 66 52 47 4 1
I
! :.
)[ Those studonts to attend on Friday, September 3rd, from 10 a.m. - 12 noon
for Supplemental oxn.minn.tion.
m<l.11\c;n m. 0 sLdlsin, m.e., b,C1'4CC.
Pl'iom 01F1SMC fe40m<1l1l14C.
C4t41R
for the C.
Ity
MARTIN M. GLEESON, M.A., B.Comm,
Chief Executioe Officer.
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
MARTIN J. CRANLEY. M.Sc . M.LC.L,A.R.Le.
Principal
Telephone: 51801.
Our Ref. 4432
Address: Kevin Street, Dublin.
8th September, 1954
ADVISORY SUB-COn~1ITT~E: CIl~Wi
and THEATRE (PROJECTION)
A Meeting of tho above Sub-Committee will be held in
this Institute on Wednesday, 15th September 1954 at 4 p.m.
tt
, .
,A, J \ jI
,.''It:(,.;' >4...--- ..,'t1.,.--{;~J
. ,"" -- "'- .\ ". {I ,
Principal
AGENDA
1. Minutes of meeting held on 12th September 1953.
2. Examination Results for session 1953-54.
3. Results of supplemental oxamin~tions for session 1953-54.
4. An other business.
To each member of the Advisory Sub-Committee
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
MARTIN M. GLEESON, M.A., B.Comm.
Chief Executioe Officer.
m{\1t\cin m. 0 SLd1S111, m.e., b.C1'4CC.
pl'lom 01F1se6C fedlm6nn6C.
MARTIN J. CRANlEY. M.Sc • M.I.C.I..A~ F.R. I.C "
Principal
Address: Kevin Street. Dublin.
Telephone: 51801.
7th February, 1955.
l Our Ref. 5008/13
RADIO SERVICE HORK ADVISORY CmiMITTEE
A meeting of the above Committee will be held in this Institute
on ~ednesday, 16th February, 1955 at 3 p.m.
MA.RT n~ J. CRANIEY
Prinoipal.
AGENDA
1. Minutes of Heoting held on 28th October 1953.
2. Wireless Doalers' Association approval of amendrnont to
Apprenticeship chcrno.
3. Certificate of Proficiency:-
(El) Form n.nd wording.
(b) Application forms for the practical oxamination
for existing Servicomen.
(0) Suggested revision of the period allowod for
existing Servicemen to qualify.
(d) Report of the Sub-Committee appointed to
consider the scope of, and procoduro for, the
practical examinations.
4. Examination results for day und night courses conducted in
tho Institute for the Session 1953-54, and the award of
'iifiroloss Denlors' ",ss ociation prizes.
Television courses.
6. imy other bus iness •
To Go-oh nor-ber of the COInr.1itteo
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATI0!'IAL EDUCATJON CO lVli,:aTTEE
_._---
/
INSTITUTE OF SC::cENC:2 AND TECH:NCLJGY
-----_._--~- -- -
KEVIN STREET
1ITNUTES OF THE ADVISORY CO~WITTE3 FOR RADIO ~ rv C~ WORK
HEW IH l'RE INSTITUTE -OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY AT 3 pm:-ON
. WEDNE'SDAY 2 FEBRUARY 16th, ·1055.
ViITH
THE PRIHCIPAL, TiIR. -J:--:-J": CRI\NLEY PI THE CF.AIR
Present were:- Messrs. M. ~ 'Flanagan (Dept. of Education),
F. Brownlee (Federated Union of Employers)
J. Reynolds (Secretary, qireless Dealers'
Association), J. E. Keates (i!!ireless
Dealers' Association), J. Power (Irish
Transport and General Workers' Union),
H. L.-l':cAllister (Irish Transport and·
General Workers' Union), F. O'Sul1ivan
(Irish Transport and General Viorl~ers I
Union), J. Honan (Radio Service Teacher)
and H. Hodgens who acted as Secretary to
the ~IIeeting.
Apologies for inability to be present
were cenveyed by Mr. Reynolds on behalf of
Messrs. VI. B. Dalton and J. M. OIToole
(Wireless Dealers' hssociation).
Minutes: Tl1.e l'Iinutes of the previous meeting
having been circulated to members were
accepted as ~ correct record. and signed.
As ~Tr. OIFlanagan had to le'l.ve e:..rly !VIr. Crn.nley asked
that item 3 on the Agend2 should be do~lt with first.
r~. o IFlanagan made an offer on behalf of the Dopart~
ment ,-·f Education that the Depnrtm::nt would hold a
supplomental examination in Radio Service Work for existing
servicemen in which the practical ex~nination would be of
the same standard as that for tho Senior Trades Certificato
and that u modified or~l ·theory uxaminatlon would take the
plac2 of the normal. :"irittvn eAD.mination. Suc.cassful
candidates would be granted the Senior Trades CQrtificate.
This offor was accepted and '.1r. Cr:J.nley expre ssed th.--..nks on
behalf of the Committee. On the Chairmnn;o suggestion it
was thon decided that the sub-committeo nlrcndy in existence
should continue with new terms of reference to consider the
matter of the modified theory part of tho spocial
examinn tion and make a ruport within o. month for consider-
ation o.t the next meuting of the Advisory Committeo. It
was agreed that the member~ of the sub-cornr.1ittee would be
j\:Ie sors. Mct_lliatar, rlono.n, HJ.dgens and a repr0 aente, tivc of
tho WiroloG3 Del.lcrs' Associa.tion 'uho 1:1euld be nomil1£'.tod
n s a re sul t of the Annual Genur.l !.leeting of the Wireless
pealers 1 A030cio.tion.
After oiscusoion on the Ivngth of time ~ servicem~n
should be pr~ctiwin~ in the tr~de beforo being eligible for
the spocic.l exo.ltlinc.tiono a suggestion by =~r. HO':'3cns th2t
o.pplic:.nts Iho were journeymen on or before January 1st,
1951 Wo.s accepted. It wus D.8roed tho.t in Co.se8 where thore
was doubt concerning journe~~ll~n ctatus or in other special
C0.3e3 these shou1(1 be brought to the AdvhJOry Committee for
decision. Further it Vias decided tho.t tIll.,; method of
applying for th0 special examin~tions ~nd the po.~aent of
a,
)
tho feos would be the same as for the regular exctminations
in Radio Servico 'Nork, Le. aDplica tions to be made through
the Institute and 8. fee of 5/- for eaoh part of the
examination to-be made. It was 8.gr~ed th~t the speciai
examincttions would be held over a period of three years
from September 1955, at suitable intervals during the first
year, nnd thereafter at the times of the regulnr Depctrtment
eX2..ms in May a.nd June.
JAs it was considered necessary to ma.ke an ctnnouncement
in the ~btional Press ctbout the provision·of.oxaminc..tions
for existing servicemen under the above oonditions in
order thnt possible condidcttes who would not be r~ached
by tho Wireless Dealers' Association or the Irish Transport
and General Workers' Union would know of tho f~cility, ~~.
Erownlee's proposctl that the cost of such announcement
'fJould be borne by the \ifJ.rc;less D0o.1ers' Associc.tion WD.S
accopted.
Hr. Reynoldis suggestion thc,t the a.pplic2..tion forms
from co.ndidc..tes should be examined and approved a.s rcga.rds
eligibility beforo acceptance of the npp1icc..tion for tho ~
special examination was agreed to ~s the procedure would
be then to c..dvise the ~pplicant that he would h~ve to take
the full e:;camination if he did not comply with the conditions
nece sSOory for the modified examinations. It VlD..S agreed that
the Application Forms should be examined by tho Wireless
Dealers' Association} a.nd the Irish Trc..nsport and Gcnerc..l
Workers! Union, to dotormino whether the ap~licant should
take the full or the modified examinations,
It was ctgreDd th~t the Wireless Doalers' Associcttion
would consider the form of wording for a suitable application
form for c2.ndido.to s for the Special examine. tions for
existing servicemen c.nd'report wi th a specimen to the next
meeting of the AdVisory Committee.
On the question of the form and wording of the
Certificate of Proficiency it wns finctlly ngreed tho.t the
certificate should be~r signatures on behalf of the Wireless
De&lers' Association, the Union ~nd the City of Dublin
Vocational Education Committee on the inside ~nd that
reference to the Educ~ltion _\.uthori ty etc., should be
deleted. The question ~rose of equivalent qu~lific~tion
such as a certific~te of the City nnd Guilds of London
Institute or the Rctdio Tra.des Exctmination Board, and it Was
agreed that the wording should be suitc..bly altered. j'~r.
Power undertook to obtain the approvctl of the Union in this
ma tter nnd Mr. Roynolds.' under took to br ing the matter before
his council for approva.l subject to the ~pproval of the
Irish Transport and General Workers' Union.
These decisions consequently cancul par~graphs (1)
to (IV) of Page 2 of the Minutes of the previous meeting,
and in view of the new arrangements for the special
Gxamin2..tions the report of" the sub-comnittee, od of the
Agendct,was not presented.
Approval of amondments to the Appronticeship Scheme
was deferred pending a decision by the council of the
Wireloss Denl~rs' Associcttion &t their meeting to be held
next week.
Tho re commond~tion3 m~de by f,1r. Crc.nloy regarding the
ctward of priz~s for the Session 1953 - 54 were ~greod to as
follows;- .
Full-time day course - Ye~rrI
Mr. Tad~ McConnon - lst Placo - 1st Prlze - £5
hire David F. 3uckley - 2nd Place - Consolo.tion Prize
£2 - (Subject English not t~ken).
l'vIr .. 'Willic.I.1 J 1 Keefe - 3rd Place - ConsolC'.. tion Prize £2
(PasD - Radio Theory; Pr~ctical R.3.- 48%)
Mr. Reynolds thought th~t for third prlze mc.rks should not
be 1e s s than 50 ib • +
Evening Course - YeQr 11
Mr. Timothy Bogley - 1st Placo - 1st Prizo - £4
~.1r. Reynolds asked tho.t tho nC\.mcO and n.ddrosS'os of the prizo
winners would bo sent to him so th.:t t he could imnodic. toly
notify tho successful candid tos.
A long disoussion on Television courses then onsued
in which IvIr. Re:rnolds for the '.Jirole ss Dec.ler s I As socia tion,
prossed strongly for the form~tion of courses for the young
men taking the full-time dc.y course ~nd tho four years
ovening cour se. It w~s dec ided th~ t He S3rs. Reynoldo n.nd
Hodgons with )''Ir. Cr:mley would hJ.ve El. tc,ll= vrith the Chief
Executive Officer,1r. Gleoson, J.t ~n o~rly d8.to regarding
Tolevioion coursos.
;~. Honan raised Q point rcgnrding the period with
which studento of the day course wore being croditod for
apprenticeship in the Dublin ~rea whon becoming employed
for the first time after successfully completing the course.
Such boys ontering the tr~de at about 18 years of age should
be credited with three yec..r8 of ':'..ppronticeship c.nd enter on
the fourth ye~r rate of pay. The cases that he bad in mind
were not members of tho Union. tIT. Cro..nley asked ~~. Honan
to get full details ~hen he and ~~. Reynolds would .discu8s
the mn.tter. -'Ir. Reyn8lds s~id he ~,Iould r~ise this point at
his council meeting ':hen bringing forward the runendments to
the Apprenticeship Scheme.
r~. Reynolds asked th~t the Institute would mako out
a list of requirements of r~dio receivers and parts, ~nd
othvr equipment for the practical classes in Radio Service
Work nd pass it on to hbn.
Arising out of the need in tho Radio Trade for service-
men to deal with adjustments of Record Playors, 1IT. Brownlee
offored to pro sent to the Ins ti. tu te a Re cord Plc,YGr fitted
with a mirror to demonstr~te the operation of the Player and
the adjustment necessn.ry for proper performance. ~~.
Cranlcy thanked Iflr. Brownlee for his generous offer.
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Name of Student
Bcrmingham Patrick Jo
Bole s Po. trick J.
Brad1ey Jamos C.
Finogan Desmond P.
Foreman Noe 1 P.
Greenc David
Hond1ey Searnus J.
Kyne Iaurcnco Go
~fuguire Dermot M.
Nugent Jame s fl..
O'Han1on Michao1 D.
01Rourko Thomas P.
Staunton John F.
Waters Torenco £.
Wal ton Donald 1...
Wil1iacs Patrick G.
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INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND
MARTIN J. CRANLEY, M.Se.. M.I.e.I., F.R.I.e.
Principal.
TECHNOLOGY
Address: Kevin Street Dublin.
.
Telephone: 51801
21st March, 1956.
Our Ref: 6652/25
RADIO SERVICE WORK ADVISORY COMMITTEE
A Meeting of the above Committee will be held in this
Institute on Monday, 26th March, 1956 at 3 p.m~
MARTIN J. CRANIEY
Principal.
AGENDA
1.
2.
V 3.
I' 4.
Minutes of meeting held on 16th February 1955.
Matters arising from the Minutes.
(a) National Certificate of proficiency.
(b) Approval of amendments to the Apprenticeship
scheme •
Television Courses.
Any other business.
To each member of the Advisory Committee
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
KEVIN STREET
MINUTES OF RADIO
MEETING HELD
:rp.m.
SERVICE WORK ADVISORY COMMITTEE
IN THE ABOVE INSTITUTE AT
ON 26th b~RCH, 1956
)
Present: Mr. Martin J. Cranley, Principal (Presiding):
Messrs. M. O'Flanagan, J. Reynolds, J. E. Keates,
J. M. O'Toole, J. Power, W. McAllister, F. O'Sulllvan,
F. Brownlee, H. de Lacy, J. V. Honan and H. Hodgens.
An apology for inability to be present was received from
Mr. B. Dalton.
Mr. McAllister asked that the minutes of the previous
meeting held on 16th February 1955 should record that he had
raised a point regarding the qualification of Graduateship of
the British Institution of Radio Engineers being unreasonably
high in an advertisement for a Teacher of Radio Service Work.
It was agreed that the minutes be amended to this effect.
Mr. Reynolds asked that an amendment should be made to the
second paragraph on page 2 of the Minutes to read "Mr. Brownleeproposed that it should be tl.
This amendment was agreed to.
subject to the above amendments. The Minutes were then signed
A general review of previous discussions and decisions re-
garding the National Certificate of proficiency followed as a
result of which the following proposals were made:-
Mr. Reynolds proposed that the National Certificate should
be granted to.-
(1) those who could prove five years practical experience as a
Journeyman and who passed the modified examinations of the
Department of Education and to
(2) those who obtained an acceptable technical certifioate and
completed three subsequent years practical experienoe.
Mr. OIFlanagan asked that the modified examinations offered
by the Department of Education should be referred to as
Supplemental examinations.
Mr. Cranley proposed that the National Certificate should
be granted in the following cases:-
(1) Those who were Journeymen before 1951 and who pass the
Supple men tal Examinations.
(2) Those who became Journeymen between the years 1951-1956 and
who obtained the Senior Trade Certificate, and
(3) Those who would become Journeymen in 1956, or in subsequent
years who obtain the full trade certificate, and with three
years practical experience.
lfter further discussion it was agreed to pass the matter to
a sub-Committee consisting of Messrs. O'Flanagan, Reynolds, a
member of the Union and Mr. Hodgens, to draw up a soheIOO and
present it to the next meeting of the Advisory Committee.
fJ
- 2 -
Regarding the Apprenticeship Scheme ~~. Reynolds told the
Committee that the council of the Wireless Dealers' Association
had decided to invoke the termination of Agreement clause in
the Apprenticeship Agreement between them and the Irish Transport
and General Workers' Union as from 1st June 1956.
w~. Reynolds then asked to be excused as he had to keep
another engagement. Mr. Brownlee said thit the Federated Union
of Employers had an agreement with the Irish Transport and General
Workers' Union.
Mr. CranJey read correspondence between the Chief Executive
Officer and the Secretary of the Radio Section, Irish Transport
and General Workers' Union on the provision of Television courses
in the Institute, and a short report from his staff on this
matter. W~. Cranley emphasised the accommodation difficulties
existing in the Institute.
On Mr. Cranley's suggestion it was agreed to set up a
Sub-Committee consisting of w.essrs: OIToole, Keates, Honan,
de Lacy, Hodgens, McAllister and another Union member to meet
on Friday, April 13th to draw up syllabi and time-table for a
theory course in Television of about 26 weeks (one night per
week) and to start in October 1956. Some provision should be
made in this course for V.H.F. FM broadcast reception.
It was agreed that the next meeting of the Advisory Committee
should be early in May to consider the reports of the two sub-
Committees.
~~. Cranley thanked Mr. Brownlee for the presentation of
a Record Player to the Institute for use in the Radio Servioe
Course.
The Meeting then closed.
Signed : _
Chairnnn
20th April, 1956
)Fir<' f\,f~~~
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COW~ITTEE
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
KEVIN STREET
MINUTES OF A SUB-COWJITTEE APPOINTED BY THE ADVISORY
COMMITTEE FOR RADIO SERVICE WORK TO DRAW UP A SYLLABUS
FOR TELEVISION AND FREQUENCY MODUIATION THEORY FOR AN
EVENING COURSE OF ONE EVENING PER WEEK, TO BE HELD IN
THE INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, DURING THE
SESSION 1956-57.
The Sub-committee met at 7.30 pem., on May 13th 1956
in the Institute of Science and Technology.
Present: Messrs. H. Hodgens (presiding), J. 0'Too1e, Di11on,
F. 0'Su11ivan, W. McA11ister, J. Honan and H. de Laoy.
Mr. 0'Too1e explained that Mr. Dil10n was acting in place
of Mr. W. B. Da1ton who, unavoidably, was unable to attend
owing to a business engagement.
Mr. de Lacy read the headings of a syllabus drawn up by
members of the Department of Telecommunications of the Institute,
and after a lengthy discussion to which all members of the sub-
committee made a contribution, it was decided to adopt the
syllabus. It was recommended that in the event of the subject
matter of the syllabus proving to be too extensive for the
limited time available, that the section for FM should be
curtailed in order to give full coverage to the TV section.
It was considered that Television theory would meet the
immediate requirements of Dealers and Radio Service men.
Mr. 0'Too1e raised the question of the choice of students
for the proposed course, but the Chairman ruled that this was
outside the terms of reference of the sub-committee. It was,
however, an important point and should be brought to the
attention of the Advisory Committee. The proposed course in
TV theory would provide for 20 students, and the syllabus put
forward, and now adopted, was based on the assumption that the
students would have a general knOWledge and experience of
Radio Service work such that they could follow and absorb the
teaching outlined in the syllabus.
The meeting then closed.
Signed: --::::-:--:- _
Chairman
28th May, 1956.
SYLLABUS FOR TELEVISION THEORY PRESENTED BY THE
SUB-COMMITTEE FOR ApPRovAL OF THE ADVISORY
COMMITTEE FOR RADIO SERVICE WORK.
Band width.
Time base amplifiers.
Line flyback.
Multivi-
NoiseVideo AGC.
Propagation of VHF waves. Aerials for TV and VHF
reception. Band width. Siting.
Television fundamentals. Picture. Simple TV
transmitter. Requirements of the receiver.
Block schematic diagrams of receiver. Band width for
vision. Sound requirements.
Aerial and frequency changer stages.
Video I F and video detector.
Detectors (video) - time constants - D C level - content
of detector output.
Sync separation and separators - Signal pulses/signal
and line/frame separation. .
Video amplifier. D C level.
Time base circuits. Blocking oscillator.
brator. Gas tubes.
Synchronisation, including flywheel.
Cathode Ray tubes. Magnetic deflection and focus.
Intensity modulation.
Receivers (except HT supplies).
HT requirements. EHT supplies.
RFEHT. Voltage multipliers.
Refinements - Economy diode.
suppression.
Examination of typical modern receiver circuits and
corelate.
1.
"I 2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
SYLIABUS FOR FREQUENCY MODULATION BROADCAST
RECEPTION THEORY PRESENTED BY SUB-CO~WITTEE
FOR APPROVAL OF THE ADV::'SORY COMMITTEE
FOR RADIO SERVICE WORK.
1. FM - principles - advantages in overcoming noise.
Band width of standard transmission.
2. Block schematic diagram of receiver. Limiters.
Dstectors. Audio frequency amplifier band width.
Noise.
3. Demodulation - Foster Seeley and Ratio detectors.
Philips Nonode. Slope detector.
4. Tuning indicators. AGC. Converters.
5. Analysis of modern FM receivers.
6. Servicing problems in FM receivers.
CITY OF DUB:... IN VOC!I.TIONAL J:DUC_'\.TI, lZ CCI.1·;ITT-q;S
INSTITUTE OF 0CI~iCE AND T~C}~JOLOGY
Minutes of Advisory COIDffiittee of Cinema and Theatre (Projection) held
in the Institute of Science and Technology, Kevin Street, at 4 p.m..
on 20th July 1955.
Present were:-
Mr. M. J. Cranley, Messrs. J. Brennan, F. Robbins, P. Clarke,
:Lt. Cravlford and H. Hodgens.
The minutes of the last meeting of' the Advisory Corilllittee held
on 15th September 1965 were read and signed.
I ,
The final examination r8sults for the Session 1954-55 having
been considered in detail the following decisions Yilere made:-
1. Students A. Bryan, M. Franc is , T. Grant, L. Keogh, E. Quinn,
" T. Rafferty, J. McGrath, F. Squire, M. Stanley and S. Stanley to
repeat year 1 of the course.
2. The following year 1 students to take a su)olemental examination
in the subject indicated during the first week of Se~tember:-
C. Byrne (GenerGl Science), T. Dillon (General Science), J. Kelly
(General Science), D. I~elly (Mathematics), P. O'Donnell (Mathematics)
and E. Reilly (English).
3. The seven Year 1 students Y/ho obtained pass marks to 'iass on
to Year 11 of the course.
4. The seven Year 11 students who completed Year 11 of the course
and who obtained pass marks to pass on to Yo~r III of the course.
5. The eight students enrolled in Year III of the course having
obtained pass marks have now completed the course and they will be
awarded Certificates.
6. William Rafforty to be wnrned that he has now only three years
in vlhich to complete the three years of the course.
7. Decisions on the results of the sup)lemental examinations to be
left to the Institute and that the results of the examinations and
the decisions Dade should be su~plied as soon as )ossible to the
Union and the Association.
A suggestion made by Mr. F. Robbins to hold an entrance examina-
tion in Arit~~etic and ~Dglish on the lines of that in operation for
Bakery _~prentices was accepted by the Committee and it was agreed to
hold the entrance examination on 9th September 1955 at 9.30. a.m. in
the Institute, and to let Mr. F. Bobbins have the results by the end
of the following week.
Mr. M. J. Cranley expressed t~anks to the Irish TransQort and
General '.'lorkers Union and to the Theatre and Cinema Assoc iation for
their offer regarding a Prize Scheme for Cinema Aoprentice Students
as set out below:-
Year of Course
I
11
111
1st place
£3
£5
£5 plus
Gold Medal
2nd place
£2
£3
£3 plus
Silver lIfedal
3rd olace
£1
The Annual cost would be about £30 to be s~2red e~ually by tbe
Union and the Association.
The ~resentation of certificates, prizes and medals was then
considered and on the suggestion of Mr. F. Robbins it was agreod
that this should be a seperato function held in a sme.ll theatre/
-2-
theatre, such as the Astor, about 11.30. a.m.
It was agreed to leave the matter of old equipment being
made available for training to Mr. R. Crawford.
The meeting then closed.
_Jh_.{_~__
Chairman
4th July, 1956.
MARTIN M. GLEESON. M.A., B.Comm.
Chief Executive Officer.m.&I'Rt:ln m. 0 st.&lsln. m.e.,b.t::'R6Ct:
p'Rlom 01r'Se.&C ~el'OmlUC61n.
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
MARTIN J. CRANLEY, M.Se., M.I.e.I., F.R.I.e.
Principal.
Address: Kevin Street, Dublin.
Telephone: 51801.
Our Ref. 7069/10
28th June, 1956.
ClNIW.A AND THEATRE (PROJECTION)
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
A meeting of the above Sub-C ommittee will be held in this
Institute on Thursday, July 5th, 1956 at 3.30 p.m.
MARTlN J. CRANLEY
Principal
AGENDA
(1) Minutes of meeting held on July 20th, 1955.
(2) Examination results for the Session 1955-56 for
Years I, 11 and III of the Cinema Apprentices'Course.
(3) Enrolment of Year I students for the Session 1956-57.
(4) Any othor bus iness.
To each member of the Advisory Committee.
rXAMJNAT 10fT RESULTS
)
CITY OF DUBLJN VOCAT IONAL EDUCAT ION COMMITTEE
JNSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AHD TECHNOLOGY - KEVJN STREET
CINE:r.~ OPERATORS I COURSE - 1st YEAR SESSION 1955-56
Projec- General AttendanceNarr.e Employer :iJaths. English Remarkstion Science Poss. Act. Abs. Late
Bannon, Christopher Mary Street 65 71 40 63 84 81 3 12
Bill ings, Raymond Lyric 90 80 55 62 84 80 4 3
Bryan, Anthony Plaza 87~ 69 40 41 84 78 6 9IDurme, Eamon Broadway 90 58 50 53 84 82 2 -
Farrell, Patrick Rialto 85 82 85 65 84 84
- -
Franc is , Hichae1 Inchicore 85 84 40 66 84 75 9 9
Furlong, !lIaurice Pavilion 70 60 28 39 84 72 12 9
Lawless, Joseph Sundrive 75 58 30 64 84 82 2 1
Matthevvs.t Franc is S utton Grand 70 56 40 50 84 71 13 4
Murphy, James Capitol 90 84 95 51 8~ 76 8
-
Tiurphy, J os eph Killester 95 70 50 70 84 83 1 1
::icElhinney, iiichae1 Phoenix 70 73 50 40 84 80 4 1
:i:IcGrath, JOM Fairview Grand 60 25 20 48 84 58 26 4
::'Iordant, Paul :i,~ajestic 85 83 ~-O 69 84 77 7 9
O'Keeffe, Anthony Forum 62~ 72 15 58 84 76 8 9
Rothery, JOM Ormond Abs. 66 85 57 84 79 5 3
Ryan, Robert State 90 50 65 25 8~ 80 1: 2
Scal1y, Gerard Ode on, Dundrum 60 61 30 60 75 51 2~ 1
Slater" Michael Cabra Grand 80 68 /10 66 84 75 9
-
Dovrling" Hichael Green 60 51 28 40 84 82 2 1
Cullinan, Cccil Regal, Ringsend 55 30 5 24 8~ 71 13
-Quinn, Eamon Graft on 70 84 55 58 84 78 6 2
Di11on" Thomas Savoy 72~ 40 45 60 84 84
-
1
8 quire, Fred De La Salle Bros. 80 83 60 42 84 73 11 7
i Ryan, Patrick Stalla 85 70 65 I 60 84 82 2 1IRafferty" V7illiam Lainster 60 66 20 45 84 80 I 4 141 Lawless, James Royal, Bray 85 40 i 10 : 76 I 84 81 ! 3 ! 6I , , ; !
•-2-
, i ,IProjec- i General i AttendanceName Employer I l.1aths 0 English - Ii tion Science I RemarksPoss. Act. Abs. i Late!
.
Fannin .. John Strand 65 65 15 42 84 83 1 -
Stanley.. Nichael Princess 60 68 55 53 77 64 13 2
Relly.. Joseph Regent, Blackrock Abs. 67 33 49 75 68 7 1
lee ogh, Liam Bohemian 90 52 55 46 72 72
- -
Culbert, John Class ic .. Terenure Abs. Abs. Abs. Abs. 67 45 22 4
O'Brien ...Jeremiah Adelphi .. Dun Laoire 85 52 35 35 66 60 6 6
Boshell .. Francis Tivoli 80 70 85 58 48 46 2
-
Hughes .. Liam De Luxe 40 50 30 38 47 44 3
-
Canavan., Paul I Apollo 1 Abs. Abs. i.os. 5 44 26 18 4I
, I
i
L.-.
.. ~ITY OF DUBLm VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMHITT.
mSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AJ:-ID TECHNOLOGY
KEVIN STREET
EXA11INAT ION RESULTS CnJEI\,~ OPERATORS T COURSE SESSION 1955-56I
SECOND YEAR
---- -- i II
I I Ii E1ect- I I Projec- AttendanceI Employer ricity Light tion . ---- ._----- RemarksI Name ! ILateI I Poss. Act. Abs. -.
I Browne, Terence Drumcondra Grand 55 64 57.1- 58 45 13 0 Poor Atten~, but very good.
I Devine, Patrick J. ""stor Cinema 59 61 67t 58 58 0 0 Very good. N.B. Attend.Ke 11 iher, lIichae 1 J. 1,ietropole 24 27 80 58 51 7 3 Very ifeak.I Pr ice, i.nthony Phoenix 77 64 75 58 58 0 1 Very good .. N.B. Attend.I! Re i11y, Edvvard Kenilworth J~bs • Abs. :.bs. 58 15 43 0 Ceased 10.1.56
Tansey, Patrick Ne';, Electric 42 33 70 58 55 3 0 ~1eak.
Th')mps on, Hichae 1 Carlton 48 59 62~ 58 56 2 I 2 Good.,Byrne, Chr istopher Whitehall Grand 33 40 55 I 57 55 I 2 1 ~7eak.Hary Street 43 48 75 I
jMcDavrel1, Liam
J I 57 52 5 I 1 Fair.Quinn, Dermot Ste11a, ~,ount Eorrion 77 92 I 75 I 47 43 4 ! 0 Exce llent all around.: I I IO'Roil1y, Gorard Theatre Royal 74 I 88 60 40 I 38 J 2 3 Excellent.I I
,
THffiD YEi.R
I ISound Elect- Projec- J...ttendance I
I Name Employer Equip- ricity tion I Remarksment Poss. .h.ct. A.bs. Late
Dillon, Joseph Regal Cinema 50 57 75 57 56 1 4
Jennings, Desmond Pavilion, Dun Laoire 56 51 85 57 47 10 22
Kolly, 1'I1ichael Gala 54 64 75 57 53 4 18
I1IcEvoy, Edward Theatre Royal 95 76 100 57 56 1
-Roantroe, patrick Theatre Royal 65 66 80 57 57
- -Byrne, James Cas ino 59 59 85 56 55 1 12O'Reilly, Brendan Regont 59 50 i 85 56 54 2 2I Sherlock, Richard -7hitohal1 51 I 59 95 54 50 I 4 j 20I I I I ,
...JI . I
CITY OF
. . .. ..
DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION CO 1HITTEE
DrSTITl:TE OF SCI3!'TCE ANTI TECHNOLOGY
KEVIN STREET
Cn:rEMA APPRENTICES
RESULT OF SUPPL lliNTAL EXAMINATIONS
SEPT:EMBER 1956
Year I
Lawless, Joseph
Rafferty, lilliam
Scally, Gerard
Passed General Science
Passed General Science
Passed General Science
Passed to Year 11
Passed to Year 11
Passed to Year 11
Furlong, murice Passed English
Hughes, Liam Passed English
OtHrien, Jeremiah Passed English
Failed G!Science
Failed G/Science
Failed G!Science
Repeating Year I
Repeating Year I
Repeating Year I
OtKeefe, Anthony
Dowling, Michael
Fannin, John
Kelly, Joseph
Year 11
Tansey, Patrick
Byrne, Christopher
Failed General Science
Failed General Science
Failed General Science
Failed General Science7
Passed Light
Passed Electricity
Repeating Year I
Repeating Year I
Repeating Year I
Repeating Year I
Passed to Year 111
Passed to Year 111
Certificates issued for:-
Dillon, Joseph
McEvoy, Edward
Roantree, Patrick
OtReilly, Richard
Others to give satisfactory explanation for unsatisfactory
attendance.
, /
CITY OF DUBLJN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
JNSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
KEVIN STREET
MJNUTES OF
ADVISORY CO:MMITTEE
ON THURSDAY,
CINEMA AND THEATRE (PROJECTION)
MEETING HEW TIlT THE ABOVE INSTITUTE
5th JULY 1956, AT 3.30 p.m.
Present:- Messrs. H. Hodgens (presiding), F. Robbins, R. Crawford,
F. OIToole, J. Brennan, P. Clarke and J. Honan (aoting as
Seoretary) •
The Ninutes of the previous meeting held on 20th July 1955 were
read and signed.
In oons idering the examination marks and attendanoe for the
Session 1955-56 it was deoided that the following students would be
required to take supplemental examinations in the subjeots indioated:-
Year I - General Soienoe:-
Maurioe Furlong
Franois Lavf1ess
Anthony O'Keeffe
Jeremiah O'Brien
J oseph Kelly
English:-
Hauril'e Furlong
Joremiah OIBrien
Projeotion: -
Joseph Kelly
iHohael Dowling
William Rafferty
John Fannin
Liam Hughos
Robert Ryon
Liam Hughc::l
who Y'lould bo required to explain his absenoo from this subjeot in
the Soss ional Examination.
To repeat Year I of the Course:- John MoGrath and Ceoil Cullinan.
The following students l,dll bo required to explain absenoes and
lates:- C. Bannon J J. MoGrath, W. Rafferty, G. Soally and J. Kelly,
the lattor nill be required to explain his absenoe from the oxamination
in the subjeot, Projeotion.
To repeat Year 11 of the Course:- :fI~. J. Kelliher.
Supplemental Examinations: - Patriok Tansey (Light) and Christopher Byrne
(Eleotrioity) •
Year 111:- All students obtained pass marks. The following students
qualify for certifioates - Joseph Dillon, Edward MoEvoy, Patriok
Roontree and Brendan OIReilly, while the following will be required to
explain unsatisfaotory attendance during the Session:- Desmond Jennings,
Miohaol Kelly, James Byrne and Riohard Sherlock. Mr. Robbins undertook
to investigate unsatisfaotory attendanoes and late enrolments.
A suggestion by Mr. Brennan that failuro in ono subject ond loss
than 75% attendance would neoessitato a repetition of the yoar of the
o ours 0 vms ~oceptod.
lJr. Hodgens said that tho supplemental oxam:inations Vlould bo hold
during tho first week of Septembor, and requosted that if it was considered/
- 2 -
considered necessary to hold an entrance examination for first year
students this year, that arrangements should be made to hold it during
the first week of September.
20th July, 1956.
The moeting thon closed.
III
11
Edward HcEvoy
Patrick Roantroe.
De rmot Quinn
Gerard O'Reilly
Anthcny Price
YEAR I
Jos~ Hurphy.
Patrick Farrell
YEAR
W.R
1st Placo
2nd Place
1st Place
211.d Place
3rd Place
1st Place
2nd Place
0.: 1 Place
Third plo.cu on marks 'iiUS obtained by Richard Sherlock but he will be
roquirod to give 0. satisfactory explanation of 20 lo.tes before being
passed, and becoming eligiblo for a certificate and a prize.
but an inquiry is to be mado rogardins \Thy Quinn and O'Reilly have a
low'er pess ible attendance than the others of this group.
The prize winners in the three years of the course were thon
selected on the examination marks, when the follmving decisions were
made:-
n~. O'Toole inquired rego.rding tho possibility of including some
practical nork in Year III of the Course, as had already been done in
the case of Year 11. Hr. Hodgens undertook to give this matter full
cons ideration but pointed out the difficulty of providing s uitablo
accommodation in the Instituto. He said that he would be very much
in favour of providing such facilities and that ho would make every
endeavour to do so.
IJr. Brennan proposed a vote of thanks to ~~r. Cravlford for his
successful efforts in obtaining Projection Equipmont for the Institute.
This was passed unanimously. In roply Mr. Cra\~ord paid tribute to
Mr. J. Walker whose narrD ho said should be included as it was threugh
his good assistance the equipment bec~me available.
to await the return of the marks obtained by John Rothery, Ormcndo
Cinema, Stillorgan, who missed the examination in Projoction through
mis information he. received, and "rho has recently taken this part of
the Soss ional examinations.
In considering the conditions necessary for the award of a prize
it nas decided by the Committee that an attondo.nce of 75% during the
Sossion should be a necosso.ry requirement.
..
• CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION CONIITTTEE
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
KEVIN STREET
CJNEMA APPRENTICES
HESULT OF SUPPLEHENTh.L EXANJNATIONS - SEPTEMBER 1956
Year I
La....rles s, J os eph
Rafferty, ;{illiam
Scally, Gerard
Passed General Science
Passed General Science
Passed General Science
Passed to Year 11
Passed to Year 11
Passed to Year 11
Furlong, Maurice
Hughes, Liam
O'Brien, Jeremiah
Passed English
Passed English
Passed English
Failed G!S c ience
Failed d!s c ience
Failed d/s c ience
Repeating Year I
Repeating Yoar I
Repeating Year I
O'Koefe, Lntheny
Dmding, liichael
Fo.nnin, J olm
Kelly, J oscph
Year 11
Tanscy, Patrick
Byrne, Christepher
Failed General Science
Failed General Science
Failed General Science
Failed General Scionco
Passed Light
Passed Electricity
Certificates issued for:-
Dillen, Joseph
McEvey, Edi:-..rard
Roantree, Patrick
O'Reilly, Richard
Repeating Year I
Repeating Yoar I
Repeating Year I
Repeating Year I
Passed to Year HI
Passed to Year III
Others to give satisfactory explanation fer uns~tisfactery attendanoe.
~ CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
.
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Ir:3VIN STREET
--
RESULTS OF PROJECTION SCIENCE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION
.
HELD ON 7th SEPTEMBER 1956.
PASS MARK 40%
.N~ Sub.iects
Nbthematics English
Benton, Sean 58 38
Dooley, Con 78 40
Doherty: Me
-Calnan, M~ F. 65 38
Conroy, Mo W. 43 39
Coyle, Sean 100 43
Cusack, Gabriel 54 38
Caffrey., Mp 74 ...
Dawson.1 L. 60 50
Deegan, John 12 28
Dunne, Patrick 99 75
Farrell, Joseph 58 50
Ferris, Valentine 60 43
Gaffeny, M.. 74 70
Grime s, James 49
Guinness; James 57 _.
J one s, Alfred 32 34
Kavanagh, Brian
Kelly, Desmond 50 42
Kelly, P~ 80 40
Kettle) Andrew
Leigh, Seamus 99 45
Loughran, Gerald 50 29
Moran;. M" 22 46
Mullen" F~ 58 40
Mullen, Henry 72 38
Monaghan, Bernard
Molloy., Anthony 55 40
McCluskey, James 33 42
McGrenery, Patrick 82 43
OISeanainn, Pal 51 42
OTReilly, John
ot Briens Gerry 42 37
stewart, Brian 22
Tunstead~ Anthony 72 29
Tobin, Liam
-Willi s, Aiden 14 40
Walsh, Christopher 6 36
,CITY OF DUBLlN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
JNSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Present:- Messrs. M. J. Cranley (presiding), J. Brennan, P. Clarke,
F. R. Robinson, F. Robbins, R. Crawford, Brady (deputising
for Mr. F. OIToole, who could not attend) and H. Hodgens.•
MlNUTES OF
ADVISORY CmliMITTEE
. ON THURSDAY,
KEVlN STREET
CINEMA AND THEATRE (PROJECTION)
The Minutes of the w.eeting held on 5th July 1956 were read and
signed.
It was decided that the date for the distribution of prizes to
apprentice Operators would be held S01r.e time in second half of November
at 11.30 a.m. in the Astor Cinema, if this cinema is available, and that
preferably the day should be a Tuesday or a Friday. Mr. Cranley was
asked to enquire through the Chief Executive Officer if the Minister
for Education would present the prizes and Certificates. It vros
emphasised that this will be the first presentation of prizes to
Cinema Apprentices and marks the tvrontyfifth anniversary of the starting
of the Cinema. Apprentices I Courses, which were tho first part-time day
release coursos in Ireland. It vms decided that about £30 would be
required for the money prizes and medals to be subscribod equally by the
Irish Transport and General :{orkers I Union and the Theatre and Cinoma
Association. It was o.groed that Hr. F. Robbins should Tvrite to the
Secretary of the \ssociation (Mr. Co.sey) regarding this matter.
As regards tho prize-winners who were selected on Sessiono.l
exo.mination marks at the last meeting of the Advisory Committee it WM
decided that Mr. Cranley should write to the Union and the Association
giving the names and marks.
The question of the design for the medo.ls was then considered. Mr.
F. Robbins undertook to have a block made. ~!Ir. F. R. Robins on suggosted
that the shapo and design should be that of the crest of the Vocationo.l
Education Committee for the City of Dublin omitting the central figure.
It was agreod to accept this proposal and to place in the centre tho
Maltoso Cross of tho Guild, and n~. Cranley undertook to enquire if tho
Voca.tional Education Committeo T.,rould have any objection. Tho namo of the
rocipient .r.tth tho year of the Course and cny other nocessary particulars
to be placed on the reverse ride of tho medal.
Considering speakers and invitations it was agreed that either Mr.
Gleeson or Ur. Crunloy should proside and that in any case Mr. Crunley
should speak and that the President of tho Association should be on the
platform. Invitations should be sent by the ll.ssociation, the Union and
the Institute to those that each thought should be invited, with a
goneral invitation te be issuod by the U:"':·.O:l to its members.
Mr. F. Robbins undertook to look after tho arrangements for the
Cinema including provis ion of a sutiable platform for the speakers, a.nd
Mr. R. Cra.T~ord would look after arrangements for tho Movietone
photogra.pher to be present. It was agreed to issue cortifica.tes to
D. Jennings, M. Kolly, J. Byrne, R. Shvrlock of Year HI as their
oxplanations to the Union for unsatisfactory attendance had been accopted
and that John Rothory be awardod tho third placo in Ye~r I.
The results of the supplomental and entranco examina.tions '~1ich are
a.ttached to tho Minutes .fOre considerod and approved and the i!ieeting terminated.
22nd Octobor, 1956.
m<l.lR~in m. 0 -S1..6.,sin, m.e., b.c,,"cc.
?"iom 01f1se"c f en'>m1uc"m.
• I
MARTIN M. GLEESON. M.A.• B.Comm.
Chief Executive Officer.
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
MARTIN J. CRANLEY. M.Se.. M.I.C.I.. F.R.I.C.
Principal.
Telephone: 51801
Our Ref: 7376/10
Address: Kevin Street, Dublin.
20th September, 1956.
j
CIIJElV"!A AJ.'JD TH~TRE (PROJECTION)
ADVISORY COMHITTEE
A meeting of the above Sub-Committee will be held in this
Institute on Thursday, 27th Se9tember, 1956 at 11.30a.m.
lfiARTIN J. CRANLEY
Principal
AGENDA
Minutes of meeting held on 5th July, 1956.
Arran~ements for the distribution of diplomas
and 9rizes to Apprentice Operators.
Report on supplemental and Entrance Examinations.
m~1Rcln m. () SL.,,1s1n, m.e., b.CI'''cc,
pl',om O'f,sedc ,:en·)m1Uc"m.
-<f e
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MARTIN M. GLEESON, M.A., B.Comm,
Chief Executioe Officer.
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
MARTIN J. CRANLEY. M.Se., M.I.C.I.. F.R.I.e.
Principal.
Telephone: 51801
Our Hef: 7416/10
Address: Kevin Street, Dublin.
25th September, 1956.
Cinema and Theatre (Projection)
Advisory Committee
Dear Sir,
Since the Solemn Votive Mass of the Holy Ghost to mark
the opening of the Academic Year in this Institute will be
celebrated on the morning of the 27th instant, the meeting of
the Advisory'Commi~beehas been postponed to Thursday 4th proximo
at 11.30.a.m.
Yours faithfully,
.-~/ .--,.,-
Y{ ,,1-" (.'.)
_<:.,. ( (,< ~.. '" (". Y"(O;':'(
Ll
Princiual
HAH/EN
m 6H\t;in m. () -sLc.1sin. m.e.• b. t;l'.icc.
pl'io,;, Olf'-Se4C ,:en,>mlUc.im.
.. .. ~
MARTIN M. GLEESON. M.A.• B.Comm.
Chief E:ucutioe Officer.
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
MARTIN J. CRANLEY, M.Se., M.I.C.I.. F.R.I.e.
Principal.
Telephone : 51801
Our Ref: 7446/10
Dear Sir,
Address: Kevin Street, Dublin.
28th September, 1956.
As the date Thursday 4th Ootober does not suit some of the
members of the Committee the date'of the meeting has been
ohanged to Thursday, 11th October, 1956, at 11.30.a.m. ~n this
Institute.
Yours faithfully,
i? .,t·\. .
I
Principal
HAH/EN
CITY OF DUBLIN 'VOCATIc:JAL EDUCL.TION COllilMITTEE
INST ITtJrE OF SC IErrCE 1.ND TECHNOLOGY
KEvm S~REET
PRESENTATION OF PRIZES 1.ND DIPLOMAS TO SUCCESSFUL
':;';;';--::S::-::T~UD=ET:if;;-T~T:::;;S:;--"';:::O~F"";--;T;:';:HE';':;":--"~';:;'CT-:Ii.~EMA APPlilil-TT ICE COURS'E
NOVID,ffiER 13th 1956
In 1930 the Theatre and Cinemal.ssociation, the Theatres t and
Cinemas I Branch of the Irish Transport and General 170rkers I Union,
together with the Vocational Education Committee for the City of
Dublin, drew up a scheme for the training of 1.pprentice Cinema
Operators. The sche:rc.e was put into effect the following year.
Thus, the The atre and Cinema Trade has the honour of be ing the first
in Dublin to adopt officially the now' well known Day Release rrBthod
for training Apprentices.
Messrs. Thomas Gogun, Robert Tait, the late Bob Aherne and the
late P. J. OIToole were the members of the originall.dvisory Committee
appointed to advise the City of Dublin Vocational Education Committee
in the conduct of the course.
The course is of three yeurs duratiO!:1 ~- six hours instruction
per week are provided in the 1st year and five hours per week in -the
2nd und 3rd years. The subjects are~- Mathematics, English, General
Science, Electricity, Light, Sound Equipmont und Projection. Students
who complete the course satisfactorily aro awarded a Diploma. Enrolmonts
in tho course during 1955-56 total 56.
A Prize Scheme yms prepared by tho ,hdvisory Committoo in 1956, to
conunomorate the T"-fcnty-fifth l1.nnivorsary of the inauguration of Day
Instructional Training for Apprentice Operators. Under this scheme,
prizes, as set out belm~, will be presented to the foll~fing successful
students of tho 1955-56 classes:-
FIRS'::' YEi.R CLillS
J ames Murphy (C al? it01)
Putrick Farrell IF.io.::.to)
JOM Rothery (Ormonde)
Place in
Class
1st
2nd
3rd
Prize
£3
£2
£1
SECOND YEAR CIN'S
Dcrmot Quinn (Stella,
Mount Merrion) 1st
Gorard OIRoilly (Theatre Royal) 2nd
TH~D YEAR CUi.SS
£5
£3
Edvrard McEvo~/ ''':heatre Royal:
putrick Roantroe(Metropole)
1st
2nd
Gold Modal
~5 und DiploIrL\.
Silver Modal
£3 and Diplorr.a.
Diplomas will also bo presented to the follm7ing who huvo
successfully completed the course:-
Jamos Byrne (Cas ino)
J oseph Dillon (Regal)
Desmond Jennings (Pavilion)
Michael Kolly (Gala)
Brondun OIReilly (Rogent)
Richard Sherlock (VVhitchall)
The Presentations will be rnude by General Richard Mulcahy, T.D.,
Minister for Education in the Astor Cinema, Eden Quay, on Tuesday,
13th Nove~ber 1956 at 11.30 a.m.
Among those present will be :-
Right Honourable Robert Briscoe, T.D., Lord Mayor of Dublin (pres iding)
Mr. Martin Gleeson, M.A., B.Connn., Chief Executive Officer, City of
Dublin Vocational Education Conunittee.
Messrs. Phillip Clarke, James Brenna.n, F. R. Robinson, Frank O'Toole,
Robart Crawford, and Frank Robbins, Secretary, Theatres! and Cinemas'
Branch, Irish Transport and General Workers! Union, members of the
Advisory Conunittee.
Mr. Martin J. Cranley, M.Sc., M.I.C.I., F.R.I.C., Principal, and
Mr. Harold Hodgens, Associate I.E.E., Head of Department of Telecommunications
Engineoring (Institute of Scienco and Teclmology, Kovin Street) •
Mossrs. Thomas Gogan and Robert Tait, IT'.embers of the original Advis cry
Conunitte e.
Mosers. Kenneth Campbell, Edmund Grace, and Martin Casoy, Chairmon,
V~co-Chairman and Secretary respectively, Theatre and Cinernu
Association.
Messrs. Robert Britain and Kevin Briscoe, F.C .A., Chairman and Seoretary,
Dublin Branch, Kinematograph Renters' S ocioty.
Mr. Jolm Conroy, Goneral President, Irish Transport and Genoral Workers'
Union.
Mr. Christopher McLoughlin, President, Theatres' and Cinemas' Branch,
Irish Transport and General ~orkerst Union.
Messrs. F. Day-I.ewis, A.M.Brit.I.R.E., P. Gallaghcr, B.Sc., H.Dip.Ed.,
J. V. Honan, A.M.Brit.I.R.E., J. McCorma.ck, B.Sc., A.Inst.P., and
Miss K. MoElwoo, M.A., H.Dip.Ed., T.T.G. - Teaohers of the Course.
Tho general audienoe will bo composed of members of the Theatro
and Cinema Trade, including Cinema Operators and Apprentioes from
Theatres and Cinamas in Dublin.
m~1fl.cin m. 6 -SL4,sin, m.e., n. c1""6c.
Pl'lOth O'f1Se46 fel0m1U641n.
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MARTIN M. GLEESON, M.A.. B.Comm.
Chi.f E..,."utic. Offi"...
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
MARTIN J. CRANLEY, M.Se.. M.I.C.I., F.R.I.C.
Principal.
Telephone: 51801
Address: Kevin Street, Dublin.
PRESENTAT ION q:r PRIZ~ AND DIPLOMAS TO ~ .UDENTS OF THE
C]NEW.! APPRENT ICE OPERATORS t COURSE IN
JNST ITUTE OF SC-ti.lI~E AND TECHNOLOGY, KEVJN STREET.
ASTOR CINEMA, TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 13th 1956 AT 11.30 a.m.
AGENDA
1. Right Honourable R. Brisooe, T.D •• Lord Mayor of Dublin, presides
and opens the meeting.
2. Mr. M. M. Gleeson l M.A., B.Comm., Chief Executive Offioer, City
of Dublin Vocational Educa.ti<n Connnittee. speaks.
3. General R. Mulcahy I T.D., Minister for Education. presents the
Prizes and Diplomas end speaks.
4. Vote of thanks to the Lord Mayor and the Mmister
(a) proposed by .fro. Frank Robbins. Seoretary, Theatre end
Cinemas I Branch. Irish Transport and General 'Workers' Union.
(b) seoonded by Mr. Kenneth Ca.nq:>bell, Cha.irman, Theatre and
Cinema Associ9oticn, and
(0) supported by Mr. M. J. Cranley. Principnl, Institute of
Science and Teohnology, Kevin Street.
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
KEVIN STREET
RADIO SERVICE 6D I
.
Sessional Examination Results 1956-1957.Pass Marks BO~ All Subjects., , .
Dept. of Education Mag. & Radio Ma ths. Pract. English Note Attendance
I Name .t!ddress Exams (iunior) Elect. Theory Radio Books Act. POSSeTheory I Pract.
11 lIen
I .
Jchn :
I 38 55
-
50
-
40 143 186
1 ~..,,
-'
•
tCoa te s Haro1ci
I to! 70 64 38 68 80 50 164 186
jCleary Stephen 52 65 33 45 48 42 131 186
IDalton Vincent 39 36 48 38 61 30 120 186
}j
Devlin Earnon '( 50 65 42 60 74 60 181 186
Fennel1 Sinon 40 25 63 45 54 51 168 186
Hammond John
70 61 83 75 72 70 182 186
IINoble Brian 68 67 51 70 59 65 186 186
Nolan Fran~is 73 98 46 90 68 72 175 186
Russell Jo}\In 49 77 38 63 - 44 138 186
I 53 66 41 62 56 60 146 186(Stack &si1 t
i
•pass Marks 50% All subjects.
Dept. of Education Mag. & Radio Ma ths. Pract.
Name Address tt:y~m!'t inn; O"Y') Elect. Theory Radio English Note
Attendance
Theory Pract. -Books Act. Poss.
I
Young Anthon;y
33 26 54 50 52 51 179 186
Dunne Anthony 77 69 30 51 69 64 131 186
.-
4 Recommend for RepeaD 2 Recommend to discontinue course.7 PR.SS t:) Year 11 of Course
COb. to s Hurold
Devlin. Ea.mon
Pnn:uaond John
Notle Brian
Nolan Fro.ncis
st8.ck Basil
Dunne l\.nthony
Dalton
Fennell
Cleary
Young
Vincent
Sinon
Stephen
Anthony
- but strong wa~ning AlIen John
Rus se11 John.
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL KCUCATION COMMITTEE
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
KEVIN STREET
RADIO SERVICE 6D 11
Sessional Examination Results 1956-1957
. Radio Radio Elect- A./C Bus- . Maths. Eng- Note Attendance Remarks
Name hddress Servic.e ,Service ronics Theory iness lish Books Act. POSSeTheory Pract. Methods
Duffy Patrick .~
.. Employed
,
- - - - -
- -
..
- -
Murphy.
Doyle Allan Employed
-- - - -
- - - - - -
England
Elder Gilbert Employed
45 55 60 64 54 34 59 70 168 186 Brownlee
Hand Thomas Employed
-
.. .. .. ..
-
..
- - -
lYlurphy
Hendley James lJ. Employed
- -
..
-
-
..
-
.. .. .. lVIurphy
Kelly Joseph -
43 46
Employed
53 50 51 .. .. 60 181 186 Brownlee
I
Employed
Keogh Willia.m - .. .. - - -
.. ..
-
.. Pye Tolocomm.
i •
Murphy Daniel 75 85 1175i 92 90 94 85 ... 80 186 Going to Eng
Murphy Francis !l Employed
-
85 51 68 47 74
-
70 175 186 PIe ssey
IRadio Radio Elect- A/e Bu21nfl!O Eng- NoteessNamo Address service Service ronics Theory lVhths lish Books ittten~a.nceTheorv Prn.ct. Methods ,...c. oss.
Very unsat-J\mbrose IMcKieran
38 35 22 46 12 49 40 146 186 isf'actory
-
EmployedMcMullan Henry
72 80
-
50 48 52 56 75 172 186 Ple ssey
Morrissey Patrick • 45 48 50 154 18642 40 35
- -
EmployedNaugh"ton Derek
- - - - - - -
Phillips
- - -
Should beByrne L1am 52 48 55 22 55 36 50 50 161 186 Better Rep-
eat
1 -- -- ---I
1.ecommend 1,mbrose McKieran and Po. trick lVlorrissey to discontinue
Liaru. Byrne may repeat
EXAMINh.TION RESULTS
CITY OF DUBLIN· VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE.
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY' - KEVIN STREET
CINEMA. OPERATOR~' COURSE - 1st YEAR SESSION 1956 -57
Name Employer Projec- Mlths •. General English Attendance ~
tion . Science POSSe Act. - Remar~.La te s .
Benton, John Gala, D/Fermot 68 90 28 41 84 78
-Connolly, Desmond De La Salle Bros. 64 20 12 30 84 69
-Conroy, William Capitol, , 55 60 25 38 84 69
-
Cummins, Desmond Stephen's Green 64 70 56 43 84 82 4
Dooley, Con Lyric 60 65 41 41 84 82
-
Dowling, Michael J. .Classic 67 40 29 49 84 80 3
Fannin, John J. Strand 61 93 55 42 84 83 -
Fulham, Paul Tivoli 47 20 33 40 84 71
- )FurlGng, Mamcice Pavilion - 51 20 32 40 84 73 20Gorman, Seamus Stella, Mt.Merrion 62 70 31 42 84 77 -Hughes, Liam De Luxe 62 85 30 37 84 80 4
Kelly, Joseph Regent 73 54 29 52 80 78 2
Keogh, Noel Plaza 66 73 23 40 84 80 - IKerins, Reginald Kenilworth 66 72 45 54 84 I 76 2Ke ttle, Andrew Gala B/Fermot. 62 25 28 36 59 , 53 -Lacy, Daniel Casino 68 95 51 46 80 ~ 79 5'McGrenery, Patrick Princess 65 90 32 50 22 I 22 -McDonagh, Joseph State 67 44 60 48 82 78
-
O'Brien, Jeremiah Adelphi 54 15 18 38 82 74
1
14
O'Callaghan, Thomas Star 68 93 50 65 84 79
-
Riddell, Robert Apollo 69 92 60 65 82 76 I 3stewart, Brian Sandford 69 75 61 59 84 81 -Yound, Patrick Ambassador 68 72 29 68 82 80
-
:
-
1w-1~~~~ ~~o..L~
~vti 421 ~() ~~JIrAJ ~ P-~p~ F~u.-. 5& "1 u "1
'" '"
rr
~~~~ ""'-~ 5;2-11) ~ ~
'"
.ll
l. G\...cN- Q.o 54- b k k \A .rr
EXAlI1INt\ TION RESUIJ.';-~
CITY OF DUBLIN VOC~TIONt1.L EDUCLTION COMNIITTEE
~---ST::r:TUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ~ KEVIN STREET
ClNEMl OHERATORS COURSE - 2nd YEf1.R
I
I .- .-
Name Employer Light Elec- Projec- 1..ttendance Remarks
trici ty tiono Present l~bsent Late
Billings, Raymond Corinthian 45 56 78 58 0 n
Boshell, Frank Tivoli 66 69 74 58 0
-
Bryan" i1.nthony Plaza 21 39 73 54 4 8
Dunne~ Eamonn Regal 58 52 63 56 2 -
Farrel1., Patrick Fairview 62 : 83 58 0 -
Francis" Michae1 Inchicore 37 58 87 57 1 6
h.elligher, Joseph l.'v1etropo1e 54 47 70 58 0 6
Lawless, James Royal, Bray .. 58 75 79 57 1 -,
Keogh, Liam Bohemian 62 51 70 58 C ~
McE1hinney, Patrick Lmbassador 58 56 60 56 2 t1.
Mordant, Paul Lde1phi 49 86 83 55 3 7 fMurphy, James Capitol 70 59 70 57 1 -
Murphy, Joseph Kille ster 20 36 76 56 2 3 ~
Quinn, Eamonn Grafton 35 50 68 5~ 4 3
Rafferty, William Leinster 28 34 71 57 1 9
Rothery, John Ormonde 69 59 69 58 0 2
Ryan, Patrick Ritz 48 40 75 52 6
-
Banks, James Rialto 69 62 82 55 2 2
Bannon, Christopher Mary Street 23 32 82 49 8 9
I
Dillon, Thomas Savoy 301 38 76 55 2 1
I Lawless, Joseph Sundrive 35 45 64 53 4 5
I Scally, Gero..rn Odeon 15 36 76 43 14 8
I Sla ter, ,llchael Cubro.. 12 28 67 51 6 7Stanley, Michae1 Princess f1.bs. Abs. 12 Ceased 2
Ma tthews , Franc i s Sutton Abs. Abs. 22 Tt 2
Brophy, Pa trick Landscape Abs. Abs. 1 " 1
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIOW~L EDUCATIOW~L COMMITTEE
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY - KEVIN STREET
CINEMf\. oPER1. TORS COURSE - 3rd YEAR
Name Employer Sound
1'1 ttendance
Elec- Projec- Remarks
tricity tion Present J,bsent Late
...-.....------ - -~ ......-..... -----.-- --
Brown, Denis Grand 47 79 73 52 7 1
Byrne, Christopher Whitehall 45 54 56 56 3 2
Devine, Patrick J. J~ stor 51 81 59 57 2 1
I4cDowell, Liam T!1ary Street. 60 50 37 51 8 2
O'Reilly, Gerald Thea tre Royal 74 86 76 54 5 3
Price, A.nthony Phoenix 65 62 58 51 8 -
Quinn, Dermot sandford 79 96 77 58 1 •
T£.nsey, Patrick New Elec tric 55 59 76 47 12 4
Trompson, Michael Carlton 40 75 63 56 3 3
-
- -
l ...... -- _.~--
--
.
,--'-'_'_'-. ----
.
Over/
City of Dublin Vocational Education Committee
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, KEVIN STREET
CINEMA AND THEATRE (PROJECTION) ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Minutes of meeting held on
Tuesday, 30th July, 1957 at 12 noon.
Present were: Messrs. J. Brennan, P. C1arke, F. Robbins,
R. Crawford, F. O'Toole and H. Hodgens. The
Principal, Mr. M. J. Cranley was in the ohai~.
An expression of sympathy in his recent bereavement was
made to Mr. Robbins by Mr. Cranley and supported by all the
members present.
The minutes of the previous meeting held on 11th October,
1956, having been circulated to the members, were approved and
signed.
Consideration was then given to the Sessional Examination
Results. In presenting these to the Committee Mr. Cranley drew
attention to the very poor results in the subject "General Soienoe"
of the first year of the course but pointed out that not all the
blame could be attributed to the students, since due to the
resignation of a whole-time teacher midway through the Session,
this class had subsequently been taught by a number of deputy
teachers. In view of these circumstanoes Mr. Cranley suggested
that the Committee might, in this subject only, agree to adopting
a pass mark of 30% instead of the usual 40%. After some dis-
cussion the Committee rejected this suggestion but decided that
where a student passed in all subjects except General Scienoe he
should be oonsidered to have passed the Sessional Examination and
should be permitted to pass to the seoond year of the course.
The Committee further decided that a student who had failed
in General Scienoe and had failed in one, or more, of the othe~
subjects should be required to repeat the first year of the course.
Arising from the discussion Mr. F. Robbins proposed and Mr.
Brennan seconded a resolution deploring the delay that occurs
in replacing a whole-time teacher who resigns during a Session,
and recommending that the replaoement of suoh teachers be
expedited in view of the bad effect which such delay inevitably
has on the efficiency of class instruction.
The following recommendations were then unanimously passed:
Year I: 17 apprentices to pass to Year II, viz. Benton, Cummins,
Dooley, Dowling, Fannin, Gorman, Hughes, Kel1y, Keogh, Kerins,
Lacy, McGrenery, McDonagh, O'Callaghan, Riddell, Stewart and Young.
Six apprentices to repeat year I of the course, viz. Oonroy,
Connolly, Fulham, Furlong, Kettle and O'Brien.
Year 11: Six apprentices having failed in two SUbjects are
required to repeat Year 11, viz. Bryan, Joseph Murphy, Bannon,
Dillon, Scally and Slater. To sit a supplemental examination
in the subject "Light": Francis, I.a.wle ss and Quinn, E. The
thirteen other second year apprentices are to pass to Year III
of the course.
Year Ill: Eight passed the examinations and having now
completed the course they are to be awarded a Course Oertificate.
One apprentice, Liam McDowell, failed to obtain pass marks in
the SUbject "Projection". He will be required to sit a supple-
mental examination in this subject.
.. .- ..
(2)
At the request of Mr. Robbins it was agreed that Mr. Cranley
should write to the Manager of the Cinema regarding the unsatis-
factory attendance of Year I students Maurice Furlong, Pavilion
Cinema, Dunlaoire and Jeremiah O'Brien, Adelphi Cinema, Dunlaoire.
M!:'. Hodgens mentioned that the teacher had reported that the
position as regards note books of the following Year 11 students
was most unsatisfactory~ Joseph Murphy, Bannon, Scally and Slater.
It was unanimously decided that William Rafferty who, having now
completed five years attendance at the Institute, will have to
discontinue.
;{ Riddell, R. 286 marks 1st place.
~ 0' Callaghan, T. 276
"
2nd "X Stewart, B. 264 " 3rd "
X Mordant, P. 218 tI 1st
"~ Banks, J. 213
"
2nd 11
Iawle ss, James. 212 " 3rd "
X Quinn, Dermot. 252
"
1st "
X O'Reilly, G. 236 11 2nd tI
Brown, D. 199
"
3rd
"
Year III
The students who obtained the highest total marks in each year
of the course were:-
Year I
Year 11
and it was agreed that the prizes should be awarded to those
marked ~.
It was agreed that Mr. Cranley should write to the Union and
to the Association regarding the prize winners. It was decided
to fix the date for the Entrance Examination in the subjects
English and Arithmetic for Thursday, 12th September, at 9.30 a.m.
in Room 14 of the Institute, and to hold the supplemental examina-
tions at the same time. It was further decided that notice of the
entrance examination should be given to all mombers of the Union
and to the Cinema s.
Discussion of arrangements for the presentation of plizes was
left over to the next meeting which it was agreed to call for
Tuesday, 24th September at 11.30 a.m. in the Institute, when the
results of the entrance and supplemental examinations would be
available for consideration. Mr. Robbins asked for an expression
of opinion on the arrangements for the presentation of prizes at
the Astor Cinema last November. The general opinion was that
the arrangements were good considering the space limitation but
Mr. Cranley thought that better press coverage might have been
possible.
Mr. Robbins put forward a suggestion that the gold medal to
be Dresente~ ~nintlv by the Union and the Association for first
plooe in the Finnl Exnmina tion should be known as the Tate Medal
or the Tate Memorial Medal in memory of the lo.to Mr. Robert Tate
who had taken such an active part in the organisation of the part-
time release classes for cinema apprentices. This was deferred to
the next meeting but Mr. Robbins asked that a record should be made
in these minutes, and that Mr. Cranley should write to the Theatre
and Cinema Association regarding this suggeEtion. Mr. Crawford
raised a point regarding the design of the Maltese Cross in the
centre of the medal presented last year Which, unfortunately, was
very poor because it was a copy of a very rough sketoh. Mr.
Cranley offered to have a suitable drawing made of the cross by a
member of the staff of the Institute.
The meeting then closed.
5th September, 1957.
Signed:~~
. 1. n.
. ilo/n .
MARTIN M. GLEESON, MA, B. .Camm
Chief Executive Officer .
..ofoeACA1S CAtA1t? 0,4-t:..o.\ll.~ EducatiOn Committee for the City o'rLDe "'t-A~ tiOna\ IIb/. "'1\JOC'3. In
~
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INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
MARTIN ]. CRANLEY, M.Sc., F.I.C.I. F.R.I.C.,
Principal
Telephone: SI801
Address:
KEVIN STREET,
DUBLIN.
25th September, 1957.
Our Ref. 8780/10.
OINEMA AND THEATRE (PROJEOTION)
ADVISORY OOMMITTEE
A meeting of the above Oommittee will be held in this
Institute on Wednesday~ 2nd October, at 11 a.m. and it is
hoped that you will be able to attend.
MARTIN J. ORANLEY.
Principal.
AGE N D A
1. Minutes of meeting held on 30th July, 1957.
2. Matters arising from the minutes.
3. Results of supplemental sessional examinations.
4. Results of Pre-Apprenticeship examination.
5. Arrangements regarding presentation of prizes.
6. Other business.
\'Oe.o. C.o. 1S C.6.tAtR b
\ \\.'" .. 0 cl a'ion Committee for the Cit .(\ 1 l e~ f> ,'Iona\ t UC Y of D b
v ~~ ~~
MARTIN M. GLEESON. M.A.• B.Comm.
Chief Executive Officer.
m"'Rc;;n 111. 0 5t6151n, m.e., b.L:MCt:.
P,,1o,;, O'.'5e4.C f'Cl'Onlluc.\m.
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
MARTIN J. CRANLEY, M.Se., M.Le.L, F.R.Le.
Principal.
Telephone 51801
Address: Kevin Street, Dublin,
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ENTRANTS FOR APPRENTICE OPERATORS'
PHEPARATORY EXAlt.INATION
James ~oEvoy
rederick MoKane
Brendan Ger8ghty
Tommy Hilditch
Miohael Kavanagh /
Liam Lynn
Dennis 1foGrath
.Age
14
16
14
15
14
14
16
14
17
15
15
15
14
14
16
15
16
15
14
15
16
15
IJohn Fox
Raymond Bel1ew
Joseph Brennan
Patriok Byrne
Tony Behan /
erard Byrne
Dennis Cullen
Tony Clarke
Brian Dwyer
amien Devine I
Gerard Dawson
Thomas Drohan
'"
Paul Donoghoe
Anthony Daly
Paul Fannin
)
;./
Ed. }. oCarthy
Tony MoDonnell
James O'Shea
atrick O'Brien
Tony O'Brien
James Perry
John QUig1ey /
Joseph Rumgay /
Noel Lynam
Patriok S88ooe11
Dan Lynch
Andrew Stokes
John Isllaoe ./
R. Reid
Patriok Carroll
14
15
15
15
15
17
15
14
15
14
15
16
16
15
17
City of Dublin Vocational Education Committee
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLO Q-Y 2 KEVIN STREET
DRAFT SCHEME OF ORGANISATION
PRE-APPRENTICESHIP EXAMINATIONS
ENTRY TO THE PROJECTION SCIENCE
FOR CINEMA APPRENTICES
FOR
FOR
COURSE
1. It is suggested that Pre-Apprenticeship Examinations for the above
~ purpose be held twice yearly, one in March and the other in late
September. The sUbjects of examination to be English and Arithmetic
based on the 7th standard Primary School Syllabus, Pass Marks: 50%.
Two to three months notice of the date of each examination should
be given to the members of the Theatre and Cinema Association (Irel.),
members of the Irish Transport and General Workers' Union (Cinema
Branch) and to the -fuadmasters of the regional Technical Schools in
Dublin.
2. Exem~tion from the Pre-Apprent~~~sh~~mination:-It is suggested
that if a candidate already possesses an Intermediate Certificate
issued by the Department of Edu~ation (Secondary Branch) or a Day
Vocational Certificate issued by the Department of Education
(Technical Instruction Branch) with passes in both cases in English
and Mathematics, he may be exempted from the Pre-Apprenticeship
Examination. It is further suggested that if a student also has
passes in General Science in the Intermediate Certificate or in
Mechanics and Heat of the Day Vocational Certificate, he should be
exempted from the first year of the Oinema Apprentice Course.
3. When the results of each Pre"·Apprenticeship Examination have been
approved by the Cinema and Theatre (Projection) Advisory Committee,
the Pa'ss List should be circulated to the Theatre and Cinema Associ-
ation (Ireland) and to the Irish Transport and General Workers'
Union (Cinema Branch).
4. It is considered fundamental for the success of the above scheme I
that only boys whoso name appear on this Pass List should be taken
into the trade as Cinema Apprentices unless the prior sanction of
the ~dvisory Committee has been obtained.
MARTIN J. CRANIEY. (Principal)
H. HODGENS.
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL F.illUCATION CONMITTEE
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
KEVllT STRDET
ENTRANCE EXAJHNLTION FOR CINE APF~rTICES
Pass marks 40% 12th September~ 1957
Name En~lish Maths • Name English Maths •
JOJll6S Pierce / 70 75 John Fox 49 90
Paul Fannin ( 63 96 Joseph Rumgay 48 96
David OtConnor 62 90 Anthony Daly ./ 47 48
J oseph Brennan / 61 76 Thomas Drohan 47 100
Miohael Kavanagh 58 85 Anthony Behan 44 97
Damien Devine 58 65 John Wallace 44 82
Robert Reid / 56 67 Noel Lynam / 42 '4
Gerard Byrne / 55 60 Denis Cullen / 41 45
J'ron.es McEvoy 52 95 Richard McNally / 40 48
Denis HcGrath 50 93 John Quiglay 40 47
Paul Donohoe ,- 62 64
CITY OF DUBLnJ VOCll.TION.i~L EDUCL'1I ION CO: MITTEB
mST ITUTE OF SC IENCE A.FD TECiiNOLQGY
KEVIN STREET
Minutes of meeting hold on
Nonday" 21st Octeber 1957 at 1l.30.
Present wero = Messrs. J. Brennan (Theatre and Cinemo.ll.ssocic.tien) F. Robbins
F. OtToolo (Cinema. Bro.nch, Irish Transport o.nd General -v10rkers'
Union) H. Hodgens (Head of Dopartment, Institute of Science and
Technology) l~. J. Cranley, (Principal) presided.
Tho minutes of the previous meeting held on 2nd october, 195'7 yJhich hod boen
circulated to the members vrore accepted as 0. correct rocord and wero then passed
and signed.
The Chairmrm read 0. letter dated 19th instant from the Theo.tre and Cinema
Lssociation regarding possible employment of entr~lts for the recent entranoo
examination. It was decided that the mo.tter should be left to TJIr. Robbins who
would inquire into the matter and supply the :.sseciation with suitable inform..
at ion.
Ji.ir. Hodgens then gavo the results of the supplemental examinations fer
tour Year I students particulars of which have been appende0 to the Sessional
Examination Result sheet attached to the Minutes. The four boys having obtained
more tho..l'l 40% mo.rks passed and have been enrol1od in Year 11 of the Course.
Mr. Hodgens reported that Course Certificates for all of the Year III
students are ready and will be sent immediately to Mr. Robbins.
Itom four of tho ll.genda was then cons idered when the Chairman presented
the case for early infermo.tion of the results of the Sessional Examination to s
studonts and tho possibility of holding the supplomcntal examinations before
hUgust. The subject having beon fully discussed it was agrood en tho proposal
of Hr. F .. Robbins that information as rogards the results of the Sessional Ex-
amination should be made availablo to the students as soon as possible after
the mid-May examinations. Mr. Robbins said that the period of onnual holidays
for the apprentices extended from ..Jay to l..ugust. It 1'VU.S decided that in view
of this the supplemental examinations should be held 0.6 heretefore in Septombcr.
Mr. Oranlcy e:xplained that the practico had boon to make avai. lable the exam-o
ination rosults only after 0. meeting of the 1.dvisory Committoe which sometimes
might not take place until the middle or the end of July. He suggested 0.
meeting of the Committee within the first ten day of June in futuro in order
to eXOJTline the :r.nrks and dec ide as regards any s upplemonto.l examinations taking
into account o.ttendance at classes md class l'lOrk during the Oossion. This
was accepted unanimously.
Mr. J. Brennan pressed and Mr. Hodgens supported the proposal already passed I
and recorded in the l!finutes that failure in trro subjects vrould involvo repetition )(
of the year of the course o.nd that a supplemental examination would apply only
for failure in ono subject. This vvas unanimously endorsed.
The Chairlnan than read a draft scheme for organisation for prc~apprcnticeship
examinations a copy of which is attached te thvse minutos. This vms carefully
oc.nsidorod and fully discussed and was passod unanimously. It was emphasisod
by Hr. Cranley and by IvIr. Brennan that paragraph four ef tho draft would havo
to bo strictly applied and Mossrs Roobins and O'Toolc yrore in accord with this.
Mr. Cranley said that the draft schemo wou~d havo to be approved by the Voc-
ational Education Conunittee and formally atloptod by the Th:.~.trG md Ci.'tlema Associat-
ion o.n~ the I.T.G.W.U and that he rould write to each body accordingly. Item
six of the Agenda. was then taken when Mr. F. Robbins anneunced that it had bocome
necessary to change th8 date of the nresentation of prizos and certificates to
November" 19th and that th3 function would to.keplacc at a lunch in the Odoon
Room, ==c.tropole CinJma at 12.30 p.,n. Mr. F. Robbins ea.id that it had beon
over/
•... 2
arranged that ef the apprenticos only tho prize winners and all the third year
students would be present.
It was decided that Mr. Cranloy should. deal with c.11 matters relating te
the Press J and that Hessrs. F. Rebbins and M. Casey (Secretary" Theatre and
Cinema Associatiery should look after the arrangements generally for the funtion.
Under ethor businoss Mr. J. Brenno..n inquired regarding the apprentice Rafforty
and the Chairman replied that he had sent a letter ~o the Cinema Managor us
directed by the last meeting. Mr. Brennan suggestod that a copy of the letter
should be sent to the Secrotary of the Theatre and Cinema. Associatio~ and te the
Irish Transport and Gonero.l derkors Union. This was accepted and the meeting
then closed.
SIGNED:
DATE:
--..-L-ff-----....:..--.........
26th October" 1957.
MARTIN M. GLEESON, MA, B. .Comm.
Chief Executive Officer
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
MARTIN J. CRANLEY, M.Se., F.I.C.I. F.R.I.C.•
Principal
relephone: S1801
Address:
KEVIN STREET,
DUBLIN.
15th October, 1957.
Our Ref. 8864/10.
CINEMA AND THEATRE (PROJECTION)
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
A meeting of the above Committee will be held in this
Institute on Monday, 21st Ootober at 11.30 a.m. and it is
hoped that you will be able to attend.
MARTIN J. CRANLEY.
prinoipal.
AGENDA
1. Minutes of meeting held on 2nd October, 1957.
2. Mltters arising from the minutes.
3. Results of supp1ement~1 sessional examinations.
4. Dates of future supplemental sessional examinations.
5. Pre-Apprenticeship Examination Scheme.
6. Arrangements regarding presentation of prizes.
7. Other business.
City of Dublin Vocational Education Committee
I~STITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ~ KEVIN STREET
CINEMA AND THEATRE (PROJECTION) ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
Minutes of Meeting held on
Wednesday, 2nd October, 1957 at 11 a.m.
Present:- Messrs. J. Brennan (Theatre and Cinema Association, (Irel.),
F. Robbins, R. Crawford, F. O'Toole (Cinema Branoh, Irish
Transport and General Workers' Union) and H. Hodgens. Mr.
M. J. Cranley, Principal~ was in the chair.
The minutes of the previous meeting held on the 30th July, 1957
were taken as read and approved as being a corrvct record subject to
the amendment that the name 'Hughes' be deleted from the list of names
given on Page 1, Paragraph 7.
Arising from the minutes Mr. Brennan stated that in view of the
special circumstances surrounding the 1st year sessional examinations,
a boy who had failed in only one of the subjects English, Mathematics
or Projection should be given a supplemental examination in that SUbject.
Mr. Brennan's proposal was unamimously agreed to and accordingly the
following decisions were taken:- (1) that Connolly, Kettle and J. 0'
Brien shall repeat the 1st year of the oourse; (2) that Conroy and
Hughes shall be required to sit a supplemental examination in English
and that Fulham and Furlong shall be required to sit a supplementa~
examination in Mathematics. Also arising from the minutes Mr. Robbins
drew the Committee's attention to the fact that the student Rafferty
had now been in attendance for 5 years of the course without oompleting
it successfully and consequently~ was ineligible to re-enrol. Mr.
Cranley was instructed to write a letter to this effect to the Manager
of his cinema. WJr. Brennan drew the Committee's attention to the
case of a student named Dillon who had enrolled in the Session 1954/
55 and had failed in the subject 'General Science'. He repeated
this year of the course in the §ession 1955/56 and passed into the
2nd year of the course in 1956/57. He is required to repeat the 2nd
year of the course in 1957/58, consequently, it would be neoessary
for him to pass his 2nd year examination at tho end of the current
session and to successfully complete the 3rd year of the course in
1958/59.
Mr. Hodgens reported that the four apprentices who had been
required to take supplemental examinations in the 2nd and 3rd years
of the course had all passed. The marks obtained in the supplemental
examinations are recorded on the sessional examinations report attaohed
to the official copy of the minutes of the committee meeting. It was
agreed that Course Certificates should be issued to all students of
the 3rd year of the course.
~ A report of the Pre-Apprenticeship Examination was presented to
the Committee and adopted. It was agreed that a list of those who
had passed the Entrance Examination should be sent to the Union and
to the Theatre and Cinema Association. During the ensuing discussion
on Entrance Examinations, it was suggestod that it would be desirable
to hold two Pre-Apprenticeship Examinations each year, one in Mardh
and the second in late September since this would allow preparation of
a panel of eduoational qualified candidates for employment in the trade.
Mr>. Hodgens reported that amongst the applioations for enrolment in
the 1st year of the course this session, there were five who had pasood
the Pre-Apprentioeship Examination but another four who were already
employed as apprentioes but who had not passed the Pre-Apprenticeship
Examination. Mr>. Cranley undertook to prepare, in oonjunotion with
Mr. Hodgens, a soheme for Pre-Apprentioeship Examinations for sub-
mission to the next meeting of the Committee.
Over/
..
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A letter from the Theatre and Cinema Association was read
giving an approval to the suggestion that the Gold Medal for the
most successful student in the 3rd year of the course should be
known as "The Tate Memorial Medal". A discussion followed
regarding a design for the medals and it was finally agreed that
this would be completed by Mr. Robbins and the other members of
the Committee. The design to include the Vocational Education
Committee's Shield and the Maltese Cross together with a mention
of the "Tate Memorial Medal" in the ca se of the Gold Medal and
of course, the winner's name and the year of the presentation.
The presentation of prizes for the Session 1956/57 was then
discussed. It was agreed that the presentation be held on Tuesday,
12th November, 1957 at 11.30 a.m. The Committee agreed that Mr.
Grace, President of tho Theatre and Cinema Association be invited
to preside at the function and that W~. ~~rtin Gloeson, Chief
Executive Officer, City of Dublin: Vocational Education Committee
should be invited to present the prizes and the certificates. It
was further agreed that the only other speakers at the function
should be Mr. MoLoughlin, President of the Cinema Branoh, Irish
Transport and General Workers' Union and the Chief Inspeotor,
Department of Education (Technical Instruction Branoh). Mr. Cranley
undertook to issue the invitations to Messrs. Gleeson and Sheehy.
It was then agreed that the next meeting of the Committee would
be held in the Institute at 11.30 a.m. on Monday, 21st October, 1957.
The meeting then closed.
Signed ~
Chairman.
Date:
15th October, 1957.
./
CITY OF DuBLTIJ VOCATIOlJAL EDUCATlOi., CO"li:ITTEE
---------.-" I ----
COLLEGE OF TECJUJOLOGY
KEVllT STREET. DUBLTIJ
Apprentioo Cinema Oporators' Courso
Report on Pro-Approntiooship Exrumination. 26th April, 1958.
% Harks • pas sEarks Nominated
Namo Eng. ~Iaths • 50% Addross by
Ahoarno, Haurioe 69 26 Union
.1.110n, J om .b.nthony 57 40 Enunot Rd.
Baker, Thomas 50 68 Pass Mount st.
Bardin, Brian 61 31 11 . Union
Bonnott, EdYlurd 46 55 Killestor
Bormingha.m,. Liam 59 45 Donmark st.
Bormingha.m, patriok 63 68 Pass Emmot St.
Began, Hiohaol 59 67 Pass Cabra
Bok s, Arthur 42 55 Union
Bonors, Th OIll£l.S 68 74 Pass Denmark St.
BoYJo.. 01af 50 95 P'l.SS North Strmd
Boyne, J ames 54 12 Cabra
Bradley, James 78 50 Pass Cabra
Breen, Gerard 68 77 Pass Denmark St.
Brinkley, Franois 73 100 Pass Mount sOt.
Brohoon, Charles 49 86 Cabra
Brovvne, Gerard 61 45 Union
Bruoe, Laurence 37 36 Fail Emmet Rd.
Bryan, Denis 50 80 Pass Cabra
Bulme1', Dermet 28 30 Fail Union
Burdook, Brian 53 51 Pass Capel st.
Burke, Aidan J. 53 47 Denmark st,
Byrne, :iiohael 45 60 Union
Caroy, J oseph 56 41 Killester
Carolan , Peter 50 25 Emmet Rd.
Ca.rro!U" Albert 51 75 Pass Enunet Rd.
Cassidy, Riohard 27 51 Capel st•.
Cava.nagh .. Desmond 29 56 Killester
Chester, Desmand 52 93 Pass Union
Clanoy, Raynond 54 75 Pass North Strand
olarke, S e a.mus 62 97 Puss North Strand
Oollins, Thomas 60 38 north Strand
CC~kY, Raymcnd 70 95 Pass lIT orth Strand
Com y, Fra.ncis 57 57 Pas s Orumlin
Oorooron, Raymond 61 58 Pass :Iount St.
Oorr .. Donis 55 32 North Strand
Oroa.n, Forgal 44 38 Fm 1 Killoster
Orosbie .. Cyril 62 92 Puss Emmot Read
Oullon, Thomas 59 73 Pass Unlion and
Bolton st.
Dal0, Anthony 61 23 Enunet Rd.
Dalton, Thomas 52 63 Pass North Strand.
lovor
Ncuno
%Harks.
Eng. Wlaths.
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Pas sHarks
" 50% Address
Nominatod
by
Daroy, Eo.monn
Donaghor, Patriok
Dowling, Valentine
Doyle, Donis Ptk.
Doylo, John
Doylo, Noel
57
63
68
49
47
17
92
68
73
50
33
17
pass
Pass
Pass
Fail
Fail
Hount st.
Union
tt-T orth Strand
Union
Union & Nth.
Strand
Union
DUffy, Dormot
Duffy, TIiohaol
Duignan, Dormot
Edwards, Kcmnoth
E1ynn, Patriok
Farrolly" Hiohaol
Flanagan, Anthony
Flood, Gorald
Floed, Tho:tn.o.s
Fo1oyJ JarrDS
57
60
64
44
71
56
65
64
15
54
66
15
35
15
31
42
58
63
12
63
Pass
Fail
Pass
Pass
Fail
Pass
•
•
•
Unicn
Hount st.
North Strand
&: Union
Cabra
Union
lhion
Bolton st.
Haunt S t_~ .
Union
Capol st.
Gallaghor" Gorard
Gallaghor, Richard
Gohcran, Lio.m
Goraghty, Josoph
Googhogan, Hiohaol
Gilbert, Josoph
Gloos on, T.Iatthew
Goslin, Patriok
Gunn, Eugono
Halpin, Ciaran
Harnott, Francis
Honnossy, Pa.triok
Gabriol
Honnos sy, So an
Hudson, Richard
Hutchison, Josoph
Ingro.m, Forgus
Jonkins, Ncol
J oyco, S oan
Kavn.nagh, Brondo.n
ICavanagh, Jomos
Koa1y I John
Koano, l1illiOln
Koo.rns I B:rian
Kodnoy, Tcronoo
Koogo.n, Ko.!'l
Kooly, Joscph Ptk.
Kol1ott, Fro.nois
Kolly, Dominio
Ko11y, Jo.rr.o~, P.
47
58
53
24
62
70
62
37
58
60
54
49
70
43
71
56
24
32
61
59
41
54
46
60
68
52
66
58
60
25
46
58
17
48
90
38
33
45
30
68
53
81
78
39
13
')
93
72
40
52
45
17
53
78
68
40
73
Fail
Pass
Fail
Pass
Fail
Pass
1-
Pass
Pas s
Fail
Fail
Pas s
Pass
Fail
Pas s
Fm 1
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
-'---
Capol St.
&: Union
l Union.
E:rrIr.1ot Rd.
h. Donmark St.
Enunot Rd.
l..
• ~-Iount st.
1 Cabra
North Strand
Dcmmark st.
Cabra
l Emrr.ot. Rd.
Bolton St.
. Luca.n To.oh.
&: Union
Capol st.
Donmark s.t.
Bolton st.
IUnionUnion
Killcstor
Emmot Rd.
Killostor
Haunt St.
Cabra
Capol st.
Hount st.
North Strand
North Strand
Donmar le St.rj north Strand I
lovor
-.:,.- •
Namo I%Ha.rks.
~ng. Ho.ths,
Pa.s s Narks
5010
Addross Nomimrc6d
by
Kolly, Soon G.
Koyos , Gorm'd
K:i.:ng ~ Edv/ard
47
19
62
84
25
47
Killostor
Union
Union
Lainbort, J amos
Lcmgnn 1 J.nthony
Lo.rkin, Th:::mo.s
Lyons 1 Hicha.o1
57
17
50
33
100
32
28
57
Pass
Fail
L10unt st.
North Strond
Emmot Rd .. <
Donmrtrk st.
Co.pol st~
Emmot Rd o
Haunt st.
Emmot Roo.d
Union
StolIa. Fict...
uro Thoo.tro
& Union
Co.pol st.
Union
Co.pol St.
North Stro.nd
Unicn
I10unt st"
Union
North Strb.nd
Ca.bra
Union
North S tt~rod '
North Stra.nd
Donm..'"\rk st"
lIT orth Stra.nd
lIT nrth Strand
Union
Emmot Rd.
- I~
Pa.ss
Fa.il
fnss
Pa.ss
Feil
Pas s
Fail
Pass
Pass
PrtSS
Pass
Fail
Pass
; Pass
IFaGS
i
80
10
50
70
73
o
53
23
40
70
35
91
72
12
73
100
70
31
58
53
93
I 12
I 1831
I 6~
i 59
i 10
! 59I 50
I 50
1
41
I 50
! 67
·13
I.J[cGotto d,ck,
Hubort
Io1cGrogor 1 ./l.lbort
tlo.guj ro, ~Iicho.o1
IoInhor, Thoma.s
rIa.hon 1 Dcn.
r:o.hon, Lo 0
Ha.rkham, Tho:r.tas
Bm·tin, Cho.rlos
fiIoo.do, Colm
Ho ahon, J.·l.lfra d
Hooho.n, IIiohaol
Morodith, ,Ta.mos
I1illorick, J ohl.1
Hi lIs .'i Ro.ymond
Hoara, I"Iicha.o1 J <,
Ho 01'0, 1,richao 1 J.
Lyons, Patriok 120
Lynn, Lia.m 39
HcCabo -' Philip I 28
lcDormott, ;,.nthon~ 57
?1cEvoy, ll.nthony I80
i 57
161
l'IcShorry, Pascal 1
'
57
Iia.ddon) Robort 83
~To.ddol1, Soonus 26
Ho.guiro 1 Dormot j 29
160
56
49
56
I1ounto..ino, Potor
Hoylos, Pa.trick
IIu1ho.lJ. J John
]\,rurphy, Patrick
Hurphy) Thom..'"\s
Hurra.y, Goro.rd
50
48
56
15
13
61
37
5,1
32
12
o
25
Fail
Fm 1
Emrro t Rd.
Ca.bra
Capol St e
Union
Union
Hount st.
I~urro.y, IIicha.o 1 17 Fail Denmark st.
Union
.t Union
Ca.bra.
Uhion
Union
;h El'iUTDt Rd.
Union
Eurto.gh, Dormot 43 18 Fa.il
Eurtagh 1 John 57 5..,5 Pas s
Na.glo, Thomas la C Fa.il
Nash, Soon 57 73 Pa.ss
Nichols on~nthcny 45 47 IFo.il
lITolal1., .....Tillia.r.1 126 10 IFai1
J at Brion, Dormot L4_9_-,-_1._7_--,-!_F~i_l _
lovor
;I
Name %=~D.rks Po.s s Ho.rks Address IN onino.to d
Bng. Bo.ths. 50% by
I) tBrion, J csoph 23 C Fail ,Unicn
()tConnor, Gabriol 39 56 hallo stor
otConnor, Lo.uroneo '1:0 33 Fo.il Danr.1D.rk st.
Of Don(\vo.n, Hieho.o 1 59 84 Pass Emmot Read
OfDriseoll, Gcorgo 4r 13 Fail Unicn
o tDr is coIl, :tIieho.c 1 22 25 Fall Unicn
ot Lough1in, Ho.rold 57 58
,
Emnot RoadPo.ss
OfUO ill, Do.vid 31 45 Fo.il Cabr~
OfRoillU, i.nthcny '1:1 5 Fo.i 1 Killostor
OfSullivo.n, John 6'1: 53 Po.ss Donmo.rk st.
01Tool0, L~uroneo 52 58 pqss Killostor
Ro.fforty, Lio.m 68 'l:O Donmo.rk st.
Roid, Dosmcnd 40 57 Emmot Rd.
Roilly, Doolo.n 69 81 Po.ss Hount st.
Riordo.n, ·.;illia.r.l 50 27 ~Kount st.
Robinscn, Lo.uroneo 42 23 Fro. 1 Nth. S~('
Ryo.n, ?o.trick 49 66 Ennmt Rd..
st. 10 gor, J o.r.os 60 85 Po.ss
cott, John 63 59 Po.ss Erw.c t Rd.
Sho.no.ho.n, So 0.11 46 50 EW1:'-ot Rd.
Shorry, Edw~rd '1:5 51 Donmo.rk st.
Shiols, J osoph 51 51 Pass Union
'ncyd, Petor 62 78 Fc.ss Co.bro.
~-I-
-
Sto.fford, John 72 93 Po.s s lIount st.
sto.nloy, Anthony 54 27 Co.bra.
Sto.nloy, Toroneo 60 85 po.s s Emmot Rd.
Stons on, Goro.rd 66 23 Co.po1 st.
SVlUonoy, Goorgo 69 56 rr,ss Et:r.lot Rd.
Tho~ilPSen, Potor 22 26 Fail Union
Tigho JI John 63 12 Hount st.
Tobin, Soar:u.s 33 13 Fail Union
Tochor, Po.trick 58 51 Pass nOnI.lD.rk st.
Traoy, Roland 50 63 Puss E:rnr.:ot Rd.
Tracoy" John 70 78 Pass Nth. Stro.n<
Tunstoud~ ~nthcny 37 50 Union
Turnor, Horbort 39 31 Fail I Cabro.
T.... yrord, Brondo.n 41 53 Crt:lr.ll in
%Hurks ? us s I.Iarks Noninatod
Nuno Eng. Ho.ths. 50% i~ddross by
Yaugho..n'y l1attl:erl 70 61 Pass CrUI:l1 in
~.-ulsho, Cyril 17 100 Cabra
-.-;aIsh, J oscph 38 37 Fail Donrnurk st.
-.;ators, Hichao 1 41 23 Fail . Er.tr.1ot Rd.
-.-1110 lo..n , Hichaol 45 28 Fail Em:o t. Rd.
i7hitty, CocH 77 70 Oass ;s Hount st.
do Cuirteis, En.monn 62 48 El:lro t Rd.
Ho.oCaba, Brio..n 52 48 E:rrc t Rd.
Mo.cGogartaigh, Nollag 61 52 Pas s Er.rc t Rd.
Nac Rua.iri" Domhnllll 36 25 Foil Capol st.
Murbhadha, Br inn 61 63 Pass Co.pol St.
o h,.,.J.olain, Scmnus 39 13 Fail Capol st.
0 Cinnoido, Lion 41 53 Capel st.
o Duinn, IIichaol 42 45 Fail Capol .,..,t.
o DubhghaiH, ToI':lD.S 54 61 Puss , Capel st.
o DUbhghnill, Po.draig 38 62 Capel st
o Horachain, ]?a:draig 35 65 - Co.pcl st.
,
, CITY 'OF DUBLIi~ VOCATIONAL EDUCATION CO,'::ITTEE
COLLEGE OF TE~_I?lITOLO~~. REVIN STREBT
Apprentice Cinema Operators' Course
Pre-Apprenticeship Examination. 26th April, 1958. pass List1 _
Nominated
Nan:e Address by
Baker, Thomas , rook. Mount st.
Bermingham, Po.trick . Road. Emmet Rd.
Bogan, Michael Co.bra
Bovrors, Thomas Denmark St.
Boylo, Olaf 3t. North Strand
Bradley, J(;Qlles Cabra
Breen, Gerard, Denmark St.
Brinkley, Francis IIount St.
Bryan, Denis Cabra
Burdock, Brian rl St. Capol St.
Co.rroll, Albert ) Barn Emmet St.
Chester, Desmond i. Union
Clancy, Raymond . North Strand
Clarko, Seo.mus sh North Strand
Comisky, Ro.ymond . North Strand
Conway, Franc is Crumlin
Corcoran, Raymond ~h I':Iount St.
Crosbie, eyril )t Emmet Road.
Cullen, Thomas in Bolton St.
Dalton, Thomas North Strand
Darcy, Eo.monn Hount Street
Donagher, Patrick in Union
Dowling, Valentino Strand North Strand
DUffy, Dermot :l.Ce. Union
Flanagan, Anthony Bolton St.
Flood, Gorald , 1. Hount St.
Foley, James [' core. Capel St.
'.
Gehero.n, Liam rformot. Ellunet Rd.
I
-
I
lover
Name
Gilbert, Joseph
Harnett, Francis
- 2 -
Address
Nominated
by
11Iount St.
Emnet Rd.
Hennossy, Sean
Hutchison, Josoph
ICavanagh, Brendan
ICavanagh James
Ko one , William
ICoego.n, ICarl
Koely, Josoph Ptk.
Kellett, Froncis
KEl1ly, Jarr.es, P.
Lambert, Jomes
HcEvoy, Anthony
HcGetterick, Hubert
Haguire, Hiohaol
Hahon, Leo
1'Iarkhn.m, Thomas
Martin, Charles.
He 0 han, Alfrod
Heehon, I.Iichae 1
Ncredith, Jnn:es
Hills, Raymond
1'[001'0, ; Iicho.o1, J.
='lurtagh, John
Na.sh, Soan
OtDonovan, Hicaho.o1
O'Lough1in, Haro1d
O'Sullivan, John
O'Too10, Lauronco
Roilly, Doc1a.n
St. Logor, Jo.mos
~sto1jm
'0 •
.lltol."m
1
mmage
1
:3
re.
ra.
~h.
1.
m.
ovin.
11
Lucan Tech &
Union.
Denmark Street
Killester
Emmot Rd.
~,Iount St.
Mount St.
North Strand
North Strand
North Strand
Mount St.
Ca.pol St.
North Strand
Cape1 St.
Emmet Rd.
North Grand
Cabra..
North Strand
North Strand
Donmo.rk St.
North Strand
Union.
Co.bra.
Union
Emmot Rd.
Emmot Rd.
Donmark St.
ICillester
flount St.
lover
}Tamo
Scott, John
Shiels, Josoph
Sneyd, Peter
Sta.fford, John
Stanloy, Toronce
S,"IOUnoy, Goorgo
Toghcr, Patrick
Tra.cy, Rola.nd
Tra.coy, John
Vaughan, -iatthevl
Hhitty, Cocil
i!a.cGoga.rta.igh, :n ollag
:Iurchadha., Brian
OID~Qhgho.ill, Tomas
... El ...
Addross
IT ominated
by
ErrmlO"G Rd.
Union
ra Cabra
:iount St.
Emmot Rd.
Enur.ot Rd.
Denmark St.
Enur.ot Rd.
Nth. Strand
Crumlin
Hount St.
}ore. Enur:ot Rd.
Capel St.
Ca.pol St.
CITY OF DUBL:IN VCCLTION1~L EDUC;_TION COI.TIHTTEE
:INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE .iJlID TECHNOLOGY - lCEVThT STREET
6INEJlJA OPERi~TO:M I COURSE - 3rd YEi>..R
I TI lIT o.:.~10 Erq,loycr Sound Elect- Projection Note- Attcndo..ncoitricity , books f - Remarks
I
, poss _I J.'~ct. Lates
r Billings, Raynond Corinthian 79 67 i I ,66 ; 70 56 55 2
J
I !
I
I I
I :Soshell, . Fro:rLlc Tivoli 68 75 75 50 56 52 -
Banks, Jc.ncs '1 in.It 0 69 76 71 60 56 54 -
Dunno, Eanonn 'tOf;al Ro(:r..s 70 63 59 65 56 56 -
I J:1chicorc 95 82Francis, lIichae:;' 71'..: 90 56 56 2
Farrell, Po.trick :i7o.irvieiT Grand 63 73 61'..: 50 56 51 -
Kcogh, Lic.n 1Jchonian 68 51'..: 63 65 56 56
I
-
Kellcher, I:icho.el I State '1,9 60 69 50 56 51 -
Lc.wloss, JUTIlOS Ro:ro.l 1'..:5 56 73 60 56 52 -
Law-loss, J oseph S'lmdrivc 53 6(~ 63 ~5 56 53 3
!Iordant, Paul ':~dolphi 76 76 61 60 56 54 4
~.cElhinney, liichaul Enbassy 58 65 62 65 56 50 1
~ Iurphy, J D.TlOS COT itol 60 67 60 70
56 53
-
.{" , Po.trick kitz, B I bridge 72 70 71'..: 50
56 52
-I
! Rothcry, John (jrJ"'ondc
78 72 71 85 56 55 I -
I I
IQuinn, ED.r.1.011ll S f''1.dford 1'..:8 68 I 66
50 56 I 53 -I
! I I I
i
EX,'.EJNAT ION RF.~lLTq
I •
CITY OF DUBLm VOCi..TION,_L EDUCLTION CO~rIITTEE
nTST ITUTE OF SC IElITCE AND TECHNOLOGY, ImVm STREET.
CINEldi'.. OPERATORS' COURSE - ~d YEi.R S~SS ION 1957-58
I l I , !,I NClJ!lO Employer ~ ~c.g. o':l1.d , Light Projection 1.ttendoneei DIce I -, --
Remarks i
! Poss. Act. Lo.tos
- ! II II Gala, El fermotBcnton, John 1'1: 50 74 56 '1:8 6
Groen 18
I
CurU:lins, DOf.llOnd 45 81 56 16 t.
DilIon, Tho.,l'''S avoy 50 11 79 56 53
-
Doo1oy, CornAlim: Lyric 52 2,':, 79 56 54 1
F::mJ.1. in , ~Totn StrUi1.d 60 64 75 56 54
-
Gorr:J.aIl, S '1£ l':lUS F. Roya.l, Bro.y 55 10 6·i, 56 13 8
Hon~'1., :.1ic:b.aol. :; Tctrop< lIe 77 57 87 56 53 3
!Colly, Jcsoph Rogont 56 ~-o 80 56 '1:7 1
!Ceogh, Noe] I Plo.z[). ·:::6 ~ 71 56 51 1
Korins, R'lll;rna'_0 KonilvlUrth ·12 f ..b 56 18 2
Lo.coy, Don:LO1 I-. Cas ino 60 52 75 56 17 7
:icDono.gh, Joseph Stato 71 '1:1- 72 56 52 1
. =cGronory, Pfltrioi.. Prince/". s 85 6'i, 80 56 51 2
0 1 Callo.p'l,nn, '.Li hos • Star 75 57 89 56 55
-
Riddoll, Robed; i.polIo 86 71 79 56 52 1
Stevn.rt, Bril\.!l Sundford 56
., 71 56 51 1'J.:{~
Young, Patrick Ar:J.basso.dor 1-:': 56 89 56 5'1: 1
BryOJ.1, Anthony p1o."a '1:5 15 78 56 37 7
Fu1ho.m, Paul Tivoli LlO 31 70 56 17 2
Bunnon, r'1risto?hcr Grc.nd Cabra 87 62 79 46 ·10 8
Conroy, Fi.lli.:un. .i.stor 11 2~ 77 !3 36 1
O'Gr~dy, ~~tho~y .T. Drun:condra Grrmd 72 60 95 13 '1:0 1 IFurlong, 1.<.ll'rief"J I Pa.vilion 20 30 19 ''::0 28 13
I Hughos, Lia."" I Thoatre do Luxe I 68 5'1: 77 10 '1:0 1 (I I i II I iI I I: I
..
EXAl.llNAT ION ...~U1Jl'~
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMIITTTEE
lNST ITUTE OF SC IENCE AND TECHNOLOGY - KEVTIif STREET.
ClNEMa OPERATORS' COURSE - 1st YElill SESSION 1957-58
j"aTIb Employer Projec- Maths. Genernl English Attendance
tion Science RemarksPoss. Act. Lates
Byrne, Patrick Tfhiteho.ll Grand 92 70 33 65 76 64
-
Brennan~ VincE:nt Killostor 96 43 50 60 76 72
-
Craw-ford, J o.i:l(JS Oriel, Chapelizod 77 67 52 63 76 68
-
Donohue, Paul Capitol 89 43 21 49 76 66 2
Fannin, Po.uJ. F.oynl 92 93 93 69 76 75
-
Ferns, Valontino Cnrlton 95 45 42 48 76 71
-
Hyland, Ant:bony Grafton 89 52 78 50 76 74
-
Hugg, ;[ill i:::m :t:nry Stroot 84 34 44 46 76 76 8
Kottle, ":.ndrow IJew Electric 88 41 15 55 76 59 3
=1011oy, Anthony R~g~ 87 36 61 45 76 69
-
O'Railly, JOM ~tella. 94 54 58 47 76 76
-
Pie rCEl, J emes , Sutton Grand' ~
- - 76 34- -
-
Raid, Roborl Adolphi 88 46 72 57 76 75
-
~ilcNa.lly, Richard Drumcondra Grand -
- - -
76 44 1
CUllon, Donis Stolln, l·It. ~Iorrion I·c 86 36 41 52 47 43
-
Brcnnan, Josoph p. Inchicore Cinorna 92 44 81 77 47 43
-
Lynan, NOEll Lcinstor 90 56 83 54 45 40
-
m611u::in m. 0 51-.6151n, m.e., b. l::UCl::.
pRiom olf1se.6C felUmll C
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
MARTI N J. CRANLEY, M.Se., F.I.CI., F.R.I.e.
Principal
Telephone: 51801
Our rof. 9760/10
MARTIN M.GLEESON.M.A.• B.COMM.
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
AND TECHNOLOGY
Address :-
Kevin Street, Dublin.
18th June, 1958.
Cinonio. o.nd Theatre (projootion) k.dvisory Committea
A meating of the above Cor:rr:dttoo 1rill bo he Id on Frid.o.y, 27th :1nat·.
at 11 o..m. in this Collega, o.nd it is hopad that you will ba abla to
attend.
AGENDA
1. lUnutos of meating hold on 21st October, 1957.
2~ Hattors, if o.ny, arising from tho minutes.3. Sessiono.l cxo.mination rosults.
4. Rosults of Pro~ppronticcshipox~ino.tion.
5. Foo for oxaminors of Pro-A0prcntiooship scripts.
6. Other businoss.
CITY OF DUBLIN VOC:.TIONAL EDUCATION COIVJMITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
KEVIN STREET. DUBLIN
Minutes of Cinema and Thea~re (Projection) Advisory Committee meeting
held in the College of Technology, Kevin Street, at 11 a.m. on 27th June,
1958.
Present: Messrs. F. Robbins, R. Crawford and F. O'Toole (Cinema£ranch,
Irish Transport and Genelal Workers' Union); Messrs. J.
Brennan and P. Clarke (Theatre and Cinema Assoeiation, Ireland).
Mr. H. Hodgens occupied the chair in the unavoidable absence of
Mr. N. J. Cranley, Principal, on whose behalf he offered an
apology.
The minutes of the previous meeting, having been circulated to the members,
were taken as read and approved and signed.
The examination results for the session 1957 - 1958 were then considered
when the following decisions were made: the following apprentices of Year 1
will be required to take a supplemental examination in the subject shown:
Patrick Byrne
Paul Donohoe
William Hugg
l\ndrew Kettle
Anthony Molloy
Denis Cullen
General Science
General Science
Mathematics
General Science
l\1athematics
Mathematics
Year 1
In Year 11, Maurice Furlong, Pavilion, Dun Laoghaire, having failed in
Electricity and Light, will be required to repeat, and his punctuality was
considered most unsatisfactory.
Cornelius Dooley, Paul Fulham and William Conroy will be required to take
a supplemental examination in Light. The smaller possible attendance figure
for the last.five names on the list was due to their joining the class late.
It was decided to seek an explanation as to why Reginald Kerins was absent
from the examinations in Light and Projection. The attendance for this year
of the course was considered poor.
The sixteen students of the third year of the course who obtained pass
marks in all subjects are to be awarded College certificates.
Mr. Robbins queried the matter that he had raised last year regarding the
appointment of teachers for the course and Mr. Hodgens reported that the
position had been most satisfactory during the session.
Examination of the total marks showed the following placing of apprentices
for the award of prizes:-
1st Place
2nd Place
3rd Place
1st Place
2nd Place
3rd Place
1st Place
Paul Fannin
Joseph P. Brennan
Noel Lynam
Maximum possible marks: 400
Year 11
Robert Riddell .
Patrick McGrenery
Christopher Bannon
Maximum possible marks: 300
Year 111
Michael Francis
347 marks
294 marks
283 marks
236 marks
229 marks
228 marks
251 marks
lover
2nd Place
3rd Place
-2-
John Rothery
Frank Boshell
224 Marks
218 Marks
Maximum psooible marks: 300
It was decided that in future the sessional examination results should show I
in a separate column the number of time~ a student was absent and that the date
of joining the class should b~ shown when an apprentice joined late.
It was further decided that the supplemental examinations should be held I
in the first week of September; that the boys concerned should be notified now 1
and that those passing the supplemental examination would be informed immediately
in order to allow them to enrol in the next year of the course at the commence- i
ment of the session. Mr. H~dgens said that the supplemental examination cnuln •
be held in the College on Friday morning, 5th September.
The repnrt of the result~ of the Pre-apprenticeship examination was then
considered and it was decided that a copy of the complete report should be sent
to the Union and to the Association but that Wh.re a blank had been left after
the name I'\f a boy who had failed in one subject, the work "fail" should be
entered. It was decided to send Cl. list of names of those who had passed to
the Technical Schools and any others interested.
Mr. Hodgens had given a brief outline of difficulties regarding accommod-
ation and examining which arose as a result of the large numbers who entered for
the Pre-apprenticeship examination when Mr. M.J. Cranley took the chair for the
remainder of the meeting. Mr. F. Robbins suggested that a letter regarding
examiners' fees for the teachers who marked the scripts should be sent to the
Union and to the Association, when the matter would be considered further by
each interest. Mr. Cranley undertook to raise the matter with the Vocational
Education Committee. It was agreed that only those boys whose names appeared
on the exam~ination pass-list should be employed as Cinema ~pprentiees and that
any others seeking to attend classes should be referred to the Union.
It was decided that there would be no further entrance examination until
the panel was exhausted. It was agreed that the normal arrangeIT£nts for the
distribution of prizes and certificates should continue as last yea~. The
dat~ of the next meeting was fixed for Friday, 31st October, in the College at
11 a.m.
The meeting then closed.
9th July. 1958,.
Signed; -.-;,.~...z..~--~~---rr-'_w6--:1f--
Chairman. 1"~' IfS?I .

,CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
Chief Ex.""t'•• Off'"': MARTIN M. GLEESON. M.A.•B.Comm.
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY - KEVIN STREET - DUBLIN
Pr'n<;,pal: MARTIN J. CRANLEY. M.Se.. F.I.C.I.. F.R.I.C.
Phone
51801
24th October, 1958.
A :meeting of the Cinema ond Theatre (Projection) Advis ory Comn.ittee ,'rill
be held in the Principal's Office in this College on Friday, 31st October,
1958 at 11 a.m.
.~ G E H D A
1. :~inutes of meeting held on 27th June 1958.
2. Report on Supplemental Sessional Dxnninations.
3. I;xoniners I fees for narlcin; scripts of candidates for Pre-Apprentice-
ship exanination.
~. Enrol~ent of Year 1 apprentices not on the pass list of Pre-appronticeship
e;car ,ination.
5. Lrrange:ments for distribution of prizes ro1d certificates.
6. hny other business.
l'I1l,RT TIT J. CRll,IHEY
r rineipal
EJC/FS
COURSE FOR CINEMA APPRElTT ICES YEAR I
Syllabus. Subject: En~lish
1. Construction of sentence, paragraph and essay.
2. Letter writing.
3. Function of parts of speech.
4. Simple precis and paraphas ing.
5. Vocubulary trainL~g.
6. Correction of common orrors.
7. Writing reports.
8. 1Triting descriptions and explanations.
9. Reading alou.d Oral ansv,roring.
_S~y_l_l_a_b_u_s_.__S_u_b..;:j..?ot: Uathemat ics
1. Arithmotic - Fractions, decimals, percentages, averages, ratios,
proportion. Volumos, aroas, surface areas, simple interest, s quare root.
2. Algebra
division.
graphical
Signs, brackets, addition, subtraction, multiplication,
SimplEl equations, problems loading to samo. Graphs - simplo
solutions. Simple indices.
Syllabus. Subject: General Science
1. measuroment of length. British and rr~tric systems and oonversions.
2. Measurement of ~rea.
3. Heasuroment of volume,
4. Hass and weight.
5. Principlo of ArchiJnedes.
6. Density and speaific gravity.
7. Contre of gravity.
8. The Levor.
000000000000000000
n·ote that tho course cor.nnences at the beginning of Octeber and continues, with
the usual Christmas and Easter holidays, until mid-May when a Sessional Examinatien
in all subjects is held, and on the results of which students either pass on to the
next year of the course or repeat the year of tho course, depending on whether they
fail in one er more su~jects of the Sessional Examination. Failure in onc or more
subject involves repetition of the yoar of the course while failure in onc subject
only requires tho student to take a Supplemontal Examination in that subject.
Tho course provides 26 ,rooks of instruction (Autumn term 11 weeks, Spring torm 10
weoks and Sumrr:er term 5 weeks, in general).
CITY OF DUBLllJ VOCATIONAL EDUCJ,.TION COlE~ITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY,
KEVlli STREET, DUBLlli •
Present:
Cinema and Theatre (Projection) Advisory Committee
I1inutes of ~Ieeting held at 11 a.m. on Friday 31st October,1958.
:i.Iessrs. F. Robbins, F. O'Toole, R. Crawford and H. Hodgens.
!ir. H. J. Cranlcy (Chairma..n)
The ninutes of the previous rl:eeting were approved ans signed. lIre Hodgens
gave a report on the Supplemental exan:inations. All students had pas sed and
had been enrolled in the next year of the course except ~;. Conroy, (Year 11), who
had not yet eT1..rolled. 11. Furlong who 'was required to repeat Year 11 had been
enrolled.
r.ith regard to the Certificates to be presented to the successful third
year apprentices the Chairman drew attention to the fact that the certificates
were being signed by I.1essrs. Kennedy and Crowley on behalf of the Theatre and
Cinema Association and suggested that in future the certificates should be signed
personally by the rresidant of the Thoatre and Cinema LSEociation. This ...-rn,s agroed
to by tho l::onbers ~ and Ix. Cro.nloy V;"f\'S instructed to 'write accordingly to the
Association. Er. Cranley expla:ined that there had been considerable delay in writ-
ing to the Union and Theatre and Cinema Asseciation regarding exaniners t fees for
tho pro-apprenticeship, examinatien. Since the organisations concerned had not
had time to fully consider the natter he suggested that this item should be post-
poned until the next r.eeting of the COT.mUtteo 'Thich could be held early in Decer.ilior.
Tho case of five apprentices who had been enrolled tomporarily in Year 1
as their names did not appear on the pass list of the Pre-hpprenticeship oxamina-
tion held on 26th April, 1958, vms thon considered. It was reported that Gerard
Byrne, ll.dolphi Cinena, and il.nthony Dn.ly, Benildus Hall had passed the pro-apprentice-
ship examination held :in Soptember 1957. Of the other three, John Thompson,
Eenilworth Cinena had become an apprentice :in I1ay, Joseph ':'Tarden, Sutton Cinena
in February and Patrick Dn.vies, Odoo~ Dundrum, in Janun.ry. It VTaS agreed that the
lattor tvTO boys should be allovTCd to continue in the course as the conditions were
exceptional but that further inquiries concerning Tho~son should be made. It VTaS
further agroed that in the case of the areas Sutton, Bray, Dundrum, Dun Laoire and
~lackrock nhere there nightbe difficulty in getting boys from the panol who lived
locally that recruitnont could be nade from the local technical schools, of beys
who had n. sufficiently good general education to exe~t them from the Pro-apprentice-
s hip exam:L."1.n.t ien.
It ,ms decided to examine the pass lists of the 1957 and 1958 ?re-
hpprenticeship Examinations in preparation for the next committee neeting in
December and n.t that rr~eting to ~nke any necessary arrangements for a pro-apprentice-
ship examination in 11arch 1959. It 'Vias agreed that the presentation ef prizes and
certificates TTeuld be made on Tuesday 25th November 1958 :in the IIetropele. The
function sheuld comnence at 12.30 p.m. and the press should be invitod for 2.15 p.n.
It ,TaS d6cided that Hr. Cranley should again look after the Press and dra'i7 up a
press statement. As regards :invitn.tions it was decided that the College TTould
make out the invitations on behalf of the Committee and pass thom over to =1r.
Robbins for distribution and that Hr. Cranley should vTrite the follo'l7ing on be-
half of the .I~dvisory Committee:- The Lord IIayor, :.r. ~=. O'Flanagan, Chief Ins-
pector, Technical Instruction Branch, Departnent of Education or his doputy,
lIr. H. Healy, acting Chief Executive Officer in the absence of ITr. H. U. Gleeson
and Rev. L. ICearns, S.J.
The Heeting then closed.
Dato:
SIGNED:
ChairrrAn
CITY OF DUBLIN VOC/,TION!,L EDUC1,TION COMMITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
KEVIN STREET! DUBLIN
....
.. .
Minutes of the Cinema and Theatre (Projection) !-dvisory Committee·,
held in the Principal's Office, College of Technology, Kevin St.,
at 11 a.m. on Friday, 27th February, 1959.
Present: Messrs. F. Robbins, F. O'Toole, R. Crawford (representing
the Irish Transport and General T'Torkers' Union); J. Bren-
nan, P.B. Clarke, M. Scanlan, P.J. Nolan (representing the
Theatre and Cinema :,ssociation), and H. Hodgens, College of
Technology, with Mr. M.J. Cranley, Principal, in the chair.
The minutes of the previous meeting held on 31st October, 1958, having been
circulated to all members of the Committee, were taken as read and were signed
as a correct record.
Passing to item 2 of the .'.genia, Mr •. Brennan said that very few of the can-
didates for the Pre-Apprenticeship Examination of April, 1958 had been nomin-
ated by the Theatre and Cinema Association, and that his hssociation would not
be prepared to contribute towards the examiners' fees.
Mr. Robbins said that the Union would take responsibility for the Union
nominees and would contribute on this occasion only in proportion to the num-
ber of their nominees. Both Mr. Robbins and M~. Brennan considered that
those nominated for the examination by the Vocational Schnols should be paid
for by the Vocational Education Cemmittee.
The total number of entrants for the examination was 186.
Mr. O'Toole said that the Union, ~hi+e being prepared now to make a con-
tribution to the examiners! fees, would not like it to be taken as a prece-
dent for future Pre-Apprenticeship examinations. The Chairman said that he
would present the pnints made above to the Chief Executive Officer and to
the Vocationnl Education Committee.
Item 3 of the llgenda w:'\S then taken when Mr. Robbins announced that the
pass lists of boys available as apprentices had no been exhausted and he
suggested a Pre~\pprenticeship examinqtion shnuld be held in March to pro-
vide a new panel of boys for apprenticeship in the trade. gome discussion
then followed and the following arrangements were agreed to by the Committee:
(1) The Irish Transport and Genen.l 1 Torkers t Union and the Theatre and
Cinema .~ssociation would nominate candidates for a Pre-Apprenticeship exam-
ination to be held in the College of Technology, Kevin Street, on Saturday,
11th hpril, 1959, from 9.30 a.m. to 12.30 p.m., in the subjects English and
Mathematics. Candidates should be notified to assemble at 9.15 a.m. It
was agreed that Mr. Cranley would formally notify the Theatre and Cinema
j,;,ss0ciation concerning the Pre-.,pprcnticeship examination.
(2) Each V~cational School in the City of Dublin should be asked to nom-
inate three boys from the Day Vocational (Manual Training Group) Course who
had successfully completed one year of the course, and thBt the onus should
be on the Headmaster in each case to determine that the boys had suitable
affiliations with, or int6rest in, the trade. Such nominees would not be
required to take the Pre-Apprenticeship examination, but their names and all
particulars about their school record Should be sent to the Principal, Col-
lege of Technology, Kevin Street, Their names wnuld be added to the list
of successful candidat8s at the Pre-Apprenticeship examination.
lover
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Mr. Hodgens, acting on a report from Mr. Honan, the Teacher-in-Charge
of the Cinema .'.ssprantices 1 Course, informed the Committee that two boys
of Year III of the Cnurse had sought permission to leave the class about
11 a.m. on the plea that they had to dn messages for their Cinemas. They
had been allowed to leave. This applied to one boy, Joseph McDonagh, State,
Phibsboro 1 , on four occasions,. and to another apprentice, Patrick Lacey,
Casino, Finglas, on one occasion.
Mr. Robbins noted the particulars with a view to inquiring intn the
matter and he stated that, with a fow exceptions, films were now delivered
by motor caT am that appn;ntices had been instructed not to miss classes
umer any circumstances.
Mr. Cranley said that in fu ure, teachers hfould be instructed not to
permit an apprentice to leave the class withnut a note from the Manager of
his Cinema.
Mr. Cranley suggested that Mr. Honan, because of his close association
with the students of the cnurse, should be co-opted to the '~dvisory Committee ..·
This was agreed to.
The meeting then closed.
Signed:_~_"1l d.L h-·--
Chairman.
Date:__5_-_tt_--jiij-J/c"'"-----
Phone
51801
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
Chief E"eewiv, Off;ur: MARTIN M. GLEESON. M.A..8.Comm.
COLLEGE OF TECR OLOGY - KEVIN STREET - DUBLIN
Principal: MARTIN J. CRANLEY. M.Se.. F.I.C.I.. F.R.I.C.
Our Ref. 10,614/10 14th February, 1959.
The meeting of the Cinema and Th')(J.tr3 (Projection) Ad··
vis ory Committee which was schedu" ~ ·j~o be held in the
Prinoipal's Office in this College .:;.: Friday 13th February,
1959 at 11 a.m. has been postponed ~o Friday, 27th February,
1959 at the same time and venUG 0
AGE j'T D A
1. Minutes of meeting held on 31st OJtober, 1958.
2. Examiners' fees for marking scripts of candidates for Pre-
Apprentioeship examination held on 26th April, 1958.
3. Pre-apprenticeship pass lists for 1957-1958, and arrangements
for the next Pre-apprentioeship examination.
4. Any other bus iness.
MA.RTIN J. CRANlEY
HJC/PS
!'r i.-no ipal
CITY OF DUBLlli VOCATIONi:..L EDUCIATION COfllUTTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY,
KEVIN STREET, DUBIJN 0
CINEHA. j.J>PRENTICFZ COU LSE, YE;,R I
Report for period October - gay, 1959.
Projec- Gen. i..ttendance
Name of Student Ciner-A tion Soience Eng. lIaths. pos sible Actual .h.bsent Late
- ----
Bardin, Brian Corinthian 67 51 63 47 81 81 -
-
-
5 Daly, ~nthony De La Salle, )( (ll)Ballyfermot abs. 26 'i 57 40 81 70
-
- ----
Carroll, .h.lbert S1.1ndrive 70 41 50 68 81 75 6
-
~ Lambert, Janes Ormonde,stillorgan 64 92 60 60 81 80 1
-
- -
f Haguire, I!Iichael Ritz, B1bridge 87 68 65 69 81 80 1 I
f---.---- - -
_.
'I,_. --
-
-- _._-
---.- .-
Byrne, Gerard i..delphi, Dublin 60 40 59 42 81 79 ~ -
Warren, Joseph Grand, Sutton 70 40 41 70 I 81 78 3 -
Thoffip s on , John Keni l1ilOrth 67 58 42 67 81 80 I
-
- -
--
S Dalton, Thomas Embassy abs )( 40 61 72 81_ 76 5 --. - ----
X 5 Hoore , l:Iichael Bohemian abs )( I 53 46 'L2. 81 76 5
_.
Conway Francis plaza 75 (abs) i 51 ~_. 81 74 7 2
-
-@LUahon, Lean Inchicore 85 29 "I- 62 41 81 69 3
----------------
. -
- i--- - --
Davis, Patrick Ode on, Dundrum 52 36 44 45 73 71 1 1
-
_..
117 Kelly, patrick Savoy 65 96 55 73 64 64 - -
Riordan, 11illian Landsoape 50 54 52 50 55 54
-
.-
--
- .-
------- -
-_. . 1------
---
("" UcNally, Uichael Killester 55 20 'I abs y, 40 39 39 - -
Y{'.q
-
F DUBLlN VOC.i.TIONi~L EDUCl~TION COMHITTEE
O:OILEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
KEVJN STREET, DUBLlli
ClNE1~h ~·.pPRENTICES COURSE, YEJ.R 11
Report for period October f 58 to nay, f 59
I Pro- l',.ttendanoe
No.me of Student Cinema IIag. c; Eleo. Light jection li.bsent LatePossible i ... otual
)( Byrne, Patric~c Grand ']hitehall 40 @> 47 57 52 4 -
IO/'" ::t Cullen, Denis Stella, Ht. :Eerrion 72 44 80 56 54 2 -
'\
Donohoe, Paul Capitol Theatro 42 41 60 56 52 4 3
)-1 I Fannin, paul The atre Royal
93 90 90 56 56
- -
X Ferris, Valentine Carlton Cinema 43 ® 60 56 53 3 -
Hogg~ Lio.rn ~..L[\.ry street 30 -
•
Hyland, Anthony Grafton 76 50 65 56 54 2 -
Lynarn, Noel Leinster 75 49 70 56 52 4 5
OtReilly, John Stella, Rathmines 79 42 60 56 54 2
-
Cravrford, J o.mes Orie I Cinelna 51 48 57 55 54 I 6
Molloy, .J',.nthony P.o~al,1 Ringsend 57 40 85 54 47 7 5
~ Roid, Robert Adelphi, Dunlaoire 60 53 90 52 51 1 4
T?,
Furlongs llaurico Pavilion 11 62 47 60 50 48 2 6
Kottle, luldr01;,r ~Tei7 Eloctric CineTIc. 53 41 59 49 39 10 4
.., --~.-._--- ._-_._.-_-.-.._..- _.~--
_._ ._ ••"" ,._._ ~ __ .. _,..... · ...TftJ
---
.~n '.;If ....
.-' ~".."'..._..._- ._--_..... _- -~ ..... ~ ..-. ~ ....
_. .
. _,.., .. _... _4"_ .
- "
DUBLnJ VOC.!1.TIONi1.L EDUC1.TION
COLIEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
KEVIN STREET ~ DUBLJN
CDTEJ:jf~ l.pPRECNTICES COURSE, YR. 111
Pro- Noto Att3ndanc(j
No.no of Studont Cinema. Electricity Sound jection Books Actual ?ossible .d.bs. Late
..
Cummins, Dos:r:l.Ond ./ Stophon's Groan Cinoma 70 65 61 90 55 56 1 4
XFulhDIll, Paul / Tivoli 47 41 49 70 50 56 6 1.0-
Honan, r~ichae1 / Hetropo10 56 59 95 85 56 56
- -
,/ Star 95 96 63 95!o O'Callaghml, Thomas 56 56 - -
./
O'Grady, iillthony ,/ Drwncondra Grand 76 60 79 95 55 56 1 4
Stmvart, Brio.n / Sandford 61 58 45 85 54 56 2 6
Hughes, Lium ./ Theatre de Luxe 52 47 75 75 54 56 2
Lacey ~ Patrick /' Casino, Finglas 64 62 74 75 49 56 7 6
Dooley~ Con
./ I:.yr ic, J ames Street 46 41 46 75 56 56 - 4
Fannin, John / Strand, Fairvievr 42 ® 53 70 56 56 - -
} Riddell, Robert / .,Apollo, Walkinstovm 95 93 90 95 53 5S 3 3
Gorman, S eomus / Royal, Bray 82 80 68 80 53 56 3 1
Young, Patrick ./ Ambassador 47 @> 56 80 55 56 1 2
./
'1./ Bunnon, Christopher Grand Cabra 93 92 72 95 55 56 1 6
/ Koogh, Noel ./ Classic 51 42 63 80 56 56
- -
~McDonagh, J oseph /' stato Cinema. 41 40 59 65 56 56
-
13-
Bonton, John L Gala, Ballyfermot 44 10 58 75 51 56 5 9
McGronory, Patrick ./ Princoss 47 51 54 80 55 56 1 5
Kclly, Joseph / Regent, Blackrock 48 50 57 80 54 56 2 2
YBryan, l~nthony ./ Olympia 47 ® 69 60 34 56 22 17 -~
Conroy, Wil1iam Aster ® ® 47 65 41 46 5 5
I
Phone
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CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
Chi., Executive Ojfiu,; MARTIN M. GLEESON, M.A.. B.Comm.
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY - KEVIN STREET - DUBLIN
P,i""ipal: MARTIN J. CRANLEY. M.Se. F.I.C.I.. F.R.I.C.
Our Ref. 11,203/10 lOth August I 1959.
A mooting of tho Cinoma. ond Theatro (Projoction) Advisory Com-
mittoo will bo hold in tho Principal's Office in this Colloge on FridaYI
4th Septombor, 1959 at 11 a.m.
AGENDA
1. Hinutos of mooting held on 27th February. 1959.
2. Boss ional Examination Roport 1958-1959 and supplemontal oxo.mina-
tions.
3. Pre-Appronticoship Examination.
4. ArrangoIT.onts for distribution of prizes and cortificatos.
~~JtT:m J. CRtJUEY
Principo.1
HJC/PS
Encl.
•CITY OF DUBLlli VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
KEVllr STREET, DUBLlli
Supplement to Report for Cinema Apprentices Course
Session 1958-1959
YEAR I
Namo of Student
Davis I Patrick
Kelly~ Patrick
Riordun~ ~i11iam
MCNal1y, Michae1
YEAR H
Crawi'ord, James
Mo IIoy, Anthony
Reid .. Robert
Furlong, Maurice
Kettle ~ Andre'if
YEAR HI
Conroy, Wi11iam
Date of Joinin~ Course
29/10/1958
22/11/1958
15/12/58
4/2/1959
10/10/1958
14/10/1958
21/10/1958
28/10/1958
31/10/1958
1l/1l/1958.
Course commenced 6/10/1958 and ended 16/5/1959.
Students are required to mako at least 75% of maximum
possible attendance.
H. HODGENS
(Head of Department)
28th July, 1959
PS
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION CO~KMITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
KEVIN STREET i DUBLlli
i ---
Minutes of the Meeting of the Cinema and !heatre (Projeotion).
Advisory Committee, held in the Principal's Office, College of
Technolo~J, Kevin Street, at 11 a.m. bn Friday, 25th September, 1959.
Present: Hessrs. J. Brennan" P .13. Clarke" ~I. Soanlan, P.J. Nolan
(representing the Theatre and Cinema Association); J.V.
Honan and,H. Hodgens (College of Technology, ~ith Mr. H.
de Lacy, Assistant Principal" i~ the chair.
Mr. de Lacy apologised for the absence of Mr. Cranley" who was serving
on a Civil Service Commission.
Mr. Hodgens apologised for the absence of M=. Robbins" who had returned
from holidays only this morning and had not boen informed of the meeting
which had been twice postponed.
Tho minutes of the previous meeting held on 27th February, 1959" having
been circulatod to all members of the Committee, 'were taken as read and were
signed as a correct rocord.
The Sessional oxamination report for 1958-'59 was then considerod when
the follmving points wore agreod to:-
Year 1. F. Conway who vms absent from oxaminations in Genoral Science
and 1'>hthematics, and M. EcNally, who was absent from the examination in Eng-
lish to be asked for an oxplanation" and if satisPactory, to be givon supple-
mental oxaminations in these subjects, and if McNa.lly is successful he is then
to tako a supplemental examination in General Sciepco in which subject he
failed to obtain pass marks.
Mr. IIodgens explained that A. Daly, T. Dalton and M. ~roore v"ere absont
from the Projection examination due to a change of date of tho examination
having beon mado in tho absencO of Mr. Honan, teacher-in-charge of tho course,
bocause of illness. It was agreed to give these apprentices a supplemental
examination in Projoction. A. Daly" P. Davis and L. Mahon failod in General
Science and arc to tako a supplomental examination in this subject.
Year ll. P. Byrne" and IT. Ferris are to take u supplemontal examination
in Light:---The other elevon boys will pass on to Your Ill.
Year Ill. ~. Conroy must repeat the year of th~ course having failed in
tyro subjocts _ Eloctricity and Sound. A. Bryan" J. F~nnin and P. Young are
to take a supplemental examination in Sound. !J;ho obhor 17 apprentices passod
in all subjects and will roceive the Courso Certificcxo. Conroy has now only
ono yoar loft in which to completo tho courso.
All approntices with bad a-c'condancos aro to br, ~kod to give an oxplan-
ation" oxcopt Paul Fulham, who was ill.
Mr. Honan said that late joining of class in yoan; 11 and 111 was in nearly
all oasos duo to finding the courso fee of £2.
Item 3 _ Pro-Appronticeship Examination. lire BrQnnan said that tho mat-
ter vas urgent, and it was decided that tho Principal Ahould get in touch with
Messrs. Robbins and Casoy (Theatro and Cinoma Associat~on) rogarding the mattor.
Mr. do Lacy suggested that an entranco oxrumination should be hold for all
applicants for the now first yoar of tho course. Tho .mombors agreod to thiil
and it was thon dooided that onrolmont should take plao~ as soon as possible
and that the courso should start in the socond nook of October. ~~ossrs. Rob-
bins and Casoy to bo informed of this decision and if ~sible a list of app.
licants to be obtainod from Mr. Robbins.
/ovor
Item 4 of tho Agenda. ,,rn,s postponod to the next meoting as it concerned
the Union members.. It was decided to have tho next meeting as soon as pos ..
s iblo.
lIr. Honn.r.. then gave the names and :r.lC\.rlcs of the prize wLrmers.
YEAR 1 .. Throe Prizes:-
Ist?_
..,..,l 2ndf
3rd
Hichaol ~.Iaguiro~89
Patrick Kolly 1289
James Lrumbort 276
Harks
r·jarks
I-larks
It ,?Us agreed that the first and second prizos should bo dividod oqually
betvlOon riaguire and Kelly.
YEAR 11 - TYrO Prizos:-
1st Paul Fannin
2nd Hobert Reid
YEAR III .. Twe Prizes:-
1st Robort Riddlo
2nd Chris. Bannon
273 Harks
203 Marks
383 :narks - Gold Medal
352 Harks - S ilver ~i:oda.l
In Year 11, Denis Cullen T~S third with 196 marks and in Year III Thomas
0'Ca11a.ghan vas third vith 349 ma.rks.
The members exprossed satisfaction at tho results presentod.
The Meeting thon closed.
Signed:_ /~ r-
CHAIRMAN.
Date:
------------
•CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
Ch~f E".culiv. 0f/ker; MARTIN M. GLEESON. M.A.. B.Comm.
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY - KEVIN STREET - DUBLIN
P,int:ipal: MARTIN J. CRANLEY. M.Se. F.I.C.I.. F.R.I.C.
Phone
51801
12th October, 1959.
A meeting of the Cinema ~nd Theatre (projection) Advisory Committee
will be held in the Principal's Office, College of Technology, KeviB
StreetJ on Monday, 19th October, 1959 at 11 a.m.
AG:8N"DA ..
1. Hinutes of meeting held on 25th September" 1959.
2. Pre-apprenticeship Examination.
3. Arrangements for distribution of prizes and oertificates.
4. Any other business.
"'TART llJ J. CRANLEY"
~!inoipal.
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMrHTTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
KEVIn STREE'I,DUBLIN
Results of. Entrance and Pre-Apprenticeship Examina-
tions held" in Ootobor? 1959.
Name Sub'ect Employer
English II/Ta thema tics
Dermot Duffy 48 60 As tor Cinema
hnthony Wakefield 42 36 Metropolo Cinomn
Raymond Corbett 28 68 Car1ton Cinema
Patrick Henderson 29 38 Inchicore Cinema
James Turner 18 20 Casino, Cinema
Jo.mes OIConnor 62 50 Fairview (Page)
Anthony Steele 44 69 Unemployed
T. Monks 43 65 "
Kieran Steele 45 49 "Kevin Duffy 33 41 New Ele ctric(Page)
I
The following were accepted for Second Year:-
Kevin Kelliher -
N.P. Kavanagh
Maurice Moore
D. Thompson
Bohemian
Drumcondra Grand
Fairview Grand
star, Crumlin
These four apprentices have a satisfactory report from Technical
Schools attended and have passed in the subjects of Year I of the
Cinema Cour se •
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHI0LOGY
KEVIN STREET, DUBLIN
Results of SUPElemental Examinations held on
8th October,'59 for Cinema ADprentices
Name Projection General Science Result
Daly, Anthony 62;0 427~ Pass
Dalton, Thomas 65~~
-
Pass
Davis, Po. trick
-
45% . Pass
."McNally, Michael
-
4070 Pass
Moore, Michael 68;0
-
Pass
~.'rahon, Leon
-
46% Pass
YEAR 11
Name
-
Po. trick Byrne
Subject
Light
YEAR III
Result
Pass
Name SUbject: Result
Sound
Bryan, Anthony 41% Pass
Fannin, John 437; Pass
Young, Patrick 59~o Pass
Francis Conway (Year I); Valentine Ferris (Year 11)
and William Conroy (Year Ill) have left the trade.
CITY OF DUBIJIN VOCATIOj\fAL EDUCATION CO:;.~nTTE~
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
KEVIN STREET, DUBLIN
Minute~~f the Meet~p~f-lhe Ci~~nd The~tr~
(Projection) Advisory Committee, held in the P~incipalls
Office, College of Technology, Kev~n St~eet, at 11 a.m.
19th Oct~r, 1959
Present: Messrs~ J. Brennan, N. Scanlan, P.J. Ko_an (representins
the Theatre 8:, Cinema Association); F. Robbins, F. O'Toole.,
(representing the Cinema B~.:'anG~l of I.T.G.WoU.), J.V.Honan
and H. Hodgens (College of Te chnolC'g:r) \li th the Principal,
Mr. 101. J. C:ra:r..ley in the Cha i:':' •
Arising from the :r..Unutes of the J.as~ r1eeti~g on tre 25th
September, 1959 Mr. Honan gave the re3ul~s of the supplemental examina-·
tions, a copy of which is attached to these minutes. satisfactory
explanations regarding bad attGnda~~.r;,e ho.d been received. F. Com~J[lY
of Year I,V.7err:l.s;~:J.J.r 11 ('~ 1.L CO:"'L'O~'- had. >~ft tl;c Trade. 1,0 ~.~.~. thoi"-1A
taking supplemental examina tions hE,d passad they wj.ll neVl go 0~1 to
the next year of the ceurse.
Arising from the Minutes of the last meetj.ng IVIr. F. :::obbin3
raised the point of apprentices in Years 11 and III joini~g the
class late in the session. He suggested that n~. B~ennan should
suggest to the Association that the employer advance the 22 fee
and deduct this at, say, 5/- per week from the apprentices' wages.
Mr,. Cranley explained the position as regards guaranteed fees and
it was decided that Mr. Cranley should write to the Secretary of
the T~oatre and Cinema Association explaining the matter and pu~tin
forward the suggestion of Mr. Robbins.
The Minutes, having been read, were then signed as ~ correct
record.. Mr. Honan then presented the results of the entrtl11Ce E'J:::'..ln.~ ... ~
tion held on 8th October, and the pre-apprenticeship exc,:Tlnation he'("
on 14th October. The total number of candidates pre~enting them-
selves was ten, made up of 5 apprentices a:ready 6mploJ~ed :..n ci~lema8.
3 unemployed candidates and two page bOy2 employed in cirBmas. A
list giving names, cinemas, examination ~~~ks and p3ri~d ef employ-
ment is attached to thes.£minutes.
Mr. Scanlan said he bad an apprentice who had just ."Jtarted and
who had attended Dunlaoire Technical School for ~ year. It was
decided that this boy should see 1~. Honan on Wednesday ond if his
school report is satisfactory that he shou~d bJ enrolJed in Year I
of the course. Mr. Honan explair:ed that; in addition to the abeve ..
four boys had come forward for enrolment who had satisfacterily
completed Technical School courses which '.'Tould exerr.pt them frem
Year I of the course. Their names with p~rticularG are shown on
the list already mentioned and attached to these minutes. It was
agreed that they should be enrolled in Year I:.
After a lengthy and full discussion, it was agreed tm t, be-·
cause of the small number available, those with 10':1 rnarlciJ may be
enrolled in Year I but must pass in English and Uathematics at the
term examination held in December if they are to continue as
apprentices.. Mr. Cranley said that nomina tions from the other
Technical Schools had not yet been received and suggested that the
Committee should leave the arrangements for the next pre -apprentice s~·
ship examination to him in consultation with Mr. Robbins. This was
agreed to.. It was decided that the page boy from the New Electric
Cinema should be put back to the next pre-apprencticeship examina-
tion which would probably be in about six months' time, and that thejevel'
Signed:
2
Date:
Chairman
other page boy and the three unemployed applicants, who had passed
the examinations, were now available for employment as apprentices.
It was also decided that Mr. Robbins should notify 0.11 the boys of
these decisions. Concerning the arrangements for the presentation
of prizes and certificates, it was decided that this function would
be held in the Metropo1e with a luncheon on Tuesday 17th November,
1959 and that those to be invited would include the boys concerned,
the Advisory Committee members, the Minister for Education, ~~.
M. O'F1anagan of the Department of Education, the President and
Secretary of the Theatre and Cinema Association, the Chairman and
the Vice-Chairman of the Union, Mr. M. M. G1eeson, Chief Executive
Officer, Mr. M. J. Cranley, Principal, the Rev. L. Kearns, S.J.
and Messrs. J. V. Honan and H. Hodgens. Mr. J. Brennan suggested
that Mr. F. Robbins should have a meeting with Mr. Casey, Secretary
of the Association to make detailed and final arrangements. It
was agreed that W~~ Cran1ey would look after the Press arrangements.
The Meeting then closed.
CITY OF DUBLIN VOChTIONAL EDUC\TION COMlvlIDEE
t
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COLlEGE OF TEQIOOLOGY!
KEVIN STREEr, DUBLIN
Cinema Report - year I
SESSION 1959/&J
2
1
3
Lates
1
5
14
2
8
'\.tten:iance
et. !~bs.
ince iJI.qrch but not
- because of in-
from office.
9
80
6
6
9
2
80
._--- - I
Cinema Pro- Science English Mathe-jection matics Poss. A
-
'---
-
Ast.0':' Girema, Eden Quay 80 78 68 64 80 7
Inchicore Cineli'B 65 50 41 53 80
:re,,, E1~ctric Cinema 45 65 34 35 61 5
-
-.
Asteria Cinema, Dun Laoire 80 A 48 A 80 6
1",e6,1 0.inerna, Ringsen:i. 45 45 44 55 51 4
S·v.!'P-OO Cinema A. A A A 80 7
Lutrop.J1e Cinema 70 70 64 47 80
C.....rltol1 CiT'cma, 0' Connell st. ceased 3/2/ 60
Ca3LD, l,'inglas ceased 28/3/&J
-.;ar1t-:>n Cinema 45 18 49 lD Attending s
on register
structiQns
-'------ - -
--
Name
Duffy, Derli'ot
Henderson, Pat rick
*Hannon, Christopher
Keogh, Lawrence
~urphy, Edward
~olan, Joseph
vvakefie1d, h.nthony
Corbett, Rayrr.on:i
Turner, J ame s
o'Connor, Jarr.es
* Bannon, ;hr-..Lst,ophE"r
* IVlurphy, Edw.srd
* No1.an, .Toseph
joined class 27/11/ 59
- joined class 9/1/1960
In Hospital during exams.
~~qJl~~ W ,q~
L I<~. ~G b ~ ~ 4- <?
~. ~~. ~c.. 4, ~ 4-5 ~J SS p~ 1t;;
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCA.TION COMI'1ITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOIDGY,
KEVIN STREEr, DUBLIN.
CINEMA APPRENTICES REPORT - YE~ 11
SESSION 1959/1960
I 1..ttendnnco
Name CinOlJ1..8. Electricity Light Projection possiblo ;..ctuo.l .A.bs. Lo.te Rernn.rks
Ba.rdin, Bria.n Corillthia.n Cinoma 70 fl8 100 56
\ I I54 2 - IIByrno, Gera.rd .:..delpili C:i..lemo. 53 87 95 56 51 5
-
I
Curroll, 1..1bert l'"ppello Cu!cm'3. 60 54 90 56 55 1 I 3 IHogg, Tlillia.n Plo.za Cinema 22 35 70 56 54 2 3
Kolly, Po.triclc So.voy Cinema 88 89 95 56 55 1 -
Lambert, Ja.rr.os Ormondo Cinema 90 77 100 56 51- 2
-
McNo.l1y, Hicho.cl -I
! Maguiro, :Hich. Ritz CinoT!l.Ct, B'3.1 lsb:ddgo 76 85 100 56 54 2 1
Mo ore , Ho.urice
-
;WoorQ, 1':Iicho.Ell Rio.1to Cino:nc. 66 55 65 56 50 e :s
!Thompson, John Keniluor1Jh Cintl.dD. 1-5 44 100 56 53 3 1
t.
~et:rren, Josoph Sut:ton C:U1omn 58 1-4 80 56 51 5 -
Ko llihor, Kovin
-
Thomps on, Daniel
-
Ko.VUIlo.gh, N001 P. Drumcondre:. Gra.nf 66 83 90 53 53 - - Joined class,23/10/59
Dalton, Thomas
-
Da1y I l..nthony Bonildus F"I.ll, B r f -3 rrr'ot 36 31- 80 44 39 5 - Joined clas s,
21/11/59
Colona.n, Fcrgus Bohem:i.;).!l C:i "Lt.::,lu 51 ~5 65 31 30 1 - 26/1/60
,
~. :
CITY OF DUBLTIJ VCCiSIONb.L EDUCi..TION COMllITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECENOLCGY,
KEVlN STIillET , DUBLJN •
CINEMi~ l~PPRENT ICES t REPORT - YE.<'J{ III
SESSION 1959/1960
}IT ate Attend[,'1.ce
NOlile Cinorrn. Projoction Sound Eloctricity Books Possible .b.ctual '~bs • Lutos Romarks
----- '--~ -" --- -----+---_. --_. -- ,
.-
Byrno, Pa.trick 1Thiteho.ll Grand 10 10 35 60 56 56 - -
....--
*pra-nford, Jamas Ra g[,l CinomD. 3 Ho.wkins 70 68 '10 70 56 52 11 15 ~'~ttanding Hosp 0',,:
St.
Donohoo, Paul Capitol 35 12 36 38 56 52 1 12
- -
Fannin, Paul Thoatro Royal 95 86 82 80 56
I
56
- -
Furlone;, l'burico Pavilion, Dun Laoiro 75 62 40 70 56 56 - 11
fIyln.nd, Jillthony Enbassy Cinoma 40 60 36 70 56 54 ~ e
-
*Lynru-:l, Noel La instor Cine ma 95 55 42 10 56 52 4 13 .li.ttonding Hosp ..
Holloy, ~'.nthony EL1bassy Cinoma 80 81 70 80 56 53 3 6
O'Roilly, John Stolla, Rathmines 85 69 55 65 56 56
- -
~oid, Robort J.dolphi, Dun Lac-ire 35 76 16 75 55 54 1 5
-
fk.+C cer '--0
1..(..0
5/-~---~-------"--~--~
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION CO~~ITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
KEVIN STR:t~ET
DUBLIN
rlinutes of the .vleeting of the Cinema ani Theatre (Projection)
Advisory Corrmittee, held in the Principal's Office, College of
Technology, Kevin Street on Moniay, 30th Hay, 1960.
Present: - Messrs. F. Robbins, R. Crawford, F. OIToole,P.Mahony
(Cinema Branch of I.T.G.W.U.)
Mr. lVi. J. Cranley (Principal)
lVtr. H. de Lacy (l,ssistant Principal).
IVlr. H. Hodgens, (He8.d 0 f Telecommunications
Engineerin? Department)
Mr. Robbins said that the Union were concerned with the prospect of un-
employTr.ent in the Cinema trade with the opening of an Irish T. V. service and
it was desired to explore possibilities of extending the Cinema apprentice
operators' course to include suitable matter to make it possible for redun-
dant operators to obtain elTlployment as projectionists, souni camera men am
soum recording men in T. V.
Mr. Cranley inquired as to whether it was required to provide a new
course for future apprentices or for a conversion course for older men and
said that in the latter case he could forsee difficulties as regards experience,
knowledge etc. 0 f the older men. Any po ssible extensio n 0 f the course would have
to be presented in detail to the Vocational Education Committee, showing that
there was a definite necessity for it. Then there might be the problem of Trore
time off for apprentices to attend the course,and the attitude of the Theatre
ani Cinema Association. Again, if the standard of specialised knowledge was to
be increased, as would seem neccessary, the entrance standard to the course would
have to be raised considerably. A possibility would seem to be to accept only
those into the trade who had successfully completed two years at a Vocational
School and this would make the first year 0 f the present course unnecessary.
Mr. O'Toole thought that the older men in the trade vrould be competent to take
over the work which seemed to be available in T.V., as no service work would be
required and specialised training could be obtained by ashort period in England.
Mr. de Lacy provided some information regarding the sort of worK that the
Union members anticipated,from what he had seen ani heard in England with
particular reference to Granada ani Scottish T.V. r~r. O'Mahony was 0 f the
opinion that a general course of principles rather than on T.V. projection
would meet the requirements of cinema apprentices. It was decided to bring the
matter up at the next meeting of the Advisory Committee which it was decided
should be held on!IIomay, 27th June at 10.;0 a.m. In the meantime, the Union
would further consider the requirements.
Chairman
Date:
Principal: MARTIN J. CRANLEY, M.Se., P.I.C.I., F.R.I.C.
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
Chie' Executive Officer: MARTIN M. GLEESON, M.A., B.Comm.
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY • KEVIN STREET • DUBLIN
Phone
51801
16th June, 1960.
Our Rei. 12,162/10
Dear Sir,
A meeting of the Cinema and Theatre (Projection) .\dvisory
Committee will be held in the Principal1s Office in this College on
VJorrlay, 27th June, 1960 at 10.;0 a.m.
AGENDA
1:. Minutes of meeting held on 19th October, 1959.
2. Sessional Examination Report 1959-1960 ani supplemental
examinations.
3. Selection of students for Year I of course in Session 1960-61.
4. Consideration of suggestions for extension or Tl'Odification of
the course for Projection Science for Cinema Apprentice
Operators in view of possible unemployment in Cinema Trade
with the introduction of an Irish Television Service.
5. Any other business.
1I1AR'T':::: r J. CR'>NLEY
Er:iu£ipal
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCkTIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY,
KEVIN STREET, DUBLIN
Minutes of the Meeting of the Cinema an::l Theatre (PVOjection)
Advisory Committee, held in the Principal's Office, College of
Technology, Kevin street on Monday 27th June 1960 at 10.;D a.m.
Present:- Messrs. J. Brennan, P. Clarke, M. Scanlan (Theatre
an::l Cinema Association), F; Robbins, R. Crawford, F~ O'Toole,
(!;T;G.W;U.), J. Honan, H; Hodgens, and H. de Lacy (College of
Technology)~ In the unavoidable absence of the Principal; for
which Mr."de Lacy apologised, Mr. de Lacy occupied the chair.
Mr. Wall, President 0 f the Theatre an::l Cinema Association, was present
on the invitation of Mr; Robbins in view of the matter for consideration in
Item 4 of the A.gerrla~ The Minutes of the previous meeting on 19th October,
1959 having been circulated to the members of the committee were taken as
read, were approved and signed.
A.rising from the Minutes Mr. Hodgens read a letter from Mr; Casey,
Secretary of the Theatre an::l Cinema Association, dated 7th November 1959 re
the question of assistance by managers or circuits to year 11 arrl III ap-
prentices in paying the course fee. Mr. Brennan explained that,.due to
pressure of business at the meeting of the Theatre and Cinema Council, the
matter had been po stponed; It was decided that Mr. Cranley should write
a reminder to Mr. Casey on this matter. Mr; Hodgens then presented the
Report of the Sessional Examinations for 1959-60, an::l the following recommeda-
tions were approved:-
year I: Hannon, Christopher and 0' Connor, James having failed in two
subjects to repeat year I; Joseph Nolan who was in ho spital
during the period of the examinations to be given supplementals
in the four subjects; Lawrence Keogh (Astoria Cinema, Dunlaoire)
who was absent from examinations in General Science and Mathe-
matics through being retained for duty due to another member of
the staff 0 f the Cinema being ill, was approved for supplementals
in these two subjects.
Arising out of Keogh1s 14 absences during the Session, Mr. Scanlan said
the boy had been delivering films on Morrlays arrl he urrlertook to make arrange-
ments for other means of delivery so that an apprentice would not miss classes;
It was decided to leave the placing for prizes in year I until the
results of the supplemental examinations were available.
year 11: ~Hlliam Hogg arrl Anthony Daly to repeat year 2 having failed in
Electricityarrl Light.
1st Place - Kelly, Patrick Savoy Cinema 272 marks
2n:J. Place - Lambert, James, Orrrorrle Cinema 267 marks
3rd Place - Maguire, Michael, Ritz Cinema, Ballsbridge; 261 marks.
year Ill: Paul Donohue, failed Projection and Electricity to repeat Year Ill,
arrl Mr. Robbins will see this apprentice re 12 lates.
The other six apprentices of Year III to be awarded College certificates
having now successfully completed the course;
1st. Place: Paul Fannin, Theatre Royal, 343 marks:
2n::l Place: Anthon,Y Molloy, Embassy Cinema; 311 marks
3rd Place: John O'Reilly, Stella Cinema, Rathmines ; 274 marks.
Supplemental examinations to be taken by:- Patrick Byrne - subject -
Electricity; Anthony Hyland - subject - Electricity; Robert Reid - subject -
projection. The results 0 f the supplementals will not alter the above
placing for the award of prizes.
lover
2It was then agreed to t~ke item 4 of the Agenda,as this was the
subject for which Mr. Wall was present ,and item 3 would follow as it would
be dependent upon the decisions taken. Mr. F. Robbins then introduced the
subject ani Mr. de Lacy having explRined the position as regard s the Group
Certificate courses,and having mentioned the employers who recruit boys
holding it, a full discussion follov18d.
The Chairman summed up as follows:-
(a) Recruitmont of Cinema apprentices in future should require the Group
Certificate, including Magnetism and Electricity as a pass subject, follQwing
two years at a Day Vocational School. This condition of recruitment should
be put into operation immediately and given a trial for a few years.
(b) The Union should irrmediately circularise the Vocational Schools announcing
this method of recruiting apprentices for the trade, and asking for the
names of suitable boys to form a p::.mel. The meeting unanimously passed
these proposals.
The question of apprentices alreadv in the trade who had not taken the
course during the Session 1959-60 WAS then discussed,and at the suggestion of
Mr. P. Clarke it was decided that it would be necessary to operate a year I
course next session for these apprentices, as well as for the two boys re-
quired to repeat Year I. The S3mo syllabus to be used but to step up the
standard and scope as far as found po ssible. Mr. Robbins urrlertook to fim
out the number of apprentices already in the trade who would be enrolling in
September. Boys coming into the trade under the new comitions next Session
would join Ye~r 11 of the course, which will also have those passing from
Year I plus two repeats. Likewise year III will consist of those passing on
from Year 11 plus repeats, if anY, These two years of the course will work
to the present syllabuses.
At Mr. Brenmn I s suggestion it was decided that applic:'1.tions for the
occasional apprentice from a manager or a circuit should be made as formerly
to the Union.
Mr. Wall said that he believed that the Theatre and Cinema Association
would welcome any change for the improvement of apprentices with a better
basic education. The propos0ls, however, would introduce two hurdles, the
Primary Certificate or the entrance examination to a Vocational School, arrl
the Group Certificate after two years at a Voc~tional School. Mr. Wall
mentioned that the question of practical electrical work and amplifier
maintenance had been raised ~t a Council meeting of his Association. The
maintenance of souni equipment, of course, was a matter for discussion with
the firms supplying am at present maintaining such equipment.
The meeting was ~greed th~t the first requirement WqS a better operator
and then to introduce to the course some new items probably in the third year,
to provide the apprentices with the knowledge to enable them to be employed
as a projectionist in Television studios and film studios.
It was decided to hold the next Advisory Committee Meeting early in
September as these proposed changes would have to be considered by the Union,
the Theatre and Cinem"l Association arrl the Vocational Education Committee.
Mr. Hodgens undertook to have the results of the supplemental examinations
ready for the next meeting.
Mr. de Lacy said th~t anY changes in the syllabuses for the proposed new
scheme would be dealt with by Messrs. Hodgens arrl Honan.
The meeting then closed.
Date: ~- 10 -&0, Ululk dL ~~
Chairman
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIOmL EDUC~TION COMMITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY.
KEVIN STREET ,DUBLIN
PA.RT-TIME DAY RELEtl,SE COURSE - PROJECTION SCIENCE
FOR CINEMA ~PPRENTICE OPER~TORS
Suggested Additions to the Syllabus.
Subject
(1)
(2)
(3)
Subject
(1)
(2)
- Light:
Extension to cover sound-he~d optical systems, their adjustment
and maintenance.
Back pro jection.
Basic requirements for television projection. Optical unit.
Viewing screens.
- Electricity:
Extended treatment of electrical machines.
Other matters coming within the scope of a Projectionist.
Subject -
(1)
(2)
(3)
~ ;~
(6)
Sound Equipment:
Amplifiers: Push-pull. Paraphase. Negative feed-back.
Special output circuits.
Speakers: Modern types and arrangements. Cross-over networks.
Magnetic recording - sourrl and video.
Theatre amplifiers - types, maintenance and servlClng.
Extended study of Jrodern theatre equipment in theatres and with the
assistance of the companies supplying equipment.
Television projection systems.
Note: Since the introduction 0 f modern developments in cinemas and theatres
suitable items have been included in the syllabuses and the instruction as
regards screens, projection and sound equipment. More time for extended
treatment of these matters would be desirable.
Head
of
18th July, 1960.
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
Chief Executive Officer: MARTIN M. GlEESON, M.A., B.Comm.
Principal: MARTIN J. CRANlEY, M.Sc., F.I.C.I., F.R.I.C.
DUBLIN- KEVIN STREETCOLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
Phone
51801
Our Ref. 12,433/10 29th September, 1960.
Dear Sir,
A meeting of the Cinema and Theatre (Projection) Advisory
Committee will be held in the Principal's Office in this College on
Friday, 7th October, 1960 at 11 a.m.
AGENDA
1. Minutes of meeting held on 27th June, 1960.
2. Results of supplemental examination$.
Consideration of proposed changes in the course and
of draft syllabus.
4.. Arrangements for presentation of prizes and certificates.
Any other business.
Yours faithfully,
MARTIN J. CR.\N1EY
Principal
MJC/PS
APPRENTICE OPERATORS iiHO HAVE ENTERED TRADE THIS YEAR
lames Bardin (Lands
Raymond Sherlo ck (C:
Brian Young (Benildl.
Vtec Brian Masterson (StE
Liam Hennelly !Star)
James O'Connor (Carl
Liam LYnn (Killester
Frank Byrne (Pavilio
Kevin Kilroy, (Fairv
Patrick ~ alsh (De Lu
Paul Brennan (Sanf'or
Cornelius Leonard (L
O. Flanagan (Royal B
Thomas Monks (Astor)
Noel O'Hara (State)
Brian Merriman (Orie
Joseph Ward (Tbeatre
Thomas 0 t Sullivan (C
John ~aily (Regent)
.
a Attended classes £
Jl K Completed two-ye
CITY OF DUBLll' VOC•.TIOj'Tjl.L EDUCLTIpr COID':ITTI:2J
COLIEGE OF TECHlifOLOGY J KEVn~ STREET
CTIJEllfi. A.PPRENTICES' COURSE- 'Y"Et:..n III
SYLIJ~BUS • SUBJECT
1. Sound naves. l"udio frequencies.
somm :CQUIP~~rJT
2. Conversion of sound to electrical enorgy, and oloctrioal to sound
anergy. Gonoral basic troatflont.
3. Loud speakors - typos usod, oporation, pOYlor roquired.
4. Photo-olectric cells - types, action, output.
5. Sound track on film. Variation of photo-eloctric coll current. Con·' '
version ef photographic rocord of sound on film to altornating voltago.
6. Hoed for voltage and povror amplification.
7. Valves - diodo and triode.
8. Va.lvo rectifiers. Half cnd full 'wave roctification. Naturo of output
ll1 oach caso. Hoed for smoothing. Smoothing.
9. Triode valve as audio froquoncy voltage amplifior.
~O. Distortion. Class 1.. operation. Grid bias.
'1. Triodo valve as i...F. ponor amplifier. Singlo valve operatod Cla.ss i••
Push-pull llflplifier.
12. General treatmont of tetrcde and pontedo va.lves as ~.F. voltage and
p~~er anplifiors. ?ro-amplifiors. Need for scrooning input. H~~­
causos and olimination.
13. Volume control and mixing systems.
14. Spooial foaturos of sound reproduciJ\-g oquipment.
Indications of faults. :Iotoring. Haintonance.
-------000--------
CIry OF DUBLllT VCGLT IOl~i.L EDUC;.T ION Cm'::ITTEE
COIJ...JJGE OF TI::CITIifOlOGY, KEVIU STREET
CnTD~ ~'. :.r::lill.JT rCDS I COURSE _ YEl.R III
)
AYLI.:L.BUS SUBJBCT - ~L8CTRICITY
1. Electron thoory of ol''Jctricity.
2. S implo L.C. gonol\'o..tor. ':lave fern. Frequency. IIo.xiJ':ruI1, effectivo and
avorag'; valuos ef altCTIlating ~oltae;o and current (sir.-plo troC\.trr..ont).
00 Sirrplo troo:t:mont of affocts of (i) rosisto...."t1co, (ii) inductance, C\.nd
(iii) capr..citnnco in l••C. circuits. Induct:u'1cO e,,; Co.pictance in D.C. circuit.
1'". Inductive md ca.pacitive rJC\.cta.nco. Impedance. (Serios .:••C. circuit only).
r:;v. Elcctre-na.gnetic induction.
G. Simple troatr.l.Ont of power trnnsforr:.er. stop-up C\.nd stop-doTIl1 ratios.
70 . ·oto.l rectifier - ha.lf-vlD.ve and full-vrC\.ve roctification.
8. Co~ononts used III sound reproduck~g oquipnont. Resistance _ fixed and
va.riable. Capacitors - nica, rolled paper and olectrolytic. L~I
frequoncy iron-oore Cil01~o coils.
9. S iwplc troatnont of D.C. Q.."t1d synchronous .il.'C, r.lotors.
10. Deecril t:ivc 'outlino of three phase and neutrc.l systens.
------ 000------
CITY OF DUBL:E: VOCb.T IONAL EDUCATI011 COIil:ITTEE
COLIEGE OF TECHNOLOGY, KEVllJ STREET
.
CllJEI!h APPRENT ICES t COURSE YE.A.R 11
EIECTRICITYSYLLABUS. SUBJECT
----_._--
le 11o.gnctism. Permanent mo.gneti:.:-.
2. -·lo.gnetic fie Ids. Lines of force.
3. lioleculo.r thoory of magnetism. Induced mo.gnetisrll.
4. The tl~ee effects of an electric current.
5. :electra-mo.gnetism.
6.· Resultant no.gnetic fields. Eo.gnotic field around Solenoid.
7. Simple treatment of dry cell and lead-acid accumulo.tor.
8. Fundemental units - volts, ampere, ohm.
9. Ohm's Lcwr and vorification.
10. Specific resistance. Resisters.
n. Resistance in series and po.rallol.
12. P otention:eto r, rhe os to.t, dir.m:o rs •
13. I'ovror, vlOrl~, energy.
14, Siwple treo.tment of metors - moving iron, moving coil types.
15. Us~ of ITnters - connections, readings.
SYLLABUS. SUBJECT - LIGHT
1. Sources of light.
2. Types of lenses o.nd mirrors.
3. Si1~lc tre~tr.~nt of reflection and refro.ction.
4. Care and tro, tmellt of lenses J condensers o.nd mirrors.
5. Optioo.l system of projector and sound head.
6, Light losses.
7. Co.rbon arc - types, use adjustment, co.ro and maintenance.
8. Light systOJr.s for sound on film. Exciter l£U1lps.
9. Projection.
----00... ----
COURSE FOR CINEMA APPREITTICES YEAR I
Syllabus • Subject: English
1. Construction of sentence, paragraph and essay.
2. Letter writing.
3. Function of parts of speoch.
4. S iLtple precis and paraphas ing.
5. Vooubulary training.
6. Correotien of common errors.
7. Writing reports.
8. 11riting desoriptions and explanations.
9. Reading aloud Oral ans'iroringo
_S~y_l_l_a_b_u_s_. _S_u_b~j..?ot: !Iathemat ios
1. Arithmotio - Fraotions, deoimals, peroentages, averages, ratios,
proportion. Volumes, aroas, surfaoe areas, simple interest, square root.
2. Algebra Signs, braokets, addition, subtraotion, multiplioation,
division. Simple equations, probloms leading to samo. Graphs - simplo
graphioal solutions. S imp10 indioos.
Syllabus. Subject: General Science
1. r:Ieasurement of longth. British and rwtric systems and oenvc rs ions.
2. Heasurement of 8.rea.
3. l.leo.suremont of volume,
4. }lass and weight.
5. Prinoiple of Archimodes.
6. Density and specific gravity.
7. Contre of gravity.
8. The Lover.
000000000000000000
Hote that the course COLllTIences at the beginning of October and continues, with
the usual Christmas and Easter holidays, until mid-May when a Sessional Exuminatien
in all subjeots is held, and on the results of which students either pass on to the
next year of the course or ropeat the yoar of tho courso, depending on whether they
fail in one or morc suqjects of the Sessional Examination. Failure in one or more
subjeot involves repetition of the year of the course while failuro in onc subject
enly requires the student to take a Supplemental Examinatien in that subjoot.
Tho courso provides 26 weoks of instruction (Autumn term 11 weeks, Spring torm 10
woeks and SUl'll1r.er term 5 ,,-rooks, in gonora.l).
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIOmL EDUC'lTION COMMITTEE
•
COLLEGE OF TECHNOlDGY!
KEVIN STREET,DUBLIN
PART-TIME D4Y RELEfl,SE COURSE - PROJECTION SCIENCE
FOR CINEMA APPRENTICE OPER~TORS
Suggested Additions to the Syllabus.
Subject - Light:
18th JU1,y, 1960.
Teacher-in-Char~eof
Course
Head of Department of Telecommunications
Engineering.
Amplifiers: Push-pull. Paraphase. Negative feed-back.
Special output circuits.
Speakers: lVbdern types and arrangements. Cross-over networks.
Magnetic recording - sourd and video.
Theatre amplifiers - types, maintenance and serv1C1ng.
Extended study of rrodern theatre equipment in theatres and with the
assistance of the companies supplying equipment.
Television projection systems.
Extended treatment of electrical machines.
Other matters coming within the scope of a Projectionist.
Extension to cover sound-he~d optical systems, their adJustment
and maintenance.
Back projection.
Basic requirements for television projection. Optical unit.
Viewing screens.
Sound Equipment:
- Electricity:
Note: Since the introduction of rrodern developments in cinemas an:! theatres
suitable items have been included in the syllabuses an:! the instruction as
regards screens, projection and sound equipment. More time for extended
treatment of these matters would be desirable.
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
(3)
Subject -
Subject
(1)
(2)
(3)
~ ;~
(6)
"'-
CITY OF DUBLTI-T V"':C_.'i:"ud\.L EDuC!~T"::Gl; JO~=~I'riEE;
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
KEVJN STREET, DUBLIN.
MINUTES OF THE MEEr.ING OF TH~~NEMA AflD THEATRE
(PROJEGTION) ·f.DVlSOrtY·· GG.:::~:~r:l:EE, h,:;:J) TN· ·Tn'c} PRE{CIP4LTS
OFFICE at II a. J:1... o'ff:JRID:\Y., 7th OCTOBER ,1960
Present,- Messrs S. B. Kelly, F. OtToole, R. Crawford (CineLa
Branoh, LT.G.W.U.), J. Brennan, H. Soanlan, (Theatre and
Cinena Association), and E.Hodgens (College of TeohnolC'gy) J
with fIr. H. deLaoy, Assistant Prinoipal :in the ohair.
Nr. deLaoy apologis ed for the unavoidable absenoe of
the Prinoipal Hr. JII. J 0 Cran1ey due to illness.
The ~1inutes of the previous r.ceeting he Id on 27th June, 1960 having
been oiroulated to members were taken as read) were aooepted and signed.
Aris ing fron the ninutes rle. Ke lly raised a point oonoerning diffiou1ty
in obtaining apprentioes froD Vooational Schools when required by the trade and
nentioned the oase of the Gala Cinena, Ballyfernot, about whioh he had been
in oor.IlUnioation with Hr. Hodgens previously. Hr. Hodgens said that as a
result of a telephone oonversation with Hr. Kelly he had been in touoh with
the Headnasters of Vooational School' at Enr..et Road, Clogher Road, and
upper Hount Street seeking an apprentice. lir. J. Brennan thought that sone
flexibility was neoessary as regards obtaining an apprentice when required
without dropp ing the re oent ly adopted s oheLe •
The Chairnan suggested that when an apprentice was required and no one was
available froo a Vocational School that a boy oou1d be aocepted if his standard
of eduoation ~ adjudged equivalent to that of the Group Certifioate.
Further, he suggested that the Union should circularize Vooationa1 Sohoo1s
giving conditions of apprenticeship J rates of pay, eto. The above
suggestions were agreed to by the Eeeting.
~~. deLaoy then proposed on behalf of h~. Cranley and the College that
Mr. F. Robbins should be co-opted as a permanent menber of the Advisory
Connittee in view of his long assooiation with the trade, the Courses and the
Advis cry Cor.unittee, and his pioneer work in seouring part-tine day release
for apprentioes in this country. Ere J" Brennan s aid that he was very happy
to second the proposal and paid tribute to the work and knowledge of
Hr. Robbins. The proposal vras unaninous1y acoepted. Hr. Robbins, who 'Vlas
pres ent on :inv itat ion of the Chairnan, expressed his thanks and appreoiation,
and his wish to give any assistanoe pcssib1e.
Hr. Hodgens then gave the results of the suppleRentary exaninations, and
the pcsition regarding the enrol~~nt for 1960-61.
YEAR I. Gen. Soience. 1.!athenatios. Enf1;lish• Projeotion
.
-
Keogh.l Laurenoe 63% 48% ...-
Nolan, Jcseph 47'/0 45% 55% 75%
Result - Pass and to be enrolled in Year Ir.
lfr. Kelly had provided a list of apprentioes who entered the trade during
the year. Seven of the ninetoen on the list had already reported for
enrolr.ent, and of these tliJ'O had the Day Vocational Group Certifioate :inoluding
Ho.gnetisn and Eleotrioity and would be enrolled in Year Ir.
The p1aoing of Year I apprentioes for prizes was then oonsidered with the
following result:
1st Place Dernot Duffy" Astor Cinet1.a, Total Marks 29C.
2nd Place Anthony Wakefield, Hetropole J Total J:1arks 251.
3rd Place Laurence Keogh J Astoria J Dun Laoire, Total Harks 239.
Hr. Kelly undertook to interview I~eogh regarding his attendance and hearexplanat~on. ovar/ his
YEAR HI
...2-
Electrioity Frl'l;jeotion Result
Byrne, Patriok 40% Pass.
Hyland, Anthony, 51% "!"'"" Pe.ss.
Reid, Roberl ...... 65% Pass.
U~: ~c~ie.ns s aid that he had alre~y giwn :instructions to the Offioe to
have oertifJ.oates for the n:ine apprentJ.ces w·ho had successfully conpleted the
three years of tho course, nade out, signed, and sent to l~. Kelly.
The pr·oposed re-organisation of the course discussed at the last neet:ing
was then considered. Hr. Hodgens presented a draft syllabus to oowr the
additional itens requested. This and the old syllabuses vvere then dis oussed
and it ..ras agreed that a fourth year would be required until the old first
year finished :in order to bridge the gap. Eventually the course would settlo"
as now, at three years. Mr. doLacy proposed that the College Staff would
look :into the matter of accwI:lodation, teaoh:ing staff J and fee with a vie"r
to irnplenent:ing the additional :instruotion at the earliest poss ible date.
Mr. Kelly said he 1l0uld get tho rr:en together to disuoss the possibility of a
fcurlh year as there would be diffioulties as regards tir.~ off from duties,
eto. He 1l0uld discuss the rAttor of help :in the paynont of a course fee vnth
the Secretary of the Theatre and C:iner.1D. Ass ooiation. It ..ras agreed that if'
pass ibIe the class should be held :in the norn:ing.
Puss:ing on to the presmtation of prizes and r..odals lIra Kelly said that
he had boon :in touch ·with Hr. Casey and the latter had asked for a outt:ing
of :invitations as tho high expenses of previous years oould not be met now
by his Association. Mr. Of Toole said the Union would support a outting
dev"m of :invitations for the same reason. The noeting decided to leaw the
issuo of :Invitations to the j~tint arrangement of Hessrs Kelly and Casey
reoc:tnri:end:ing, however, that the ten nenbers of the Advis ory Cor.mittee" and
Hessrs. nall and Casey, Pres ident and Seoretaryof the Theatre and CinEma
Ass oclation, and Hr. Conroy J Pres ident of the I.T .G..W..U.... should be invited.
Hr.. CranIey should issue tho invitaticns on behalf' of tho Advisory OOll1I!1ittoo
o.s forr::erly.. The neeting roc cnr.:endod that the function should bo in the
Hetr-opole on Tuosday 15th N ovembor, 1960 if' this date ,,-vas convonient to
evoryone conoerned.
Hr. OIToolo proposed that tho seoond (silver) rr.edal should :in future bo
oallod the J-:>hn O'Toole n:edal. This was agreed to..
Er·. Kelly suggested adult loctures on Televis ion and said he "'fOuld sond
some syllabuses he had received to lIr. Cranloy for oxa.n:ino.tion.
Tho Heoting then clffiod..
Ohairnan
--------------
Dato
'{uj~ ~~
W~ ~ ~+o
~~~S~·
0.- ~~~
1961MOctober 1960
KEVIN SThEEr, DUBLIN
Cl'..SS REPORT f,Nu EV:'.MPT\TION WffiKS
CITY OF T)UBLIN VOC'.:-TIONt.L EDUf '.TIOt.J COr-'IMITTl~E
COLLEGE OF TEcHIDLOGY
Projection Science P R C III. . .
- - av kt,-
~urname Christian Address iEmployer Projection So~ Electricity Note Possible Abs Lates Remarks tltC~
Names Books
Eardin Brian ::;orinthian eo 70 75 eo 55 - 1
By:rne Gerard ~ f~rielphi (City) 70 65 62 82 11 1 -
I
Carroll f1lbert ! Apollo (Sundrive) 65 52 63 - 11 2 1 Nott Book
Coleman Fergus I Bohemian 70 51 65 60 11 11 -
-
Donohoe Paul CapitQl 65 46 48 55 11 - 1
Kavanagh Noel Drumcon::i ra 95 73 71 75 11 - .... SIlj..uu...!Lo 3>rtI.
Kelly Fatrick Savoy 75 87 92 <x> 11 - - 3~ l4C
L8!Ilbert James Omorrie 90 79 72 75 11 1 - 3J6~ olNl
1 aguire Michae1 Ritz B/bridpe 80 70 68 75 11 2 3
loore Michael Rialto 70 58 49 65 11 3 -
Thompson John Kenilworth 60 65 69 70 11 5 1
-~
lwarren Joseph s 75 (2V 45 - 35 7 2 See iJOte below
~at:a of joinig
I W~--k>r"lIP
warren J Paid Fee 2/12/60 attem ing 4/11/ 60. 1 Hour late for So~ Exam. Note book r'lestroyen by weather. I\.~ Cl.-,r.~ .1-~.~.1
)
...
·3r-L ~~~QA
(1f f1~ /(Ji:J Pl"k 3.S4-~
JLu,l " ~.j~ 31£~
3n-L" {(,~. ~ 3~4- ~
--CITY '-OF :.;'UBLINVOl;\TION'.L EJUVlTION COMMIT'lliE
COL!EDE OF TE{;HOOIDGY
KEVIN STREEl', vUBLIN
pK-3Jl-o
&,AA£ /'fl.- fJ.P-d 02.~3 ik.~
0a..L~~ J,~ ~ z~g 4
CV,SS REPORT fdv EX"JIUW_TION M'.RKS
Projection Science i.R.C. 11 - October 1960 - Mav 1961
Surname Christian Address ~ployer Electricity Light Projection Possible Absent Late Remarks
Names
- I
~ rn ... A~A 2tfll-(61~dtNGilligan John It - - - :v 2 - I\bs. Exams
Henderson Pat rick Inchicore 40 41 70 55 - -
-
Keogh Laurence I !\storia 46 46 65 55 4 2 .... (VLcrl foI~,7. .Pr
"JO'
-Leonard (;ornelius 0" n" CM,..Q.cM. - " - 1. i\os.E~~ ./4x "" ~ .. n~ 3. "
Murphy Erlward Reg:li Rinpserrl CJD· ® 50 55 4 - f(ejUvc
{akefield J.nthony I Metropole 70 78 Qc) 55 1 - 2t1A~
Hogg \illiam Plaza GO (§> 65 54 8 - 1J{vt lA ~<12~6--r~.. - A
·v_
"-
Masterson Brian - - - 54 - - \bs. Exams'j,~ AoA ~1tJ/60
Nolan JosEph P. Ilin Straw <iD 43 70 50 12 6 /kv/~~ c.QQ.v
Hare Noel w. State 56 73 70 25 2 - -'~e joinin~
, 2. ,/o'(Q
Fmmett David Fines Leinster 78 90 85 22 - 1 " 11/'f- . 2,. <0/
-
.
{~r 1\ {)S I 1/
~t( .to ~ ~ ,...e
. .
-- y-~~
t;lTY OF DUBLIN VOC"TIOW,L FuUC/I.TIOl\T COMMITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY - (J~ (j;d1AA(J~ 2S¥
KEVIN STREET, IJUBLIN ~~ '"~~ It;;~
ClASS REPORT ANU E'("MIN'\.TION M'\RKS
Projection Science P.R.c. 1
-
October 1960 - May 1961
"
Surname Christian Names Age Employer .',
-
,', English Maths 1G~neral Proje€tion PCjssible A.bsence Remarks
y. M. . Science Science
- , ('n ... _n~
Barden James 14-10 Larrlscape A A !I. !I. 74 2 I\bs. Exams.
Drennan Peul J. 15- 3 SarrlforU A I~ @ 55 79 - I?e"j: A ,------
-
-'~~_.- I~·- - " -- _.. , -~~~--
Bailey John 15- 5 Regent 1 !I. !I. fi 79 43 Left Course
--
- -~@ -
Byrne Francis 14-11 Pavilion 40 44 50 78 - IftJ J. J,. !uAJL
Donoher Patrick 16- 6 Stella, Mt. Merrion 65 @ 50 70 76 7 WJ,\~
_. ~=~ ,
Hare Noel 16- 9 State, Phibsboro A !I. A A 85 43 Left Course
-
Hend-ley Liam 16- 8 Stap, Crumlin 62 56 66 70 85 - 2.rYl Place ClaS3
.-
.
-
'Q9 (::J 46 RoloArFlanagan 01iver 17- 2 Royal, Bray 65 74 10
•
Kenny George 15- 5 Casino, Finglas 11. J A A 69 28 Left Course
r..ynn William 17- 1 Killester 1'-. A A A 74 45 Left Course
Kilroy Kevin 15-10 Grand , Fair-view 60 57 69 65 85 - 3r Place Class
"
Kilroy Dermot 14- 5 'Green "'inema 58 52 67 65 18 1 Di.... I nt join till
-
3ri term
Monks Thomas 16-10 Aster Cinema 55 UY Q9 65 85 12 t!~ l~~~a~s
O'Connor James 14-10 Carlton c;inetWl 48 (0 (12) 55 68 I R~_1- 12 .
- '-
· I
i§>urname
-,
Christian Name s Age. Employer English Maths General Projection
Y-M Science Science Possible .\bsence Remarks
.-
..
O'~ullivan Thomas 16- 2 Cabra Gram ® 52 47 60 85 2 4 f:..lJf}. ~ 0_'r "'"'
.?rE merga.st Christopher 17- 3 ~vhitehall 48 ® 40 65 62 2 ~11A Ul,,!tA_'''''1
Sc\;lly fl.nthony 16- 3 flpollo Cinema 43 ® 61 65 78 2 A.ullA 114/litA
walsh Patrick 15- 3 Theatre ne .Luxe 57 50 61 90 85
' _..;..
- 1st Place Cla ss
-.
lard Joseph 18- 8 Theatre Royal 11. A A A 78 6 DiJ I nt finish
Course
'fills Rupert 15- 1 Ryrie ,J.qmes St. G> @ @ 65 85 5 rkLJOA£
De la Salle , Ballyfermot 42 QV 56 83 '\youn€ Brian 14- 0 A 4 P,bs Maths Exam
-:::;::T ltd~
OITY OF nWL!N VQOATIONAL mUOATION COMMn'TD
l •
OOLL!XiE OF TFqlOOlOGY
KEVIN STREEI', DUBLIN
Minutes of the Meeting of the Cinema and Theatre
(PT-ojection) Advistory Committee held in the
Principal's Office at 11 a.m. on Wednesday
28th June, 1961
Present:- Messrs. S. B. Kelly, F. O'~~ole, R. Crawford,
(Theatre and Cinema Branch, I.T.G.W.U.), J. Brennan,
P. Clarke (Theatre and Cinema Association), and H. Hodgens
with Mr. M. J. Cranley in the Chair.
The Minutes of the previous meeting held on the 7th October, 1960 having
been circulated to the members were taken as read, oonfirmed and signed.
The Committee expressed regret at the death earlier in the year of
Mr. Gogan am paid tribute to his work iD devQloping educational facilities for
apprentice cinema operators.
The Sessional examination results for the Session 1960/61 were then pre-
sented and the following decisions were made: - year 1. To repeat this year of
the course - Paul Brerman, Oliver Flanagan, Thomas Monks, Jame sO' Conner am
Rupert Mills. To take a supplemental examination in Mathematics - Francis Byrne,
Patrick Donoher, Christopher Predergast, Anthony Scully. To take a supplemental
examination in English - Thomas 0 I Sullivan. Brian Young, who failed in General
Science, and Who wes absent due to illness from the Mathematics examination, to
take supplemental examinations in these two subjects. year II. Edward Murphy
to repeat this year of the course and Jo seph P. N:>lan to take a supplemental
examination in Electricity. William Hogg, who failed in two subjects normally
should repeat Year 11 of the course but as he has been four years on the course,
he could not complete the course in the five years allowed. It was decided
that he should leave the course am th....t the attention of Messrs. Casey am Kelly
be drawn to this decision when the Minutes of this Meeting are sent to them.
year Ill. All passed in a class of 12, except Joseph Warren who failed in Sound
and who will be required to take a supplemental examinAtion in this subject.
It was agreed that the supplemental examinations should be held as formerly in the
second week of September; that the College will notify the apprentices concerned
regarding date, time and subject; and that the College will notify Mr. Kelly and
check with him the addresses of the apprentices concerned.
A.1 enrolment for the Session 1961-62 will take place before the next
Committee meeting, it was agreed on the suggestion of the Chairman that the College
may make decisions on the result of the supplemental examinations for the purpose
of enrolment SUbject to approval later by the Committee.
The follOWing apprentices will be awarded prizes:-
Year I
1st Place:- Patrick Walsh, Theatre de Luxe 258 total marks (max. marks 4(0)
2nd Place:- Liam Hendley, Star, Crumlin ;;;54 11 "
year 11
l:st Place:- David Fmnet, Leinster Cinema 253 total marks
(max. marks 300)
2nd Place:- Anthony Wake field , Metropole 238 " 11
Year III
1st Place:- Patrick Kelly S,:voy Cinema 354 total marks
2nd Place:- James Lambert .Ormonde Cinema 316 11 11 (max. marks 400)
3rd Place:- Noel Kavanagh Drumcomra 314 11 .,,,
Arising from the Report it was decided on the proposal of Mr. J. Brennan
that in the event of an apprentice entering the trade after the 1st January he
should be taken into Year I of the course only if considered suitable to enter
so late, by the College staff. As regards dropping Saturday morning classes,
Mr. Hodgens suggested year I classes on Monday, Wednesday and Friday and year 11
am III classes on Tuesday am Thursday mornings.
lover
2This was accepted subject to any objection that may arise from the Union or
the Association and it was decided that the attention of Messrs. Kelly and
Casey be drawn to this when sending the Minutes.
Mr. O'Toole suggested changing the Monday year I class from the afternoon
to the morning. It was decided to put this on the Agenda for the next meeting
and to start the new session with the class on Monday afternoon until a decision
would be m.ade by the Commit tee.
A discussion on Item 5 of the Agenda re the standard of the apprentices
then took place and was adjourned to the next meeting which was arranged for
mid-October. In the meantime members will consider the matter and Mr. J. Brennan
undertook to acquaint Mr. Walls, Chairman of the Association of the points raised.
Mr. O'Toole said he would like the matter fully considered by the Association
before a joint meeting with the Union should take place.
A letter dated 20th April, 1961 from Mr. J. Brennan to Mr. M. J. Cranley
re payment of a class fee for an apprentice was then considered. The matter
arose from a First Year Apprentice leaving the Cinema e~rly in the Autumn term
and having to be replaced by another apprentice which involved the Manager in
having to pay the College fee a second time - the point being that College fees
are not transferable. Mr. Cranley explained the position as regards fees and
read the Corrmittee's regulations. Mr. Brennan proposed "that this Conunittee
recommends the Vocational Education Committee to give favourable consideration
to its re~uest not to charge an additional fee in the CRse of a first year
apprentice who is employed to replace a first year apprentice for whom a fee has
been paid and who has left the trade". This proposal was passed by the Committee.
It was agreed to ask the Vocational Education Committee to sanction a fourth
year for the Projection Science Course for Cinema Apprentice Operators to cover
additional items set out in a draft syllabus prepared by Mr. Hodgens dated July,
1960, which was presented to and accepted by the last Advisory Committee Meeting.
It was agreed that a suitable heading for this year of the course would be "Sound
and Optical EquiplJlent". With regard to the other matters concerning a fourth
class, the SUbject was adjourned to allow the Union and the Association to dis-
cuss matters arising, such as time off for apprentices, which apprentice groups
would be required to attend, etc. It had been agreed at the last ~eeting that,
if possible, the additional class should be held in the morning.
Mr. J. Brennan suggested that one of the medals not yet named should be
named the Gogan Medal. It was decided to put this on the Agenda for the next
meeting in mid-October.
The meeting then closed.
Signed:
Date:
Phone
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Our Ref. 13~298/l0
Dear Sir"
19th June .. 1961
At Meeting of the Cinema o.nd Theatre (Projection) Advisory
Committee will be held in the Principalfs Office in this College on
Wednesday, 28th June" 1961 at 11 a.m..
AGENDA
,
1.
2.
Minutes of meeting held on 7th October, 1960.
Sessional Examination Report 1960-61.
Arrangements for supplemental examinations.
4.
5.
6.
7.
A1ternativo day for Year 1 of the oourse in view of dropping
Saturday morning olasses.
Problem of obtaining youths of re quirod standard as apprentioes.
letter from Mr. J. Brennun ro payment of College fee for apprentioe.
Any other bus iness.
Yours faithfully,
MbRTJN J. CRi LEY
~ci'pal
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COI.TIIITTEE
COLLEGE OF T:;::;CHNOLOGY
K:C;VDT STHEET DUDLTIJ
};InTUTES OF A HEETllTG OF THE THEATRE Mm CllfEHA ADVISORY
COHHITTEE HELD IN THE PRINCIPAL'S OFFIC~ TIT THE COLLEGE
OF TECHNOLOGY KEVDr STREjJT ON MONDAY
----
16th OCT~ I q I
Presen~:- ~l.J. Cranley (Chairman), Messrs. S. Kelly, F. O'Toole, R. Crawford
(Theatre and Cinema Branch, I. T.G.W.U.) 111. Soanlan, J. Brennan
(Theatre and Cinema Assooiation), F. Robbins and H. Hodgens.
~.1intues: The :i\Jinutes of the previous neeting held on 28th June, 1961, having
been cirou~ated to the members, 1~ra taken as read and as a oorroct record,
and were signed.
Supplemental Examination Results.s
Jr. Hodgens presented the r1sults of the supplemental examinations which
were as foll!"ws:
Year 1 Byrne, Francis, :i\iathematics 30};, fail; to repeat Year 1
of the cours e.
Donoher, Patriok, Hathematics, 5l;~ - pass.
OtSullivan, Thomas, English, 465; - pass.
Prendergast, Christopher, Mathematios, 44% - pass.
Soully, Anthony, Iiathematics, 67~:' - pass.
Young, Brian, vms unable to attend on the dates fixed for h~
supplemental examinations in Mathematios and General Soienoe through no fault
of his. Another date will be arranged and it was agreed that the College oould
make the nepessary decision on enrolment as a result of his marks.
Year 11
Year 111
T"
Nolan, Joseph, Eleotrioity, 45~ - pass.
ITarren, Joseph, Sound, ~8% - pass.
The arrangements already made of enrolling those who had pas~ed the
supplemental examinations in the next year of the oourse and preparing a oourse
certificate: for rfarren were endorsed by the meeting.
Enrolments:
--
Hr. Hodgens then gave the fip;ures for the enrolments for the Sess ion 1961/2
which were nows Year 1 eighteen, Year 11 twelve, and Year III four.
AotuaJ.ly six apprentices had passed from Year 11 but of these Emmet and Hare
had not reported for enrolment. Hr. Ke11y reported that ~'Tilliam Hoge; had
voluntarily retired from the oourse as he could not complete it in the five
years al101'Ted.
As regards item 3 of the Agenda 1r. Cranley drew the attention of the
~or:rCommittee to the serious situation for the trade that oould arise
as a result of the Apprenticeship Aot coming into force in 19C;3 vlhioh would
require an apprentice to have the Intermediate Certifioate or Day Vocational
Group Certificate, and he strongl~r urged the Union to take up tho matter with the
2employers.
In reply to !Ir. Hodgens Mr. Kelly said that vaoanoies tha.t had ooourred had
been filled by boys sent from various Vooational Sohools 11hen he had made
applioa-~ioli to Mr. Hodgens, and that at present there was only one vaonnoy
for un app~entioe and that some bpys had been sent for it from Vocational 1/1
schools. " As a diffioulty had arisen durin'; the Surnr:ler holiday period
I,tr. Hodgen~ suggested that this Session he would get in touoh with the Headmasters
early in t~e Summer with a view to having some boys available during the holiday
period. L'~
't
Er. Hodgens said that he had made provlslon with :!'.1r • Forde to change the
Year 1 class from I,Ionday afternocn to Honday morning, but he had been waiting
for the approval of the Committee to make the change. lir. Brennan on behalf
of the Assooin.tion and Hr. Kelly for the Union said there yms no objection
and Er. Brennan believed that it vras really a matter for tho chief operators.
It 1"laS deeidod on the original suggestion of Hr. O'Toole to hblclthe olass on
Honday mo~ing and notify the a?prentices accordingly.
As regards a fourth year for the Course it was agreed that the Asso"iation
and the Union should get together to disouss all the points involved in
introducing a fourth year inoluding possible ohanges in the agreement and the
question of time off for apprentices.
Hr. Brennan s aid that he had spoken to Nr. Casey, Secretary of the Assooiation
early this month regarding arrangements for the award of pri~cs and oertificates
tc successful students, and that he was not to make any commitment in this
respect for the Association. It 'TaS decided that ~·!essrs. Kelly and Casey should
disouss the general arrangements, and having come to an agreement then to get
in touch with Hr. Cranley.
It nClS decided that the silver medal should be called the Gogan Uedal.
!'ir. Brennan announced his rosignation from the Advisory (jol'1.mittee owing
to pressure of bUSiness and said that the Counoil of the Association had not
yet nominated a Successor. Tributes nere paid to Hr. Brennan for the advioe and
wisdo~ that he had breught to the cOIJ'l.mittee t s affairs during his Ion'; association"
and s mcere exprDss ions of regret and thal1.lcs were made by the Chairman, and by
lIossrs. Kelly and Robbins. Tho other membors present uished to endorso the
remarks and sentiments.
The meeting then concludod.
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~rd October, 1961.
Doa.r Sir,
A moeting of the Cinema. and Thea.tre (Projeotion) Advisory Committeo
Hill bo held in the Principa.lfs Office in this College on l'londo.y"
1Gth October, 1961, o.t 11 a.m.
AGEliDA
l~ Minutes of meeting hold on 28th June, 1961.
2., Results of supplemental examinations and report on enrolment.
3. The standard of apprentices. Adjourned froLl last meeting..
4.. Change of yea.r 1 class from afternoon to morning on lIonda.ys.
from last meeting.
5. Fourth year of course. Further consideration.
Postponed
6. J.rrangements for the avrurd of certificates and prizes for Sess ion 1960- 61.
7. Decis ion on the proposed Gogan Hedal.
8. Any other' business.
Principal
".
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
KEVIN STREET DUBLIN=~~~==~--
Minutes of Advisory Committee Meeting for the Cinema and
Theatre (Projection) course hEld on 1st March, 1962,
in the Principal's Office, College of Technology
KEvin StreEt at 11,00 a.m.
Present~- Messrs. F. OIToole, and R. Crawford (I.T.G.V'~ Union)
M. Scanlan (Theatre and Cinema AS8ociation),
F. Robbins, H. deLacy, £ssistant Principal, and
H. Hodgens (Secretary)
lVIr. 0 I Toole apologised for the absence of Mr. S. Kelly.
Mr. Hodgens said that he had been recently in touch with the
T.C.A. regarding the appointment of a member in place of
Mr. J. B~ennan. He had been informed by Mr. Lush that no
appointment had. yet been m~de.
The Minutes of the previous meeting having been circulated to
the members were taken as read and signed.
Mr. Hodgens then gave particulars of the Christmas examination
results for t he three years of thE course. These showed only a
• small number below pas e marks out of a class of 21 in the first year.
In the second year a little le se than half WErE below pass marks, .
while in third yEar the four on the Roll pa8 sed. Arising from
an inquiry from Mr. S. Kelly, SEcrEtary of thE Theatre and Cinema
Branch of the I.T.G.W.U. regarding marks for English having beEn
given for clacs work during thE term rather than from the results of
a formal exemination, Mr. Cranley reed a lEtter from the tEacher of
English, Mr. Conway which was accepted as quite setisfactory in view
of the vEry "mixed ctandard of the clas c .
The Union members raised a point concerning the dismissal of
a class because no room was available. Mr. deLacy said that the
teacher had been severly reprimanded on that occasion. There had
been difficulty as regards room accommodation because of taking
on additional classes this Session and becausE of the G.C.E. Examinations.
The Union members were afraid that the Cinema apprentices might not be
getting quite the same attention as other groups but they were
assured that this was not the ~ase.
Arising from a change of teachers for General SciencE in the
first yEar whEn Mr. L. Purton replaced the part-time teacher
Mr. Colm Kelly who had left in mid-NovembEr, Mr. Frank Robbins
asked that it be recorded that the CommittEE again considered
that something should be done to makE teachers' saleries morE
attractive in order to securE and to hold teachers. H~ rEmember~
that in prEvious yeers there had bEen some difficultiEs due to
~hanges of teachers.
Pacsing to the arrengements -for the distribution of certificates
and prizes for the SEccion 1960-61, it was dECidEd that in the
absEnCE of dEfinite informetion from thE T.C.A that the presentations
would be mede at a tee preceeding the annual dance to be held in
May. The UniJn and the Association would make final arrangements.
The standard of the apprenticES gav( rise to a general discussion,
and finally it was agrEed that a preliminary meeting should be callEd
by the College to gEt togEther the various interEsts that it was
coneidErEd would bE involVEd, viz. Radio and Telefis EirEann and
ArdmorE 8tudiJS for informal discussions on apprenticeship, Education
and training.
- 2 -
Mr. Oranley re~d a lettEr from the Chief Executive Officer
saying that the Vocationel Educetion Committee had given sanction
for a fourth year of the Course as outlined at previ8us meetings .
of thi9 Committee. Mr. R. Crawford said that he underst80d that
the TheatrE 2nd Cinema AS~8cictioh were not keEn on ~ fourth year,
and that thEy considered the present three years C8urse quite
s2tisfactory. Mr. Crc:nley ~aid that the Vocation21 Education
Committee w8uld not go ahead with the extEnsion of the course unless
the Ascocietion and the Union ~Ere in agreEmEnt Which, of courSE,
he underst80d at prEvi8uc meEtin~c to be the case, as otherwise
he would not have madE thE rec8m~endation to the Bhief Executive
Officer end the Vocational Education Com~ittee. Mr. Scanlan
thought the fourth ye2r ~ good idea, and did not know why the T.C.A.
were not in agreement. Mr; F. Robb ins sug:::,e st ed that Mr. Cranle y
should write to the Uni8n and t8 the Association to record the
sanction of 2 fourth year 8f the course by thE Vocational Education
CommitteE ac recommended and requested by thE Advisory Committee,
and to ask for discussi8n on the matter with a view to commencing
next Sessi8n:
Before the meeting closed Mr~ Cranley ann8unced that this meeting
of the Advis8ry Committee would probably be his last, since he would
be leaving the College to take up an appointment with the Institute
of Industrial Research and Standards. The Uni8n all paid high
tributes to Mr. Cranley as Principal and as Chairman 8f the Comffiittee;,
expressed regret at his resignation and congratulated him ~nd wished
him happiness and every success in his new ap)ointment. Mr. Cranley
. thanked the CommittBe for the kind rEmarks and the g80d wishes.
The Secretary would like to have it recorded in the Minutes his
complete and sincere end8rsement of the sentiments expressed by the
other members to Mr. Cranley.
Si~ ~. fYi?-~
~ Chai n
14th March, 1962.
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22m June, 1962.
Derl.r Sir,
I\. Meeting of the Cinem.q and TheA.tre (Projection) I\.dvisory
Committee will be held in the Princip~l's Office in this College on
WennesnrlY, 4th July, 1962 A.t 11 A.:m.
Yours fA.ithfullY
Hugh de lAcy
t\.cting PrincipA.l
t\GENDA
Minutes of Meeting held on 1st M.<l:rch, 1962.
2.
3.
SessionA.l examin~tion results.
\ny other busine~s.
CITY OF DUBLIN VOCA~ION.i~L EDUC:..TloN
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
KEVlN STREET DUBLlN
.... .-._... -
C01fu"ITT~
CU.3S REPORT AND EXfJ:llNi~T ION M1~.
Projection Soience P.R.C. 1 - Ootober 1961 - May 1962
Morks for A.ttondanoe
Surname Chris tian Names Employer Maths English General projection Soience . Possible Actuul Remarks
Soience Soienoe CopY(No. Times
late)
~
Bebbington Franois Green 54 47 40 100 70 ~ 84 82 Very
-
.. SatisfactoryIi
Birnoy Eamonn Killeste1" 60 61 62 100 30 2 84 80 Very
s ntisfuctory
Curr Jamos Lnndscapo 42 73 55 98 80 3 84 82 Satisfactory
-
Conroy Jronos Ritz Ballsbridgo 74 58 83 98 70 .9·' 84 75 Absent too
ofton
Conboy John Gulu Ballyformot 43 43 89 73 80 4 84 69 Very fair
Dolon I.o.wrence Appollo Sundrivo 12 29 15 55 50 I 4 84 74 Very woakRoad .
lIogan 'VTil1iam Stelln Ruthminos 53 49 98 68 75
-
84 82 Consistont
Hughos Ea.tronn I Savoy 14 45 6 85 65 81 77 wool<:--.-...I>-._--~ _.,,___.~,~,~~_
- -
-
..............._........ ---
-
~'UrnwLd. Christian Nronos Employer Maths English Gonera.l Projection Marks f'or Attcmdanco Remarks
Scionoe Science Science poasible Actual
Copy (No.Times
late)
1
ILnw10r Brian Ambas S Mer 62 40 71 100 75 ] 84 I 83 Fair
, ,
,
McC10one Jo.mcs Casino 54 57 41 88 60 6 84 78 Could have
done better
MCGuinness I.fu±thew Tivoli 84 66 43 100 40 1 84 8£ Exco11ont
Mcrrimon Brion Oriel 12 41 20 65 75 2 84 80 auk
Mooncy Anthony Stato 45 53 15 98 65
-
84 84 Tried hard
Of Loughlin Gcorge Thoatre Royal A A l~ it. A 6 f 84 54 Lof'tI course
Of Toole Kovin l.delphi 1~ 1~ i. 1.. A
-
84 70 Lof't course
l1c.lsho Thomas Capitol 16 50 5 95 35 5 84 81 fleak at
Maths
Brennan Pa.u1 Sandi'ord A A 1. A A 9 80 65 No progress j
J
Swon .Ja.moS J...p'poll 0 Dundrum 24 4al 16 A 50 1 80 I63 llouk
o'Ne ill Patrick Loinster D•Barn 22 36 26 75 40 17 78 I68 No progress
IyO'lmg Brian Do lA Sa110 B.f'e rm·13 31 23 75 40 2 75 !1 64 Very weakFlanagon - Plaza Pame11 Sq A A -Berno.rd 1... J.. - -~ 1 T 68 - - - -- --25 No interest
..[cLou~h-lin Ol"'J1lOnd ' A A·
displa.yed
-Kevin- - .' J;~ A ,..~
J -
47 35
-:ins doi..."1g wo 11
- - - -
f-. {No Co - -Dcrragh Francis Graf'ton 64 36 26 - - --90
-If"; 'Un'nPKn 2 I 4;D 39 ~ao~WAJ~g
CrTY OF ~ w~r~L m~T~ c~m~----~~------~---------------~
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
KEVIN STREET DUBLJN
CIl~SS REPORT fIND E.X1JA::IN.!"TION MtillKS
Projoction Scienco P.R.C. 11 Octobor 1961 - May 1962
~urnume Chris timl Na.mo Employer Magnotism ond Projection Light Marks for J Attandor.co No. time:: Remarks
Electricity ~~_ie~c:.. 9$}r!~sSi'blo .Actual Into
----., ~ .......-.- -
tHondly Lia.m De Luxc 68 90 90 85 ' 57 \ 57 0
I
'lilroy Kevin Corinthion
- - - ":' 57 49 0 Loft class
·,..ilroy Dormot -;lhito'hall Grand 50 65 66 80 57 56 0
,
Murphy Edward Re gal Rings cnd 70 70 42 75 57 I 51 0
JI
'lIonks Thomas As tor 58 100 68 78 57 r 54 0
\
P'Sullivon Thomas Cabra. Grmld 30 100 80 . NQ c<?p~ 57 I 47 1 IgJ.ven p v I I..
lPrcndcrgast Chris topher Re gal Hn.wkins St. 36 , 100 56 75 57 I 50 I Iirrilles Rupcrt J.orric Jamcs St.
- - - -
57 22 9 I Loft class 19th Marchifalsh Po:brick De Luxo
- - - - 57 21 5 ~~rlc~~s, ,
Scully l..nthony Apollo ~io.lkinstown 66 50 58 80 57 , 57 0
IClcary Anthony Embassy · ...Row
-
I
-
- - 57 14 1 ~g 3~~si
Byrne Francis , Pa.vi1ion D1.ID. Lao ire 44 I 100 38 70 57 52 1 Started jI Oct. lOth. ,
Ponoher Patrick Stelln. Mt. Merrion 60 1 60 82 57 I 43 5 ~I;;artodi . I et. 10th
1F1anagon Oliver Royal Bray 30 95 30 67 57 35 0 St<.rtod I
I 2ht Nov.
Prn.ce Jom Cn.rlton 88 70 40 80 57
1
26 1 Sta::-tod
30b FO.b.. · rfenihon Uichao1 Fnirview Grand
- I - - - 57 11 0 StD.r'~od 23Id ~r1Lof't 1,7th pril
CITY OF DUBLm VOCl~TIOIi;'.L ED"GC(·.T~UN UOH1UTTEE
_.- - _.~ ---" --- --,,---- ----
COLLEGE OF l'LCHlIJOLOGY
-- --._.---_ .. -- -----._-
KeVJiT STREET DUBLJN
--- - -_.. --- -----
--- - .. -- ---------- .
Ho.y 1962
]
]
I
i
--
-_.
d projc0ti.on \roto Attendance NOoTim01 RomurksBooks possible ~ctuo.l lute
-'-
\- .. .- -- ---
'f--"
70 85 57 C,t
-
---
------~ t1 80 80 57 5'1 - I_.-..,!;- ---_ .. I
70 65 57 42 " III 3 weeks
L~-
..
15 57 43 8 III and bus strik3
I
- - - - - - - - ---
61
64
S OllYl
42
50
: 'loc't;r::'c i ty
strand
Ertploycr
Lo.wrence
Christian Na.me
~\j o.Lor.:
___ __---1~-----~-f-.-.---------+------
~storio. Dun Lo.oirc
.:~Jo.kcr-i~~ Jill~h-o·-n-y------+---:;.:-o-t-r-o-?-·-1-0--- 1 79 - --'---8'<1,
Lde>;on j:utr~_c_k_~~'-+--Tn-:~=~ 170 ::=:--;2
-f .
JOSOp}l
.,Ke'Ogh
r-------.,---- ------.,..---------------
S,urn' ll1':8
